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Abstract
Mesoporous materials have been widely applied in the field of separation and catalysts. Sur-
factant templating is one of the widely used methods for the preparation of mesoporous ma-
terials. Many methods based on surfactant templating, such as spin coating, dip coating and
co-precipitation, have been developed to prepare mesoporous materials.
Free-standing film synthesis method using the surfactant templating method, which has been
extensively studied by our group, enables the investigation of the change in the surface structure
while the film is growing using surface sensitive techniques. Previously used silica precursors
(tetramethyl orthosilicate and tetraethyl orthosilicate), produce organic species that disrupt the
organisation of the micelles. Sodium silicate solution, used in this work produces water instead
so is a potential precursor that could give better control of the pore size and the strength of
the film. The growth of the film was followed using cutting-edge techniques: in situ X-Ray
Reflectivity (XRR) and in situ Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (GISAXS),
which suggest a possible growth mechanism.
Functionalisation of mesoporous materials is required to improve their catalytic properties.
Novel surfactants (POM-2Cn, n is the carbon number of the hydrocarbon chain length, n= 12,
14, 16 and 18) were designed and were prepared through grafting double hydrocarbon chains
onto a Dawson structured polyoxometalates ([P2W17O61]
10−), to use these species as both tem-
plates and a source of polyoxometalate to functionalize the mesoporous materials prepared. The
self-assembly of the prepared surfactants and their mixture with commercial nonionic surfac-
tants (C12EO6 and C12EO8) in water have been studied using Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS) and Small Angle X-Ray Scattering(SAXS).
The pure POM-2Cn molecules form less elongated micelles in water with increasing hydropho-
bic tail length, suggested by the SANS analysis. The micelles formed by POM-2Cn were used to
template titanium dioxide. The prepared materials, denoted as POM-TiO2, have been proven to
bear POM units well-dispersed in the porous TiO2 materials using Energy Dispersive X-Ray
Analysis (EDX). The POM-TiO2 materials showed enhanced photodegradation properties for
rhodamine B compared to the unfunctionalised TiO2 materials. This is attributed to the charge
transfer from TiO2 conduction band to POM that prevent the recombination of the photo-excited
holes and electrons during the photodegradation process.
The insertion of the nonionic surfactant into the POM-2Cn system induces a micellar growth.
The comparison of SANS studies of the two binary surfactant systems (POM-2Cn/C12EO6 and
POM-Cn/C12EO8) have shown that the micellar growth caused by nonionic surfactant with a
smaller polyethylene oxide group is more pronounced than that caused by that with a larger
hydrophilic headgroup. The POM-2Cn/C12EO8 mixtures form Liquid Crystal Phases (LCP)
when the total concentration is increased to 133 mM. The type of LCP formed depends on the
mixing mole ratio of the POM-2Cn and C12EO8. The POM-2Cn rich mixtures form a cubic
phase, while the C12EO8 rich mixtures form a lamellar phase. The lamellar phase formed by the
mixture was then used to template long-range ordered silica. Porous silica was obtained after the
organic part of the template was removed, with a relatively small surface area (ca. 313 m2/g)
and small pore size (1 nm - 4 nm).
This work includes several individual systematic investigations, the understanding of the
growth of the silica film using sodium silicate solution, the basic understanding of surfactant
behaviour of the POM-2Cn surfactants and their mixtures with C12EOm (m = 6 and 8). Their
iii
applications in fabricating hybrid porous materials with enhanced properties were also studied.
It is hoped that these results could give a good understanding of the surfactant behaviour of both
traditional and novel surfactants and would contribute to the future study of the functionalisation
of inorganic materials using a surfactant templating method.
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Surfactants are molecules that comprise both hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. The self-
assembly of surfactant molecules, a process where ordered structures are formed from the pre-
existing disordered components, has been widely studied. The driving forces are considered to be
electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. [1] The ordered microstructures formed by surfactants
have been widely applied to the field of materials. [2,3] The surfactant-templating method, utilising
the mesophases formed by traditional surfactants as templates to prepare porous materials, has
allowed the generation of porous structures and different geometries in the prepared materials
and are well-established. A growing amount of studies are focused on the exploration of modified
synthesis methods to better control the pore size and geometry of the prepared materials for
extensive applications.
In the last decades, more and more studies have explored the design of novel surfactants, such
as amino acid-based surfactants [4] and inorganic material-based [5,6] surfactants. The inorganic
materials-based surfactants, due to the significant properties of the inorganic molecular clusters,
are very valuable systems for understanding the assembly and functionalising materials through
a surfactant templating method. [7] Polyoxometalates are the most representative inorganic can-
didates that are applicable to the design of inorganic material-based amphiphiles, due to their
solubility in polar solvents. [5] Their unique properties grant extensive applications of the designed
amphiphiles. [8,9]
This thesis is focused on the better control of the structure of mesoporous materials templated
by traditional surfactants and the functionalisation of porous inorganic materials through using
POM-based amphiphiles as structure-directing agents. Therefore, this chapter will introduce sur-
factant templating from the aspects of both traditional surfactants and POM-based amphiphiles.
The major goals of this work are listed below:
1. To explore the use of alternative silica sources along with the self-assembly of traditional
surfactants and their application in the preparation of mesoporous films.
2. To synthesise polyoxometalate (POM)-based amphiphiles and study their novel self-assembly
behaviour.
3. To use POM-based amphiphiles, alone and with nonionic surfactants, to template active
porous materials, such as TiO2, where synergistic effects between both species can illustrate
the potential for use of POM-amphiphiles to prepare functional materials.
1
1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.1 Illustration of the four types of surfactants.
Figure 1.2 Micellar structure (A = sphere, B = cylinder, C = bilayers, D = reverse micelles,
E = bicontinuous phase, F = liposomes). Adapted with permission from [10].
1.1 Traditional surfactants, liquid crystal phases and or-
dered porous materials
Surfactants are usually organic compounds which contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
groups. Surfactants both diffuse in a solvent and absorb at the air/liquid interface as monolayers
at low concentrations. The hydrophilic group will be in contact with the aqueous solution while
the hydrophobic tail will stay away from the aqueous solution. As the concentration increases
and reaches the critical micelle concentration (CMC), the surfactant molecules start to assemble
to form micelles. In an aqueous solution, the hydrophilic headgroups form a polar surface, while
the hydrophobic tails form a nonpolar core. When forming micelles in the bulk, each micelle
comprises a certain number of aggregated surfactant molecules which determines the size and the
geometry of the particular micellar system.
1.1.1 Surfactants, micelles and liquid crystal phases
Surfactants are classified into four types according to the charge of the headgroups they possess
as illustrated in Figure 1.1: anionic, cationic, zwitterionic and nonionic. Anionic and cationic
surfactants are surfactants which bear a negatively charged and positively charged hydrophilic
headgroup, respectively. Zwitterionic surfactants have both cationic and anionic centres that are
attached to the same molecule. Nonionic surfactants have no charge in the headgroup.
The concentration where micelles start to form is called critical micelle concentration (CMC).
The relationship between CMC values and the length of the surfactant can be fitted by the
Traube’s law:
log(CMC) = A−BnCH2 (1.1)
2
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where nCH2 is the number of effective methylene units, A = 1.33 and B = 0.26. Therefore, sur-
factants with longer hydrophobic tail length have lower CMCs.
The formation of different microstructural colloids assembled by surfactant molecules is driven
by the entropic interaction and factors such as Coulombic interaction and hydrogen bonding. Typ-
ical structures of micellar systems are spheres, cylinders, bilayers, inverse spheres, bicontinuous
phases and liposomes as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The widely accepted theory used to explain and predict the self-assembly of surfactant mi-
crostructures was given by Israechvili, [11] which is based on the ratio of the surface area of the
headgroup to the volume of the hydrophobic tail, namely the packing parameter (g). The packing
parameter is calculated by:
g = v/a0lc (1.2)
where v is the volume of the hydrophobic part, a0 is the effective area per molecule of the
hydrophilic part and lc is the critical tail length of the hydrophobic headgroup. For a linear
single-chain surfactant with saturated hydrocarbon chain, v and lc can be calculated using the
Tanford equation: [12] v = (27.4 + 26.9n) Å3 and lc = (1.5 + 1.265n) Å (n is the number of the
carbon atoms in the hydrophobic chain). As listed in Table 1.1, the micellar structure formed
can be predicted by the packing parameter of the surfactant molecule.
Table 1.1 Summary of the different micellar structures compatible with a given packing pa-
rameter. [11]
Packing Parameter, g Micellar Structure
g <1/3 Spherical micelles
1/3 <g <1/2 Cylindrical micelles
1/2 <g <1 Bilayer (vesicles)
1 <g <2 Bilayer (membrane)
2 <g <3 Inverse cylindrical micelles
g >3 Inverse spherical micelles
Liquid crystal phases (LCPs), formed at high concentrations of surfactant solutions, are con-
sidered to be ordered arrays of micelles or intermediates between the solid and liquid phase. [1]
The most common LCPs are lamellar, hexagonal and cubic structure. [13–15]
The structure of the lamellar phase is illustrated in Figure 1.2C, where the surfactant molecules
are organised into bilayers separated by the solvent layers. The hexagonal phase is composed of
the hexagonally-packed rodlike micelles, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Cubic phase contains more
than two types of structures. Figure 1.4 shows a bicontinuous cubic structure.
——————————————————
1.1.2 Porous materials
Porous materials have been widely applied in the field of catalysis, drug delivery and separa-
tions. [17–23] Porous materials are classified by the size of the pores into micro-, meso-, macrop-
3
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Figure 1.3 Hexagonal phase; rodlike surfactant micelles packed hexagonally in water.
Figure 1.4 Bicontinuous cubic phase. Adapted with the permission from [16].
orous materials.
Microporous materials are materials possessing pores that range from 0.5 to 2 nm. Typical
microporous materials are zeolites which are crystalline aluminosilicates with 1D channel or 2D
channels. [24] Normally, the pore size in zeolites ranges from 0.4 to 0.7 nm. Zeolites have been
widely used as adsorbent and catalysts. [25,26] The small size of the pores limits the applications
of zeolites, e.g., in the separation of large organic molecules.
The pore size of the macroporous materials ranges from 50 nm to 10 µm. These materi-
als have advanced applications in the field of photonic crystals, [27,28] optical devices [29] and as
potential materials for high-speed computer device packaging. [30] However, the pore size of the
macroporous materials are quite large which limits their application in some fields.
Mesoporous materials are those having pores with diameters between 2 and 50 nm. These
materials have many advantages due to their large surface area, medium pore size, and their
potential to be modified by functional groups. [31–33] Mesoporous silica is one of the traditional
mesoporous materials. Normally, the silica is condensed in an amorphous state. [34]
The preparation of the mesoporous materials has been well established. The pores could be
either randomly oriented or long-range ordered. Disordered materials normally have a wide pore
size distribution, which limits their application in the area of separation and catalysis. Ordered
mesoporous silica materials have larger pores and narrow size distribution compared to microp-
orous materials and disordered materials. The large pores allow the materials to be useful for
applications involving large molecules. Long-range ordered mesoporous silica material prepared
by surfactant templating was first synthesised by Kresge et al. [35] in 1992 with a 2D hexagonal
structure, denoted MCM-41 (Mobil Composition of Matter). Since then, more synthesis methods
have been developed and various ordered mesoporous materials have been synthesised. Well-
4
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Figure 1.5 Effects of pH value on the condensation rate and the surface charge properties
of the silica species during the formation of the mesoporous silica. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from [40].
ordered silica materials with hexagonal (MCM-41, SBA-3, etc.), cubic (MCM-48, SBA-1, etc.)
and lamellar (MCM-50, etc.) structure have been successfully synthesised by using arrays of sur-
factant molecules as the structure-directing templates in both basic and acidic solutions. [36–38]
One of the most common structures is the 2D hexagonal structure with P6mm symmetry.
1.1.3 Formation mechanism
As the organic templates can be easily removed through calcination or solvent extraction to gen-
erate pores in the as-prepared materials, the surfactant-templating method has received more and
more attention. [35,39] The utilisation of a micellar surfactant solution to synthesise mesoporous
materials was first proposed by Kresge and co-workers. [35] After that, the surfactant aggregates
became common templates for the fabrication of ordered mesoporous materials. The assembly of
the surfactant molecules and the condensation of inorganic precursors both contribute to the for-
mation of the mesostructured materials in the syntheses. The synthesis method can be classified
according to the type of the surfactant used since the interactions between the silica precursors
and the surfactant micelles vary when using different types of surfactants.
Well-ordered (hexagonal, cubic, lamellar) mesoporous materials can be synthesised by us-
ing cationic surfactants as templates under both basic and acidic conditions related to different
charge-matchings, one of the two dominating factors in the self-assembly. The charge-matching
can be easily controlled by the pH of the solution. Take mesoporous silica material as an exam-
ple, the rates of the hydrolysis and condensation of the silica precursor happen in the solution
vary with pH value of the solution, more details can be found in Figure 1.5. [40] Silica species are
positively charged at pH below 2, and their condensation rate increases as the pH value decreases.
For a cationic surfactant under strongly acidic conditions (pH < 2), the cationic parts S+, me-
diated by the counter anions (X−), interact with positively charged silica sources (I+) through a
weak electrostatic interaction at the surface of the micelles to form the templated species S+X−I+
(Figure 1.6). [2,3] Interactions between the silica species and the surfactant molecules may reduce
the surface area per headgroup compared to the singular surfactant system, resulting in a larger
packing parameter. Referring to Figure 1.5 again, [40] the silica species are negatively charged un-
der weak acidic and alkaline conditions. For the CTAB/sodium silicate systems in weak alkaline
5
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Figure 1.6 Illustration of the variations of the interaction with the pH of the solution.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [40].
solutions, [41] the oligomeric silica species are negatively charged instead and then exchange with
the counterion X− of the surfactant to then form S+I− through Coulombic interactions. Again,
the extent of the inorganic I− binding to the cationic surfactant headgroup S+ will change the
packing parameter. Liu et al. [42] have successfully controlled the surfactant packing parameter by
controlling the SiO2/OH
− ratio in the solution where silica was templated on CTAB surfactant
micelles using a hydrothermal method.
The interaction for the silica oligomers with nonionic surfactants is different from that with
the cationic surfactants. The nonionic surfactants S0 interact with the neutral silica precursors I0
by electrostatic interaction or hydrogen bonding at the surface of the micelles and subsequently
form templated species S0I0. [2,43] However, the synthetic strategies used for cationic and nonionic
surfactants are not applicable to anionic surfactants. Highly protonated anionic surfactants fail
to interact with the positively charged silica sources in acidic solutions, and interactions between
the counterions of the surfactants and the silica sources are too weak to form S−X+I− under ba-
sic conditions. Therefore, a mediator between anionic surfactants and silica sources is the key in
these syntheses. Che et al. [44] have successfully used 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APS) or N-
trimethoxysilylpropyl-N,N,N-trimethylammonium chloride (TMAPS) as the bridge between the
anionic surfactant molecules and the silica oligomers to produce highly ordered mesoporous silica.
The exact formation mechanism of the long-range ordered mesoporous silica is still under
debate. There were two early predicted mechanisms for the formation of the 2D hexagonal struc-
ture. In the first one, the surfactant molecules form an ordered liquid crystal phase (LCP) before
the addition of the silica precursor. Silica species added infiltrate into the water region between
adjacent micelles in the LCP structure, interact with the hydrophilic headgroup of the surfactant
molecules through various driving forces as discussed above and condense around the micelles
without changing the pre-existing LCP structure. [34] This mechanism is usually used to explain
the synthesis methods where high concentration and viscous surfactant solution are used, [45] such
as electrodeposition and casting. However, most syntheses are far too dilute for the formation
of surfactant LCP at the beginning of the reaction, so this mechanism is discounted for these
methods.
Another proposed mechanism suggests that the silica species interact with the surfactant
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molecules and condense on the independent micelles. Then the silica coating on the micelles
decreases the electrostatic double-layer repulsion between the charged micelles, allowing them
to coalesce and organise into ordered mesophases. This assumption under certain conditions
(surfactant concentrations are between 10 wt. % and 26 wt. % where 2D hexagonal structure
often form) has been suggested by techniques such as small angle scattering, scanning electron
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. [46–48]
Other mechanisms have also been proposed. Chan et al. [49] reported a mechanism called a
phase separation model, giving a new understanding of the process of mesostructure formation. A
thermodynamically unstable oligomers/surfactant/solvent phase is produced during the growth
of the inorganic oligomers. Then a liquid crystal phase rich in surfactants and silica oligomers
appears as a separate phase as droplets stabilised by the electrostatic interactions. The droplets
continue to adsorb surfactant molecules from the solution and provide the environment for the
growth of templated species which are further stabilised by polymerisation of the oligomers.
Frasch et al. [50] also suggested a possible mechanism. The CTA+X− (X = Br or Cl) micelles
in the solution reach an equilibrium state between the surfactant ions and the free counterions
occurs. After the silica precursor is added, small amount of X− ions bonding outside the CTA+
micelles by hydroxide ions or silicate ions. After a short time, siliceous prepolymers (low degree
of polymerisation) form and bind the free surfactant molecules in the solution. The prepolymers
gradually grow into polysilicate polymers and bind more surfactants molecules to form micelles
at the expense of the pre-formed micelles. The surfactant/silica precipitates form when the com-
plexes reach a large size and neutral state.
1.1.4 Ordered mesoporous silica films.
Many strategies have been applied to prepare ordered mesoporous silica materials in a powder
form. Nevertheless, the powdered ordered mesoporous silica materials lack regular morphologies
and a high degree of ordering. The film morphology has the potential to produce more highly
ordered materials.
Evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) is a simple and frequently used process, [51] which
enables rapid production of porous layers on substrates in the form of film. [52] EISA uses largely
non-aqueous solutions such as ethanol, normally with a starting surfactant concentration below
its CMC. As the ethanolic solutions become concentrated while the solvents are evaporating, mi-
celles form in the remaining small volume of the solution, and then self-organised into a periodic
2D or 3D hexagonal, cubic or lamellar mesophases. [52] Sol-gel dip coating, spin coating and cast-
ing [53–55] are the most commonly used approaches based on the EISA theory to make periodic
inorganic films.
The spontaneous synthesis of films at the air/solution interface was first reported in 1996 by
Yang and co-workers. [56] Later, more strategies were developed to prepare free-standing silica
films at the air/solution interface. [57–60] Compared to the dip coating and spin coating methods,
the growth of silica film at the air/solution interface allows insight study of the growth of the
films using many advanced techniques which cannot be applied to the bulk solution, such as sur-




Our group has developed an air/solution interface method to synthesise silica film using
surfactant-polyelectrolyte complexes as soft templates. The inclusion of a polymer into the tem-
plating system made the interactions between each component become more complicated but pro-
duced thicker and more robust films. [61,62] In the polyethylenimine (PEI)-CTAB-tetramethoxysline
(TMOS) system, the PEI polymer which bears a small amount of positive charge in alkaline so-
lutions are attracted to the surface of the surfactant micelles through a strong anion-mediated
interaction and a dipole-cationic interaction. Amine groups are well known to cause precipitation
from silica in biological systems, and thus the PEI polymer also promotes silica condensation.
Upon the addition of the silica, the negatively charged silica species are able to infiltrate into
the aqueous solution to interact with both the surfactant and polymer templates and form a
spontaneous CTAB-PEI-silica film at the interface. [57,63]
1.1.5 Ordered mesoporous silica film using sodium silicate solution.
The silica source used in previous research in our group was TMOS which is expensive and envi-
ronmentally unfriendly. While the TMOS (Si(OCH3)4) is condensing, methanol which has high
toxicity is produced. [64] The methanol produced during the condensation will also disrupt the
surfactant micelles when the concentration is high, making it difficult to control the size and the
shape of the structures in the final materials. We attempted here to find an inexpensive and
environmentally friendly silica source, which allows the control of the pore size and shape, to
replace TMOS in the recipe for the preparation of silica films.
Sodium silicate (Na2SiO3), a common and inexpensive material, which condenses into SiO2
as TMOS does, has not previously been reported to be used as a precursor to prepare free-
standing silica films. While the sodium silicate is condensing, no poison is produced during the
process. The polymerisation of sodium silicate in solution has been widely studied. In mild
alkaline aqueous solutions, silica species appear predominantly as Si(OH)04 neutral species.
[65,66]
When sodium silicate is added into highly alkaline solutions (pH >10), [66] the oligomerization
of the monomers (Equation 1.3) followed by deprotonation (Equation 1.4) and polycondensation
reactions govern the aqueous equilibria: [65,67–69]
kSi(OH)04 ⇀↽ [SikOl(OH)(4k−2l)]
0 + lH2O, 2<k<8 (1.3)
[SikOl(OH)(4k−2l)]
0 +mOH− +mNa+ ⇀↽ [SinkO(n(l+m))(OH)(4k−2l−m)]
(m−) ·mNa+ +mH2O
(1.4)
where m is the number of singly-negatively charged oxygen anions. After that, the produced
silica species (Equation 1.4) polymerize with a repetition of n, which also bear negative charges,
attracting sodium ions in the solution.
There are many papers that report using sodium silicate solution to synthesise ordered silica
materials in the form of powder. Edler et al. [70] reported synthesis methods for making an all-
silica MCM-41 mesoporous silica of highly long-range order by using sodium silicate solution
in 1997. Zhao et al. [71] successfully synthesised mesoporous manganosilicate materials (Mn-
M41S) with hexagonal, cubic and lamellar structures using a low surfactant to sodium silicate
ratio (0.12:1) at various temperatures and acid/base contents. Gallis et al. [72] reported the
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use of sodium silicate to investigate the effects of the ethanol produced by tetraethoxysilane
(TEOS) on the transformation to the MCM-48 structure. The results indicate that only ethanol
produced by the TEOS, which is present at the interfacial region of the micelles could induce a
structural transformation. Liu et al. [42] reported that changing the ratio of the sodium silicate
and sodium hydroxide in the synthesis solution enables control of the micelle packing parameter of
the surfactant molecules and therefore directing the formation of mesoporous silica with different
structures. Lin et al. [73] successfully made MCM-41 silica materials with hierarchically structural
order by using a mixture of myristyltrimethylammonium bromide, butanol (co-surfactant) and
sodium silicate solution. Therefore, sodium silicate is known to be a useful silica source to make
mesostructured materials. Additionally, it raises the possibility to be able to control the pore size
and the shape since no extra alcohol is produced during the condensation and the polymerisation
of sodium silicate. [66–69]
1.2 Polyoxometalate (POM), POM-based complexes and
their assembly.
Inorganic-organic hybrids contain linked inorganic clusters and organic ligands through covalent
bonds or electrostatic interactions form a group of novel surfactants. The hybrids are not only
able to integrate the properties (redox activity, [8] catalysis, [9] magnetism [74]) of the inorganic and
the organic components, but also show synergistic effects beyond an individual component. In
addition, they have potential applications, such as quasi-homogeneous catalysts and templates
for functionalised materials with the inorganic clusters. These advantages make them promising
amphiphiles for the functionalisation of porous materials.
1.2.1 Polyoxometalate (POM)
Polyoxometalates (POMs) are a group of anionic metal oxide clusters [75] with structural diver-
sities. The oxometal polyhedral MOx (x = 5, 6), are the basic construction units, where M
represents early transition metals (TMs, mainly vanadium, molybdenum and tungsten). TMs are
typically in their high oxidation states bridged by oxo ligands (O2−). The TMs can be substituted
by other metals, including Al, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Zr, etc. [76–78]
Polyoxometalates are classified into several groups depending on their composition and struc-
ture. [75,79,80] Concerning the compositions, POMs are broken down into two broad subsets:
i) POMs containing only one type of TM, [MmOy]
n−, but without an internal heteroatom,
are called isopolyoxometalates (isoPOM, represented as [MmOy]
n−). Compared to their het-
eropolyoxometalate counterparts, they are much more unstable. [81] The molecular structure of
an isoPOM, [M9O16]
2−, is illustrated in Figure 1.7. [82]
ii) Heteropolyoxometalates (heteroPOM) are a group of polyoxometalates that contain addi-
tional heteroanions such as SO2−4 or PO
3−
4 , abbreviated as [XxMmOy]
n− (X is heteroelement, x is
smaller than m). These POMs are widely studied due to their unique catalytical properties, with
great emphasis on the Keggin structure ([XM12O40]
n−, where M represents tungsten or molyb-
denum) and Well-Dawson structured polyoxometalates. More structure details can be found in
9
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Figure 1.7 The [M6O19]
2−. Coulour code: blue for M (transition metal) and red for oxygen.
Adapted with permission from [82].
Figure 1.8, which illustrates the embedment of heteroatoms. The structure on the left represents
the Dawson structure.
The self-assembly of polyoxometalates
Due to the charge that polyoxometalates possess, they are often treated as macroionic clusters.
In most cases, unlike small ions like Na+, macroionic clusters spontaneously self-assemble into
more stable supra-molecular structures. The self-assembled POMs are thermodynamically stable
and transparent in the solution.
Polyoxometalate clusters, not limited to any specific group, [84] can self-assembled into spher-




25− etc. [84] The self-assembly process normally
takes several weeks at room temperature. The driving forces have been proven to have no con-
tribution from hydrophobic interaction (as there is no hydrophobic part in the part in POMs) or
van der Waals forces. [89] It has been suggested that the formation of the blackberry-type supra-
structure is closely related to charge density of the macroions. [90]
The catalytic performance of polyoxometalates
Polyoxometalates are always bulky and negatively charged. On the surface of the cage are typi-
cally abundant oxygen atoms which behave as electron donators. The metal ions in the skeleton
of the POMs can accept electrons due to their unoccupied orbitals. In this way, POMs are consid-
ered as Lewis acids. [91] POMs may act as Lewis bases under a different condition. Additionally,
POMs are recognised as electron reservoirs because they can release and accept electrons without
any structural collapses, indicating their redox properties. [92] The high oxidation state of the
transition metals, means that POMs can undergo several one-electron or two-electron reversible
reductions. For example, the Dawson structure [P2W18O62]
6− undergoes four reversible (one,
one, two, two electron) reductions in acidic aqueous solution. Six electrons can be added without
10
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Figure 1.8 A representation of embedding heteroatoms in POMs. The ellipsoidal M18 cages
are split open to show the heteroatoms within. The right structure is the M18O54 cage. Adapted
with permission from [83].
Figure 1.9 A. {Mo154}-type nanowheel. B. Schematic representatives showing the typical




Figure 1.10 Cyclic voltammetry spectrum of 5×10−4 M [P2W18O62]6− in pH = 7 buffer, scan
rate 10 mM/s. Adapted with permission from [93].
decomposition and the corresponding reoxidation waves are well-defined (see Figure 1.10). The
reversible redox pairs are affected significantly by the pH of the aqueous solution. In a neutral
aqueous solution, [P2W18O62]
6− undergoes several one-electron reductions. [93] In 1998, Steckhan
et al. summarised the application of POMs as electrocatalysts, a catalyst minimizes the acti-
vation energy and hence allow an electrode reaction to occur at a high current density close to
the equilibrium potential or even considerably below it. Nadjo and co-workers found that mixed
vanado- and molybdotungstophosphoric systems can efficiently oxidise NADH (a coenzyme) at
pH = 7 without using high overpotentials which are necessary when using direct oxidation meth-
ods at the electrode surfaces. [94,95] Rong et al. have found the Ru-substituted heteroPOMs,
PW11O39Ru
III(H2O), can be used as an electrochemical oxygen-transfer catalyst.
[96]
In addition, POMs have very similar photochemical characteristics to the semiconductor pho-
tocatalysts due to the well-defined HOMO-LUMO (highest occupied molecular orbitals-lowest
unoccupied molecular orbitals) gaps of POMs that is analogous to the bandgap of semiconductor
metal oxides. The HOMO-LUMO gap, shares the same function as the bandgap in semiconductor,
and is of vital importance from the aspect of inhibiting the recombination of holes and electrons
that are generated from photoexcitation. In the process of a photocatalytic reaction, POMs are
photoexcited from their ground state to an excited state by the illumination of UV or near-visible
light with energy that is higher than or equals to their HOMO-LUMO bandgap energy (difference
in energies between HOMO and LUMO). The nature of the excitation is the charge transfer from
an oxygen atom to the d0 of the transition metal. [97] Considering [PW12O40]
3− as an example,
charge transfer occurs from O2− to W6+ during the photoexcitation to form a pair of hole centre
(O−) and trapped electron centre (W5+). [98] The hole centres further react with H2O or other
electron donors to generate ·OH radicals for photocatalytic reactions due to the strong oxidative
ability of the holes. More specifically, the photooxidation properties can be utilised to remove
organic pollutants in water, [99–103] and the photoreductive properties are useful for recovery of
transition metal ions from water. [104]
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1.2.2 POM-based molecules and composite materials
POMs usually exist in solid and crystalline states, which limit their performance in diverse sys-
tems due to their poor processability and high solubility in polar solvents. [105,106] To create more
functionalities based on these intriguing POM clusters for extensive applications, a lot of studies
have been conducted to modify POMs with organic groups or other functional species. The mod-
ifications are mainly classified according to the type of the bonding interactions into two main
categories, non-covalent (Coulombic interactions, hydrogen bond, van der Waals forces and so
forth) modification and covalent modification. [107]
Non-covalent modifications
It is important to note that Coulombic interactions are already well examined and are consid-
ered to be very promising in the soft supramolecular field. [108] Many kinds of organic molecules,
such as typical cationic surfactants, [109–111] surfactant with functional groups [112,113] and poly-
mers [114,115] have been employed to functionalize POMs through Coulombic interactions.
Driven by the electrostatic interactions between POMs and cationic species, the counterions
in POMs are easily replaced by hydrophobic cations when the POM aqueous solution is mixed
with a surfactant chloroform solution. Yang et al. [116] designed and prepared surface-modified
POM with a cationic surfactant bearing azobenzene (Azo) groups. The Azo-containing POM
complexes showed high catalytic activities and can be easily recycled through a simple photo-




13−) hybrids were synthesised
by Wu’s group. [117] The intrinsic property of the surfactant, bearing a carboxylic group at the
hydrophobic end, leads to stable and reversible thermotropic liquid crystal properties of these
complexes.
Besides mixing the cationic surfactant solutions and POM solutions to produce surfactant-
encapsulated POM complexes through charge-charge coupling, the layer by layer (LbL) strategy
is another well-known method which makes use of the Coulombic interactions (the detailed pro-
cess is illustrated in Figure 1.11). [118] This method requires no specific instruments and allows
easy preparation of hybrid films with arbitrary thickness and tailored properties. Especially, as
most POMs are soluble in polar solvents, they are ideal for LbL techniques. Many studies have
suggested that the hybrid films containing polyoxometalates prepared through the LbL approach
have synergistic effects. A delicate design of graphene oxide nanosheet (GO)/H3PW12O40 multi-
layers developed by Li et al. exploited the photocatalytic properties of H3PW12O40 to convert GO
to reduced GO (rGO) by the irradiation of UV light. The field-effect transistor fabricated using
the obtained rGO/H3PW12O40 composite film exhibits good transportation for both electrons
and holes. [119] The [tetrakis (N-methylpyridyl) porphyrinato] cobalt (CoTMPyP)/[SiW12O40]
4−
multilayer films prepared through the LbL method have shown remarkable electrocatalytic per-
formances for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in acidic media and are promising in the field
of dissolved-oxygen sensors. [120]
The LbL strategy for the fabrication of POM-based composite multilayers are not limited to
preparation of POM/inorganic materials. Moreover, charged polymers can accommodate POMs
between their layers to afford a three-dimensional structure which presents properties that are
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Figure 1.11 Multilayer growth in a sequential process, in which the substrate is immersed in
dilute solutions of oppositely charged species. Combinations of different components in a single
film are easily put into practice. Adapted with permission from [118].
absent or less effective in a monolayer structure. Positive-charged polyethylenimine (PEI) has
been one of the outstanding candidates in fabricating multilayers with POMs. There are many in-









into PEI layers using the LbL strategy. The Langmuir trough (LB) method also provides a syn-
thesis route to multilayer films and the process is illustrated in Figure 1.12. [126–128]
Considering the inherent drawbacks of non-covalent modification like the inevitable leakage
of toxic elements or undesired macroscopic phase separation, [116] the exploration of hybrids with
a more stable connection between inorganic components and organic matrices appears to be of
significant importance.
Figure 1.12 LB film fabrication, Cat1, Cat2 and An represent the initial POM counter-cation,
and organic hydrophobic cation and its counter-anion respectively. Adapted with permission
from [106].
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Covalent bonding
Covalent bonding can be achieved through an M-C bond, where M represents the metal atom
within the polyoxometalate structure. Yin et al. reported the synthesis (see Figure 1.13C) of a sin-
gle Dawson-cluster-based molecule ((C4H9)4N)5H-[P2V3W15O59(OCH2)3CNHCOC15H31]) and
its surfactant properties. [129] Song et al. managed to graft tris(hydroxymethyl) amino methane
([HOCH2)3CNH2]) onto hydrophilic Mn-Anderson clusters via the alkoxo groups. Long alkyl
chains were then grafted through covalent amide bonds formed by reaction with the reactive
-NH2 groups on the opposite side.
[130] M-C bond, when M is other transition metals (such as
TiIV , ZrIV , VV or AIII , etc.), is highly prone to nucleophilic attack. [131] In comparison, Si-C3sp
and Sn-C3sp bonds, which can be formed using siloxane- or stannane- (tin compound with or-
ganic substituents) based precursors, are more stable and could bear the attack by nucleophilic
species such as water, alcohols, hydroxylated species, etc. The precursors of these compounds
are silsesquioxanes X3Si-R-SiX3 (X = Cl, Br or OR), organo-substituted silicic acid esters with a
general formula RnSi(OR)4−n and organostannanes RnSi(X)4−n, where R can be any organofunc-
tional groups and n is usually 1 or 2. R may contain a simple nonhydrolysable group (e.g., alkyl
chain) or any reactive group (e.g., amine [130] or methacryloyl group [132]) which can polymerise or
copolymerise. The reactive group present a potential to synthesise a new type of organic-inorganic
hybrid materials such as heterosilylated anions with an unsaturated terminal (general formula
[PW9(
tBuSiO)3(Si(CH2)nCH=CH2)]
3−, n= 0, 1 or 4) that were bridged through the Si-C bond
between POMs and organic species. [133]
Addition of Si-O to bridge between M and O in the M-O bonds to form M-O-Si-C3sp has been
considered to enable the formation of a stable bond between the POMs and the organic ligands.
RnSi(OR)4−n precursors provide the potential to form M-O-Si-C
3
sp covalent bond when grafted
onto polyoxometalates. Mayer et al. have successfully synthesised [γ-SiW10O36(RSiO)4]
4− (R=
C3H6OC(O)C(Me)=CH2) through four Si-O-W bridges (see Figure 1.13A).
[134] The obtained
inorganic-organic hybrid possesses a critical micelle concentration of 0.432 mM in water. Poly-
merisation with acrylamide at the end of the organic group of the hybrid allowed the formation
of a gel. Negatively charged POMs in the gel network grant its application as a superabsorbent
material. The same research group has also successfully functionalised [γ-SiW10O36]
8− with a
ligand containing a methacryloyl group to form [γ-SiW10O36 (2HC=C(Me)C(O)OPrSi)2O]
4− (see
Figure 1.13B). The copolymerisation of ethyl methacrylate within the organic component allows
the formation of hybrid networks which may contribute to the swelling properties of gels. [132]
These hybrid materials combine not only the advantages of organic components and inorganic
clusters, but also promote the close contact and synergistic effect between them, therefore, it is
of great interest to develop such organic-inorganic hybrids through covalent functionalisation.
1.2.3 Self-assembly of polyoxometalate-based composite
Based on the POM-organic complexes formed through either non-covalent bonding or covalent
bonding, extensive studies have been conducted to explore their applications in the materials
fields. For example, the surfactant behaviour of POM-organic complexes and gelation of POM-
organic complexes have been recently studied.
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Figure 1.13 (A)Polyhedral representative of the funtionalised polyoxometalate [γ-
SiW10O36(RSiO)4]
4−(R= C3H6OC(O)C(Me)=CH2). Adapted with permission from
[134].
(B)Representation of the functionalized polyanion, [γ-SiW10O36(2HCdC(Me)C(O)OPrSi)2O]
4−
copolymerised with ethyl methacrylate in acetonitrile at 70 ◦C in the presence of 2,2'-
azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) as radical initiator. Reprinted (adapted) with permission
from [132] (C) The illustration the synthesis of surfactant with Dawson-type POMs as polar
headgroups. Polyhedron colour code: W=grey, P=black, V=white. Adapted with permission
from [129].
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Surfactant behaviour
Many groups including Wei’s, Liu’s, Wang’s and Polarz’s research groups have reported dif-
ferent covalently modified POM hybrid clusters. [5,135–141] The solvophobic interaction of these
amphiphilic molecules in appropriate solvents can trigger the formation of micelles, vesicles,
reverse-vesicle and hexagonal structures, [6,135,136,138–140] which improves the compatibility of the
POMs with organic media.
Such organic-inorganic hybrids can be treated as surfactants, and their differences/similarities
compared to conventional surfactants are of great interest. The packing parameters can predict
the supramolecular structures formed by traditional surfactants in selective solvents. [142] As for
POM-based surfactants, the POM headgroups contains more charges than the hydrophilic head-
groups of conventional surfactants, so the counterion dissociation around the headgroups strongly
influences the structure of the aggregates. [7] In addition, due to the requirements for the synthesis
of POM-based surfactants, using the formation of M-C or M-Si-C bond (M represents transition
metals), various organic species have been used. The structure of the organic components, the
properties of the organic parts and geometry of the obtained POM-based surfactant also affect
the resulting supramolecular structures. [129,143,144] Moreover, counterion-mediated attractions be-
tween the POM headgroups also contribute to the geometry of the supramolecules.
The driving forces of the amphiphile assembly have also been discussed. When the grafted
functional groups, such as peptides, are relatively hydrophilic compared to alkyl chains, they are
unable to provide enough hydrophobic interactions for the formation of supramolecular struc-
tures. [144] Consequently, hydrogen bonding and counterion-mediated attraction dominate the
self-assembly process. Some double-chained POM surfactants have one tail at each side of the
POM headgroups. [129] Micelle formation in such surfactants requires a very high bending energy,
therefore induces a very slow aggregation rate. When the organic groups grafted possess aromatic
functional groups such as phenyl rings, [110] the competition of interaction between counterions
with the anionic headgroups (electrostatic interaction) and between counterions with pyrenes in
the organic group (cation-π) [145] modulated the conformation of the micelle structures. [146]
To conclude, the behaviours of such hybrid molecules in solution are predominantly controlled
by the competition between the counterion-mediated attraction and other types of attractions
such as hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interaction and cation-π interaction, which consequently
determines whether they assemble in the manner of macroions or as amphiphilic surfactants. [7]
Gelation
Gels, solid jelly-like soft materials that can have properties ranging from soft and weak to hard
and tough, [147] are of interest as a result of their unique features and potential applications as new
organic soft materials. [148,149] Gelation is favoured by non-covalent bonds, such as van der Waals
interactions, hydrogen bonds and π stacking interactions. Preliminary POM-based supramolecu-
lar gels were prepared by physically mixing POMs into organic gel matrices. [150] A bottom-up ap-
proach has been used to fabricate POM-containing gels by mixing with a hydro-gelator. [151] POMs
are randomly dispersed in these gels. The preparation of well-organised POMs-incorporated gels
is significant to tune the properties of gels.
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Hydrogen bonding is found to exist between the terminal oxygen atoms of POM-containing
complexes and hydrogen atoms of the organic component, which provides an alternative route
to the construction of well-organised POM-based gels. He et al. designed a gel system based
on pyridyl grafted Anderson-type POM complexes ([MnMo6O18((OCH2)3CNHCOC5H4N)2]
3−,
TBA-Py-MnMo6) possessing tetrabutylammonium counterions.
[152] The gel formation was as-
sisted with carboxylic acid since bare TBA-Py-MnMo6 only crystallizes from the solution. The
unidirectional hydrogen bond between pyridyl groups and the carboxylic groups of dicarboxylic
acid was demonstrated to be the driving force to connect TBA-Py-MnMo6 with the dicarboxylic
acids, resulting in the formation of polymer chains in the gels. More well-dispersed POM-
containing gel systems have been prepared by utilising the hydrogen bond or van der Waals
force introduced by grafting organic species onto POMs. [153–155]
1.3 Polyoxometalate-TiO2
Some POMs have been incorporated into photoactive and inactive support materials [101,156–158]
to achieve the recovery of POMs, [101,157] synergistic effect [158,159] and higher BET specific sur-
face areas. [160] Due to the photocatalytic properties of POMs, as discussed before, POMs possess
energy levels (LUMO and HOMO) corresponding to the CB and VB of semiconductors. The
combination of POMs and semiconductor photocatalysts is therefore expected to enhance their
photodegradation properties. TiO2 material is one of the most widely studied and used photo-
catalysts. So far, a series of POM-TiO2 hybrid materials were studied and were proven to behave
more efficiently. [159,161,162] Different approaches have been exploited to fabricate POM-TiO2 hy-
brid materials, including physical mixing, electrostatic interaction, and surface modification.
1.3.1 Physical mixing
POMs and TiO2 are usually physically mixed well in solutions or in a sol-gel approach. The prop-





4− have been investigated. [159,161,162] The effect of
the variation in the amount of added POMs in the mixtures on their efficiency in photooxidizing
1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB) was compared. [161] The rate constants of the photodegradation (krate)
were observed to have a different maximum value for each type of POM studied. The maximum
values occurred at 0.1 mM for [PW12O40]
3− (krate = 0.0318 min
−1), 0.07 mM for [SiW12O40]
4−
(krate = 0.0108 min
−1) and 1 mM for [W10O32]
4− (krate = 0.0066 min
−1). The distinction was
explained through estimating the free energy of one electron reduction as follows: the reduction
of [W10O32]
4− is more endothermic than the reduction of O2 under the experimental conditions
compared to the reduction of the other two types of POMs which were more favourable than
O2 and hence kinetically favoured. Therefore, the performance improvements are predominately
due to the role of POMs as an effective electron scavenger. When the POM concentration in
the system reached 2 mM or more, the competition for surface sites of TiO2 between POMs and
DCB, and the direct reoxidation of the reduced POMs by the photo-generated holes decrease the
degradation rate constant significantly.
POMs and TiO2 components were also physically mixed in a paste and coated onto fluorine-
doped tin oxide (FTO) to improve the photoelectrochemical properties. [159] The synergistic effect
between POMs and TiO2 was studied by various electrochemical analysis methods, it turned out
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Figure 1.14 (A) Pathway of preparation of TiO2-APS-PW11M (M = Ni/Co). (B)
Pathway for the preparation of PW11Co-APS-TiO2. Where APS stands for 3-
aminopropyltriethoxysilane. PW11M represents transition metal (M)-monosubstituted polyox-
ometalates, K5[M(H2O)PW11O39]), where M is Ni or Co.Adapted with permission from
[168,169].
that POMs are favourable in facilitating the electron transportation and suppressing the electron-
hole recombination.
The physical mixing method has successfully achieved synergism, however, POMs experience
difficulties in recycling due to the weak interaction between POMs and TiO2 and the high solu-
bility of POMs in most solvents. Moreover, the dispersion of POM within the system is random
without any organisation.
The sol-gel method, is another method to prepare POM-dispersed within TiO2 matrixes,
[163–165]
which not only enhance the photocatalytic efficiency due to the synergistic effect but also allows
the separation and recovery of POMs from the reaction environments. However, this method
limits the accessible surface area to POMs.
1.3.2 Electrostatic interaction and surface modification
Surface modification of TiO2 using molecules containing pyridine or amine group allows the
formation of coordination bond with transition-metal-substituted polyoxometalates. [166,167] A
well-known method, as illustrated in Figure 1.14, utilises 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane or ammo-
nia as a bridge between TiO2 and transition metal-substituted Keggin-structured polyoxometa-
lates. [168–170]
Bansal’s group [171–173] has reported the exploitation of electrostatic interactions between the
negatively-charged POMs and the amine-modified TiO2 nanoparticles or bare TiO2 as a driving
force. The as-prepared POM-TiO2 composites exhibit more effective degradation properties and
are used as a precursor to facilitate deposition of noble metals directly introduced into the system
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Figure 1.15 Energy diagram of the PW12O40-TiO2 system. Adapted with permission
from [176].
through UV irradiation.
1.3.3 Synergistic effect between POMs and TiO2
The synergistic effect between TiO2 and polyoxometalates have been widely studied. An agree-
ment has been achieved that the improvement in performance is attribute to enhancement of
charge pair separation. [174–176] For instance, as illustrated in Figure 1.15, [PW12O40]
3− (PW12)
and TiO2 are excited simultaneously when irradiated by UV light. The holes in PW12 have a very
strong oxidation power and trap the electrons from the conduction band of TiO2. The charge-
transfer excited polyoxometalate (POM*) possesses stronger reduction power than ground-state
POM, which then react with water and oxygen to produce radical species for photocatalytic re-
action with the generation of ground-state POM to be reused.
1.4 Conclusion
This chapter has given an outline about the application of traditional surfactants in templating
mesoporous silicas, and discussed polyoxometalates, POM-based surfactants and the potential
application of POM-based surfactants to synthesise hybrid materials with enhanced properties.
This thesis has exploited the templating of inorganic materials using both traditional surfactant
(CTAB) and POM surfactant as template.
As discussed in section 1.1, the use of TMOS as the silica precursor limmited the control of
structure of the prepared silica films. The 3rd chapter exploits the possibilities of using sodium
silicate solution as silica precursor to better control the pore size and the morphology of the
film structure. The method used is a previously developed system developed in our group, [57,59]
which used a traditional organic surfatant, hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as
a structure-directing agent to synthesise silica film at the air/solution interface. In situ X-ray
reflectivity and grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering at synchrotron were used to follow
the growth of the silica films.
Traditional surfactants only behave as templates, which are burnt away to leave only tem-
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plated inorganic materials. As discussed in section 1.2, many studies focused on the modification
of POMs to prepare POM amphiphiles to functionalize materials simultaneously while the tem-
plating process. Therefore, novel surfactants bears inorganic polyoxometalate as the headgroup
are designed and prepared.The 4th and 5th chapter of this thesis cover studies that involve the
designed POM-based amphiphiles designed for the use as surfactant templates for functionalize
mesoporous materals. Double hydrocarbon chains were grafted onto a Dawson structure phos-
photungstate through covalent bonding, the resulting products are denoted as POM-2Cn (n =
12, 14, 16 and 18). The CMCs of the prepared POM-2Cn and their mixture with commercial
nonionic surfactants were determined. SANS and DLS are applied to study their aggregates in
water. Salt effects on these pure POM-2Cn surfactant systems and the POM-2Cn/C12EO8 sys-
tems are also studied using SANS technique.
As in the extensive studies on the synergistic effect between POM and TiO2 discussed in
section 1.3, the POM-2Cn systems were utilised to template titanium dioxides to prepared POM
functionalised TiO2 (POM-TiO2) hybrid materials. The prepared POM-TiO2 hybrid materials
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Various techniques have been used in this study. The as-prepared silica/surfactant/polymer
hybrid films were characterised using a lab-based SAXSess instrument. To understand the film
forming process, the formation of silica/surfactant/polymer hybrid films were investigated in situ
using X-ray Reflectivity (XRR) and Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS)
at I07 beamline at Diamond Light Source. The energy resolution is measured to be ∆E/E = 2.47
× 10−4.
The self-assembly of the novel surfactants POM-2Cn was studied using small angle scattering
using neutrons (SANS) and X-rays (SAXS) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). The prepared
POM-TiO2 materials were studied using a lab-based SAXSess instrument. The obtained SAXS
and SANS data were analysed using Sasview software.
Thermalgravimetric analysis (TGA) was applied to study the composition ratio of the organic
component in the silica/surfactant/polymer, POM-2Cn materials. The porosity of the obtained
porous films and powders were tested using nitrogen adsorption and desorption measurements.
This chapter covers the principles underlying each of these characterisation techniques and de-
scribes relevant information about the sample environment and data processing.
2.1.1 X-ray and neutron basics
X-rays
X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths ranging from 0.1 to 100 Å cor-
responding to energies ranging from 100 eV to 100 keV, which makes it possible to detect much
smaller structures than visible light. X-rays with wavelengths between 0.5 and 2.5 Å are normally
used in material structure characterisation.
Laboratory X-rays can be generated from sealed-tubes, which are built as a vacuum-sealed
metal glass cylinder, where electrons emitted from a heated tungsten filament are accelerated by
a high voltage (between a tungsten filament cathode and a metal anode) and hit the metal target
under vacuum conditions. The spectrum emitted consists of (1) Bremsstrahlung electromag-
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of X-ray scattering, where grey spheres are atoms and red lines are
incident X-rays and scattered X-rays.
netic radiation which is generated due to a loss of kinetic energy when electrons are slowed down
through interactions with the electric field of an atomic orbital. (2) Characteristic X-rays emitted
when an inner shell electron is ejected (kinetic energy exceeds the binding energy). [177] The X-ray
energy limit is determined by the applied voltage between cathode and anode. Characteristic Kα
X-rays generated from a copper target are normally used in laboratory material characterisation.
A monochromator is used to select the X-rays with the specific wavelength from a broad spectrum.
At the Diamond synchrotron source, electrons are generated by an electron gun with an en-
ergy of 90 keV and then are fed into the first linear accelerator to be accelerated to 100 MeV.
Before injected into the storage ring, the energy is boosted into 3 GeV. More information can be
found on the Diamond light source website.
X-rays propagate and interact with matter. As shown in Figure 2.1, X-rays are scattered
at the electrons of the atomic shell. During the interaction, the electron starts oscillating and
sending out a dipole and a spherical wave.
There are three main interactions: photoadsorption, Compton scattering and Rayleigh scat-
tering. Photoadsorption happens when the incident photons interact with an inner-shell electron
resulting in total absorption. Compton scattering dominates at higher energies. Compton scat-
tering (incoherent scattering) [178] happens when a photon interacts with an outer orbital electron
and subsequently bounces away. Energy loss occurs during the whole process, resulting in a
different wavelength compared to the incoming radiation. Rayleigh scattering (coherent scat-
tering) [179] is produced when a photon collides with the electron, which absorbs all the energy
from the photon, and emits radiation with the same frequency as the incident radiation. Since
the emitted waves from neighbouring atoms oscillate synchronously, the coherent scattering can
carry the information about the material structures.
Figure 2.2 is an illustration of an X-ray scattered by a single electron. A flux (J0) of photons
arrives along the X-axis and interacts with the single electron at the point O. A detector is put
at the point P, which lies in XY plane with an angle 2θ from the X-axis with a distance of R from
O. The electric field vector of the incident photons, E0, is in the XZ plane which is perpendicular







1 + (cos 2θ)2
2
(2.1)
where J0 = E
2
0 , m and e are the mass and the charge of an electron, respectively. 1/R is the
solid angle between the unit area at P and O point. The e2/mc2 term is the classical radius of an
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Figure 2.2 Scattering of an unpolarized X-ray by a single free electron at the origin.








1 + (cos 2θ)2
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(2.2)
The scattering length of a single electron (be) from non-polarized X-rays is:
be = re(
1 + (cos 2θ)2
2
)1/2 (2.3)
By integrating throughout the solid angle Ω, the total scattering cross-section of an electron (σ





Therefore, the scattering of X-rays from matter results entirely from the electrons in an atom.
The X-ray scattering factor increases with the atomic number. Therefore, with X-rays, scattering
from heavy atoms, such as metal atoms present in an organic molecule, can often overwhelm the
scattering from the rest of the molecule. The local interaction of radiations with materials is




X-ray scattering length densities of different materials are calculated using Equation 2.5 and are
listed in Table 2.1.
To clarify the difference between some of the techniques used in this study, the geometry of
X-ray techniques used here are illustrated in Figure 2.3. [183] When the incident beam has a small
incident angle with respect to the sample surface, GISAXS measures the off-specular scattered
intensity near the specularly reflected beam with beam stops to block the direct beam and the
specularly reflected beam; XRR measures the specularly reflected beam. When the incident beam
has a large incident angle, Grazing Incidence Diffraction (GID) measures the scattered intensity
at a relatively large scattering angle. The techniques I used here are XRR and GISAXS. Another
technique I used is Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS), which applies a collimated beam on




Table 2.1 X-ray scattering length densities of a selection of materials.a
Compound Structure Density (g/cm3) X-ray SLD (×10−6 Å−2)
CTAB headgroup N(CH3)3 0.926
[180] 9.01
CTAB tail CH3(CH2)15 0.816
[180] 7.94
SDS headgroup OSO3 0.702
[181] 5.93


















a. density obtained from MSDS form on the Aldrich website.
b. density is calculated using molecular weight and volume predicted using Tanford equation. [12]
Neutrons
Neutron flux in a reactor neutron source, such as ILL, is produced by the fission of 235U nuclei
and always contains a wide range of neutron wavelengths. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain a
narrow range of neutron wavelengths using a monochromator. Alternatively, the neutron beam
can be produced by an interaction between a fired proton and a heavy metal target, which is
called a spallation neutron source. The ISIS Neutron Scattering Facility is a spallation source.
In structural studies, small angle neutron scattering covers the same range of spatial reso-
lution as small angle X-ray scattering. The major difference between the techniques lies in the
interaction between the probing radiation and the sample. X-rays are scattered by electrons and
neutrons are scattered by nuclei. Therefore, the strength of this interaction, termed as the scat-
tering length, is not as a function of atomic number for neutrons. The scattering length varies
randomly throughout the periodic table. [184] The neutron scattering lengths of hydrogen 1H and
deuterium 2H are very different. This allows the use of neutron scattering with isotopic labelling
to highlight molecules or sections of molecules while studying materials.
The neutron cross-section is used to describe the amount of the neutrons that have been
scattered by the scatterers. Assuming it is elastic scattering, the total scattering cross-section
has the same expression as X-rays:
σtot = 4|bn|2 (2.6)










bn,i exp (iqr)|2 (2.7)
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Figure 2.3 Grazing incidence X-ray/neutron scattering geometry, at small angles (GISAXS
and XRR), and relatively large angles (GID). Adapted with permission from [183].
Neutron scattering is a powerful technique to investigate the structure of materials, it has several
advantages when compared to X-ray scattering.
1. Neutron scattering is radiation scattered from nuclei, and the effect of isotopic substitution
is generally large.
2. Deuterium-labelling can be used to enhance scattering from parts of a system due to the
fact that the scattering lengths for hydrogen and deuterium are very different.
3. Due to the weak interaction between neutrons and nuclei, neutrons are very penetrating,
making it a useful technique as a bulk probe.
4. Neutrons have a magnetic moment that can couple directly to the magnetisation of materials
on the atomic scale. [185]
2.1.2 Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS)
Electromagnetic radiation can be used to obtain information about materials whose dimensions
are on the same order as the wavelength of the radiation. [186] SAXS experiments generally follow
the procedure as shown in Figure 2.4. A sample is irradiated by a collimated X-ray beam. The
direct beam is blocked by the beam stop placed in front of the detector. Scattering patterns are
caused by the interference of secondary waves that are emitted from the various structures when
irradiated. Scattering of X-rays is related to the differences in electron density. The larger the
diffraction angle is, the smaller the length scale probed. Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)
is used to determine crystal structure on the atomic length scale while SAXS is used to explore
microstructure on the colloidal length scale (1 nm - 100 nm). Unlike an electron micrograph, a
small angle X-ray scattering pattern does not give morphological information directly. The result
of a SAXS experiment is essentially the intensity of the Fourier transform of the electron density
profile within the matter and must be interpreted in order to determine the morphology. SAXS
results are normally given as a function of the momentum transfer, q, which is related to the
angle between the incident beam and wavelength of the radiation. The obtained patterns need
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of Small Angle X-ray scattering.
to be modelled to extract the structural information.
SAXS has been widely used to study colloidal or suspension systems, where micelles or parti-
cles of one material are dispersed in a uniform matrix of a second material. The characterisation
theories are similar for these two systems. Here a particulate suspension is discussed for an ex-
ample.
For a particulate suspension, when the concentration is low, e.g. in a dilute solution, there
are no correlations between positions or orientations of particles. The wave scattered from each
individual particle is incoherent, and the observed intensity simply becomes a sum of the indi-
vidual particle scattering. In a dilute particulate system, the matrix is assumed to be devoid of
any internal structure and simply presents a uniform, homogenous background. There is always
a fluctuation in a real system (both solid and liquid), but as long as the scale size of such inhomo-
geneity is much smaller than 1/q, the effect does not manifest itself in the q range of interest here.
When X-rays of known wavelength are scattered, a momentum transfer, q, can be defined that
equals (2π/λ)(k − k0) (k is the scattered vector and k0 is the incident vector). This definition
is based on the wavelength of radiation, λ, and unit vectors in the incident and scattered X-ray
directions, respectively, k0 and k. As shown in Figure 2.4, the angle between k0 and k is 2θ. Thus
the resulting momentum transfer, q, equals (4πsinθ)/λ. The scattering vector is the basis for all
scattering equations. Information about the size, shape and correlations of particles within the
sample can be obtained by analysing the resulting scattering pattern.
Form factor P(q)
The form factor P(q) describes the scattering from a single particle, which strongly depends on














where ρ(r) is the real space pair electron density, V is the illuminated volume. The scattering
intensity is proportional to the square of the Fourier transform of the ρ(r) as seen in Equation 2.8.
For a two-phase system consisting of: Np monodispersed particles with a uniform scattering
length density ρp dispersed in a matrix, which has a scattering length density at ρm, the integral
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can be separated into a uniform integral over the whole volume of the sample (Vtotal) and a term
equal to the difference of scattering length density between the particles and the matrix (ρp -
ρm).














where Vp is the volume of each particle in the system. The form factor is expressed by:




The volume fraction of the particle (Φp) in the system equals to NpVp/Vtotal. Then the scattering











Therefore, the scattering cross-section is proportional to the contrast factor, (ρp - ρm)
2, the
particle volume, Vp, the particle volume fraction, Φp and the form factor P(q).
The expression of the form factor depends on the shape of the particles. The simplest example
of a form factor is the one for sphere which has a form factor of the equation as: [188,189]
P (q) = 9[
sin (qRs)− qR cos (qRs)
(qRs)3
]2 (2.12)
where Rs is the radius of the sphere. The form factor of a monodispersed spherical particle with











where j1(x) = (sinx− x cosx)/x2; rs = rc + t with rs, rc and t are the size of the total radius of
the particle, radius of the core and the thickness of the shell of the particle; Vi = (4/3)r
3
i ; ρs, ρc
and ρsolv are the scattering length density of the shell, the core and the solvent.
The calculated intensity of a ellipsoidal particle with core-shell structure is expressed as:
P (q, α) =
Scale
V
F (q, α) + background (2.14)
where
F (q, α) = f(q,Rcore, Rcore × x, α, ) + f(q,Rcore + t, Rcore × x+ t, α) (2.15)
where Rcore is the radius of the core, t is the shell thickness and x is the elipticity of the core, α
is the angle between the axis of the ellipsoid and q.
f(q,R1, R2, α) =












The Schulz distribution is applied when a polydispersity is required in the fitting process. The








where x is the mean of the distribution, Norm is the normalisation factor which is determined
during the numerical calculation. And z is a measure of the width of the distribution.
The Guinier plot
The Guinier law [189] is widely used to determine the gyration radius of the particle only consid-
ering the size of the particles. For a dilute monodisperse spherical particle system, assuming the
orientation of the particles is spatially averaged and the solution is isotropic, Equation 2.8 can
















q2 + . . . ] (2.19)
where the integral corresponds to the scattering intensity at q = 0 (I(0)), the right part is










The slope which equals R2g/3 is obtained through fitting the plot ln(I(q)) versus q
2 in Equation
2.22 at the range of qRg <
√
3. ln refers to the natural logarithm.












For a higher concentration where the particles in the system are interacting with each other, the
calculation of the structure factor S(q) is also required.
Herein, we discuss a system with Ns particles which occupy volume Vs with a contrast factor
∆ρ2, and where the volume of a single particle is nsvs (ns is the repetition segment number in
the particle and vs is the volume of a singular segment). The scattering cross-section includes




















in this equation, a and b indicate the two interacting particles, i and j present as different segments
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Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of the coordinate system showing two scatterers.
in the particle a and b. The momentum transfers are illustrated in Figure 2.5. Since the particles
















The distance, ~raibj between particle a and b can be expressed as ~raibj = -~Sai+~Sbj+~Sab and hence
the inter-particle scattering can be written as the sum of several parts: [193]
e−i~q~raibj = 〈ei~q~Sai〉〈e−i~q~Sbj 〉〈e−i~q~Sab〉 (2.25)


































[P (q) + P (q)(S(q)− 1)] (2.29)




















So information about both P(q) and S(q) in a dispersed particulate system can be extracted from
modelling the experimental data using Equation 2.31.
Generally, the hard-sphere structure factor [194] is designated for un-charged particle suspen-
sions where the particles are globular, or not very elongated. The Hayter Penfold Mean Sphere
Approximation (RMSA) structure factor [195] is normally used to describe the interactions between
charged particles of a spherical or a slightly ellipsoidal shape.
Characterisation of ordered materials.
A class of SAXS patterns is characterised by sharp peaks which are due to well-defined repeat
distances in ordered materials. If several well-defined interference maxima (Bragg peaks) are
seen in the SAXS pattern, the data can be evaluated in terms of basic concepts of classical
crystallography, but for much larger repeat units than those of single molecules. The peaks can
be assigned to a corresponding space group. The reported mesostructures and their diffraction
properties are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Summary of the reported mesostructures and their diffraction properties.
Crystal system Space group Mesoporous materials Diffraction properties





























































Lamellar MCM-50 1(100):2(002):3(003):4(004): 5(005)
Wormlike KIT-1,MSU,HMS One or two broad peaks
a Numbers below the space group symbols are space group numbers (refer to website:
http://it.iucr.org/A/).
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2.1.3 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
By integration of the scattering length density distribution across the whole sample and normal-
ising by the sample volume, the neutron scattering cross-section is obtained and is similar to that














where ρn(r) is the real space pair neutron scattering density, V is has the same definition as for
SAXS, the illuminated volume. For a dilute particulate system, in which the particles do not
interact with each other, the form factor obtained is the same as Equation 2.10.













in the case of neutron scattering, ρn in all the equations represents the neutron scattering length
density and ∆ρn is the contrast factor calculated using neutron scattering length density. The
other parameters, n, v, Φ, q, Vp and V are the same as discussed in SAXS. Guinier analysis
methods are also applicable to SANS data.
2.1.4 Small angle scattering modelling.
Small angle X-ray/neutron scattering data are usually analysed either by model-independent
approaches or by model-dependent approaches. Both approaches require the application of the
least-squares method. [197,198] The least-square method utilises the chi-square (χ2) function to









Iexp(qi) is the scattering intensity of each data point in the experimental data, σerror is the
uncertainty on the data point of Iexp(qi), M is the number of the data point and qi is the
momentum transfer for each data point. Imod(qi) is the model intensities related to the parameters
of the model ai (i = 1, .,K), K is the number of the parameters that are set free in the fitting
model.
2.1.5 Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS).
GISAXS is a technique derived from small angle X-ray scattering but for detecting the surface
structure or surface structure change rather than the bulk structures. Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7
show a schematic drawing of the GISAXS measurement. During the measurement, a monochro-
matic beam with wave vector Ki is directed onto the surface with a very small incident angle αi
(typically below critical angle) with respect to the sample surface to minimize the background
scattering from the bulk. The beam is scattered and propagates along wave vector Kf which
has an in plane and out of plane angle of 2θf and αf respectively. Kf is decomposed into three
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Figure 2.6 The grazing incidence geometry. Adapted with the permission at
http://www.gisaxs.de/gallery.html.
Figure 2.7 Side view and top view corresponding to the grazing incidence geometry in Figure
2.6.
wave vectors qx, qy and qz along x, y and z axes respectively. Wave vectors qy and qz carry the
information of the morphology parallel to the surface (along qy) and perpendicular to the surface




cosαf cos θf − cosαi cos θicosαf sin θf − cosαi sin θi
sinαf − sinαi
 (2.36)
where λ is the X-ray wavelength.
In general, a 2D detector is set up in a range between 1 and 4 meters away from the sample to
record the intensity of the scattered X-rays. Two beam stops are set up in front of the detector
to block the direct beam and the specularly reflected beam to avoid any damage caused by the
saturation at the detector. GISAXS technique could provide complete structural characterisation
through the collection of a 2D reciprocal image. GISAXS has been a useful technique to investi-
gate the mesoporous silica structures. [199–201]
Herein, the detector we used relating to the measurements in the results part is a Pilatus 100k
detector. [202,203] This detector is a two-dimensional single photon counting detector with a high
dynamic range of 20 bits and an active area of 83.8 × 33.5 mm2. The fast readout time (ca. 1 s)
of the Pilatus 100k makes it very suitable for time-resolved measurements. [203]
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Figure 2.8 Diagram describing the relationship between an incident beam with an incident
angle at θ1 with respect to the surface. The beam is reflected with the same angle at the surface
and refracted in the medium at an angle θ2.
2.1.6 X-ray reflectivity (XRR)
XRR is widely used for thin-layered structures, surfaces and interfaces investigation. The rela-
tionship between incident beam, reflected beam and refracted beam is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
The refractive index of a specimen is approximated as: [204]
n = 1− δx + iβx (2.37)
where δ and β are positive and are tabulated in the reference. [204] The imaginary component,






















where NA is Avogadros number, re is the classical electron radius (2.8 × 10−5 Å), λ is
the wavelength of the incident radiation, ρx,i is the density of element with atomic weight Ai
and atomic number Zi, and f
′ and f ′′ are the real and imaginary anomalous dispersion factor






















where bi is the scattering length of component i with a density ρx,i and an atomic number Ai.
When the medium has a refractive index nx (nx= cos θ1/cos θ2) smaller than one, a crit-
ical angle (θc) under which total external reflection occurs can be calculated using equation
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Figure 2.9 Reflection and transmission at the surface.




Considering the expression of in Equation 2.42, the critical angle is related to the electron density,
scattering electron density and the incident beam wavelength. [205] Hence, total reflection can be
achieved by varying either the incident angle with fixed wavelength of the incident beam or by
changing the incident beam wavelength without changing the incident angle.
In an X-ray reflectivity measurement (as illustrated in Figure 2.9, the detected angle equals
to the incident angle, and the interesting component is the part that is normal to the surface.




(sin θα − sin θβ) (2.44)












R = rr∗ = |r|2 = |Ef
E0
|2 (2.46)
For reflection in multiple layers,
qz,i =
√
q2z,0 − q2c,z,j (2.47)
where qc,z,j is the composition along Z-axis of the momentum transfer in medium j at the critical






where dj is the distance between adjacent layers and rj,j+1= (qz,j - qz,j+1)/(qz,j + qz,j+1). After
approximation, rj,j+1 can be simplified into Equation 2.49 using q
2
c,j = 16πreρr,j (re is the classical
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m=0 dm |2 (2.50)
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m=0 zdz |2 (2.52)
If considering the surface is covered with an infinite number of layers, the sum in the reflection










m=0 zdz |2 (2.53)













m=0 zdz |2 (2.54)
therefore, the reflected intensity is related to the thickness and the scattering length density
of the layers. The corresponding information can be extracted from data modelling. In data
modelling, according to Equation 2.54, the measured reflectivity is related to the real space
pair density function ρ(z) perpendicular to the interface. Although ρ(z) is considered to be a
continuously varying function, the interface layers can often be well approximated by a slab
model in which a layer with a thickness dn, scattering length density ρn are placed between the
super- and sub-phases. Then a refinement procedure is applied to minimize the deviation between
the experimental reflectivity curves and the theoretical values through varying parameters that
describe the layer. [207]
2.1.7 Conductivity
Electrical conductivity is the reciprocal of the electrical resistivity which expresses the ability
of a material to conduct electric current. Solution conductivity is measured by submerging a
conductivity meter with two plates in the solution. A potential (E) is applied across the two
plates and the current (I) through the solution is measured. The A-C electric resistance [208]
(Rresis) is then obtained and the solution conductivity (κ) is proportional to its reciprocal with
a cell constant (Kcell) related to the distance and area of the two plates as a coefficient:
κ = Kcell/Rresis = KI/E(mS · cm−1) (2.55)
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The solution conductivity is facilitated by the ions in the solution, therefore κ is proportional to
the ion concentration.
Electrical conductivity can be used to measure the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of
ionic surfactants in water. Below the CMC, the addition of surfactant to an aqueous solution
increases the number of the charge carriers, and consequently enhances the conductivity of the
solution. Above the CMC, further addition of surfactant increases the number of micelles in
the solution while the monomer concentration remains approximately constant (at the CMC
level). Due to the larger size of the micelles compared to the monomers, they diffuse much more
slowly through solutions and perform as less efficient charge carriers. Therefore, the conductivity
measurement gives two almost straight lines when the conductivity value is plotted against the
concentration [208,209] with a break which indicates the point when micelles start to form, namely
the CMC.
The slopes of the two straight lines can be used to assess the ion dissociation degree (α) of
the micelles in water via the equation:
α = m2/m1 (2.56)
where m1 is the pre-CMC slope and m2 is the post-CMC slope.
[209]
2.1.8 Surface tension
In general, any interface is characterised by the free energy, which is proportional to its surface
area Ssur through the equation:
Free energy = γ · Ssur (2.57)
where γ is the coefficient of surface tension (N/m). At equilibrium, the free energy has the small-
est value. So an interface always tends to reshape to obtain minimum free energy. Therefore, the
minimisation of the contact area of the interface is a spontaneous process, explaining why drops
and bubbles are round.
Upon the introduction of any surface-active component, a surfactant for example, the sur-
factant molecules initially partition to the surface due to the hydrophobic effect. [210] It takes
less energy to drive a surfactant molecule to the interface than a water molecule. Thus, a new
interface is formed with a surfactant monolayer with hydrophobic tails pointing out of the water
phase. The contraction tendency of the surface driven by normal surface tension gives rise to
the surface pressure πsur. The relationship between πsur and surface tension is defined as πsur
=γ0 - γ, where γ0 is the surface tension of a clean air-water surface. Therefore, surface tension
decreases with surface pressure. [211] At the concentration of the critical micelle concentration,
the interface is almost covered by the surfactant molecules, and the surface tension reaches a
minimum value. The surface tension can be measured using a Wilhelmy plate or Du Noüy ring
method or by analysing the shape of a pendant drop.
The plate method was elaborated by Ludwig Wilhelmy. [212] During the measurement, a thin
plate or a ring made of platinum is used. As illustrated in Figure 2.10, the plate is placed per-
pendicular to the air-liquid interface. The total force that is needed to detach the plate from the
interface (Fcapillary) equals Fcapillary = Wplate + 2lγ cos(θ), where Wplate and l are the weight
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Figure 2.10 Schematic of the Wilhelmy plate and Duo Noüy ring method to determine the
surface tension.Adapted with the permission from [213]
Figure 2.11 Schematic of the pendant drop method to determine the surface tension. Adapted
with permission from [213,214].
and width of the Wilhelmy plate. If the liquid completely wets the plate (θ = 0◦), the equation
becomes Fcapillary = Wplate + 2lγ. Through measuring the total force, the surface tension can
be calculated through γ = (Wtotal - Wplate)/(2·l). A ring can be used instead of a plate, which is
pulled out from the interface during measurement. The contact edge, instead of the width of the
plate, is the circle of the ring. So the total force is defined Fmax = Wplate + 4ringγ, where Rring
is the radius of the ring.
The pendant drop method has an advantage that only a small volume of sample is needed.
The shape of the pendant drop depends on the balance between the surface tension which draws
the drop to a round shape and the gravitation force which deforms the round shape of the drop.
The analysis of the drop shape is based on the Young-Laplace equation:






) = ∆π0 −∆ρdgz (2.58)
where πin and πout are the surface pressure inside and outside a curved air-liquid interface, Rin
and Rout are the principle radius inside and outside a curved interface. For a pendant drop,
Rin = Rout = R0. The ∆π can also be written as the difference between the pressure at z = 0
(π0) and a hydrostatic pressure ∆ρdgz, where ∆ρd is the density difference of the two phases.
Equation 2.58 can be expressed as three dimensionless first-order differential equations, as shown


















Figure 2.12 Intensity trace of (A) small and (B) large particles.
where φ represents the angle between the horizontal axis and a tangent to the drop profile at
position (x,z) as illustrated in Figure 2.11, s is the contour length along the profile, rdrop refers
to the radius of curvature at the drop apex. The dimensionless reduced variables are defined as
X = x
√
c, Z = z
√











∆ρdrop is the density difference between the drop and the surrounding medium, g is the gravita-
tional constant, γ is the surface tension. Therefore, the surface tension can be obtained through
analysing the shape of the pendant drop.
2.1.9 Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is based on the Tyndall effect (scattering) and the Brownian
motion of dispersed particles. The Tyndall effect is the fact that light scattered by particles in
a colloidal suspension. The intensity of the scattered light is inversely proportional to the fourth
power of the wavelength of the incident beam. The Brownian motion is the random motion of
particles in a well-dispersed suspension. The particles collide with the solvent molecules at all
directions, randomly more colliding in a certain direction leads to a dominant force in one direc-
tion, the movement of the particles. The larger the particle, the slower the Brownian motion will
be.
In a dynamic light scattering experiment, a monochromatic beam of laser light is impinged on
to a sample and is scattered into a detector placed at an angle θ with respect to the transmitted
beam. [217] The direct scattered intensity collected from the detector is not constant but fluctuates
over time because the positions of the particles are changing constantly due to the Brownian
motion. Smaller particles, as they move faster, will have a more frequent fluctuation and a
smaller amplitude between highest and lowest intensity compared to larger particles, as illustrated
in Figure 2.12. A correlation function (g2(q, τ)), [217] the correlation of a signal with a delayed
copy of itself as a function of a time lag (τ), is generated from the initial intensity trace:
g2(qDLS , τ) =
〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉
〈I(t)2〉 (2.61)
where t is time, qDLS is the particular wave vector and I(t) is the scattered intensity at time t. The
angular bracket is the expectation value. The corresponding correlation functions of the intensity
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Figure 2.13 Correlation functions of (A) small and (B) large particles.
traces in Figure 2.12 are given in Figure 2.13. At the beginning, the curve is nearly flat which
indicates the particle is still in the same position as the previous moment. An exponential decay
is observed in the curve when the particle is moving away from its original position. Then the
curve goes flat again which is the baseline. Larger particles move with a lower velocity, therefore
the decay of the curve occurs later than that of the small particles. The obtained correlation
function g2 (qDLS ,τ) can be written in terms of the correlation function g
(1) (qDLS ,τ) according
to the Siegert relation: [218]
g2(qDLS , τ) = 1 + β|g(1)(qDLS , τ)|2 (2.62)
where g(1)(qDLS , τ) = exp(−Tτ), where T = D · q2DLS is the decay rate, with D is the diffusion
coefficient and qDLS is the momentum transfer which is related to the scattered angle (θ) via
qDLS = (4πn/λ)sin(θ/2), λ is the wavelength of the laser under vacuum, n is the refractive
index of the sample. Through fitting the decay of the correlation function, D can be obtained to
further calculate the hydrodynamic particle size (Rh) using Stokes-Einstein equation
[219] Rh =
kBT/6πηD, where kB is Boltzmanns constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and η is the solvent
viscosity. Here in this thesis, a CONTIN method, [220] which uses a regularization techinique to
seek smooth solutions, was applied to fit the decay of the curve to obtain the value of D.
2.1.10 Nitrogen adsorption/desorption.
Since 1777, when Fontana [221] found that calcined charcoal could absorb several times its own
volume of gases, the measurement of adsorption of gas has been used to obtain information about
surface area and pore structure of materials. The term adsorption is the enrichment of a kind
of gas or liquid at the surface of a solid. [222] The adsorbed gas or vapour molecule is called the
adsorbate, and the solid that adsorb the gas is called the adsorbent. The absorption between the
adsorbate and adsorbent is forced by the van der Waals attraction. Physisorption can be achieved
very fast without activation energy. The physisorption carried out at cryogenic temperatures has
special properties.
1. Gas density at the surface is higher compared to the concentration in the bulk.
2. Compared to the higher temperature, it needs lower pressure to reach the surface coverage
suitable for the analysis.
These special properties make the physisorption a suitable method to determine the specific
surface area, pore volume and pore size distribution. The quantity of gas taken up by a solid
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Figure 2.14 The IUPAC classification for the sorption isotherms showing both adsorption
and desorption pathways. Adapted with permission from [223].
material is affected by the mass of the sample, temperature, vapour pressure and the nature of
both solid and gas.
Sorption isotherm.
The adsorption isotherm is plotted by measuring the amount of the gas that adsorbed over a range
of partial pressures at a certain temperature. Conversely, desorption is a plot of the amount of gas
removed from the solid surface as the pressure is reduced. The type of the adsorption isotherm
depends on the type of intermolecular interaction between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. The
six types of isotherms are given in Figure 2.14 (IUPAC classification) and describe the absorbents
that are microporous (type I), nonporous or macroporous (type II, III and VI), or mesoporous
(type IV and V). [224–226] The type IV and V have hysteresis between the absorption and the
desorption isotherm.
Pore size.
The pore size generally refers to the pore width which is the distance between the two opposite
walls. Pores are classified into four types according to their sizes, which are micropore (< 2 nm),
mesopore (2 - 50 nm), macropore (50 - 7500 nm) and megapore ( > 7500 nm). [224] All the pores
that could be accessible to gas molecules are called open pores.
Interpretation of adsorption results
The most commonly used model to obtain information from adsorption isotherm is the Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller model, [227] a convenient form which shows the linear relation between P/v(P 0−P )
and P/P 0 in the range of 0.05 ≤ P/P 0 ≤ 0.35:
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where P and P 0 are the equilibrium and the saturation pressure of the adsorbate, v is the volume
of the adsorbed gas, vm is the volume adsorbed in one complete unimolecular layer, c is the BET
constant which is related to the interaction strength between adsorbate and adsorbent and the





2.2 Method of analysis
where E1 is the average heat of adsorption for the first layer, and EL is that for the second and
more layers. It has been discussed that the value of (E1 - EL) is approximately constant for
a given gas regardless of the type of adsorbent. [227] Furthermore, the intercept value 1/vmc is
proved to be small in all cases. Consequently, when the (E1 - EL) is known from the gas used,
the value of vm can be calculated from the intercept of the plot of Equation 2.63. Therefore, the





where N is the Avogadros number, s is the adsorption cross-section of the adsorbing species and
Vgas−molar is the molar volume of the adsorbate gas.
Total pore volume (Vtotal) equals the liquid volume that adsorbed in the pores (Vliq) (assuming





where Vads is the amount of gas adsorbed, Vliq is the volume of liquid nitrogen in pores, Vliq−molar
is the molar volume of liquid adsorbed, T is the ambient temperature and Pam is the ambient
pressure.
Pore size distribution can also be obtained from the adsorption isotherms since the experimen-
tal nitrogen isotherm is a composite of the individual adsorption isotherms of the various sizes
of pores in the adsorbent. The Kelvin equation, [228] a model that relates the pore width to the
condensation pressure, is a commonly used method. The pore radius for an isolated cylindrical





where σliq is the surface tension of the liquid condensate, Vliq−molar is the molar volume of the
liquid adsorbed, R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature. The Kelvin equation
is valid for pore size between 10 and 250 Å. Any measured P/P 0 values that give a pore size that
is larger than 250 Å are insufficient.
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) algorithm [229] is also a model that is used to evaluate the
full pore size distribution of a porous solid in the capillary condensation region of an isotherm.
However, using either model it is difficult to tell other dimension information from the result,
such as pore length.
2.2 Method of analysis
2.2.1 Small angle scattering
Film material characterisation
The ambient dried silica/surfactant/LPEI films and the calcined silica films were placed between
two pieces of sellotapeTM . The sample was then clamped between two pieces of copper with a
rectangle hole in the middle for the X-rays to go through.
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Films were characterised using an Anton Paar SAXSess instrument with a PANalytical PW3830
X-ray generator at 40 kV and 50 mA, with a CuKα line source which gives a q range between
0.0077 Å−1 and 2.7 Å−1. X-rays were detected by a reusable Europium excitation based image
plate (size: 66 × 200 mm) with a 42.3 µm2 pixel size. The image plate was subsequently read by
a Perkin Elmer cyclone reader using OptiQuant software. The 1D SAXS profile was generated
by using the SAXSquant program.
Colloidal system characterisation
The colloidal systems were investigated using small angle neutron scattering (SANS). The SANS
experiments were performed on the LOQ [230] and LARMOR [231] instruments at ISIS Pulsed Neu-
tron and Muon Facility within the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK.
At LOQ beamline, the sample is around 11.1 meters away from the radiation. After the
sample, there is a high-angle detector, followed by a 4 m evacuated flight path to a 64 cm2 two-
dimensional 3He gas detector. Active area of the detector is 64 cm × 64 cm with 5 mm resolution.
LOQ diffractometer uses neutrons of wavelength 2.2 - 10 Å, simultaneously by time of flight. The
wavelength resolution (∆λ/λ) on LOQ is 3.8 % at 2 Å and 2.9 % at 10 Å.
The data were recorded in the q range 0.009 - 0.20 Å−1. The samples were kept in UV-
spectrophotometer grade quartz cells with a path length of 1 mm. All measurements were carried
out at 25 ◦C. Temperature control was achieved through the use of a thermostated circulating
bath pumping fluid through the base of the sample changer. Samples were measured for 40 µA
and 80 µA for solution in 100% D2O and 70 mol% D2O, respectively.
LARMOR beamline uses wavelengths between 1.5 and 14 Å to obtain a q-range between
0.004 and 0.6 Å−1. The real space resolution is 1 ×10−6 (∆d/d, where d is defined in q=2π/d).
Samples were measured for 20 meV (100% D2O) and 40 meV (70 mol% D2O). The raw data
were corrected for sample transmission and backgrounds from the solvent, the sample cell and
other instrumental background using standard workflows in the Mantid software package. [232]
Scattering data were normalised against the scattering from a partially-deuterated polystyrene
blend of known molecular weight converting it to the differential scattering cross-section dΣ/dΩ(q)
(in absolute scale of cm−1). [233] The output data are hence given in absolute scattered intensity,
I(q) in cm−1, versus the momentum transfer, q in Å−1. Generic work flow for processing small
angle neutron scattering includes several steps:
1. Calculating the beam center at the experimental configuration.
2. Creating mask file.
3. Calculating transmission of the sample.
4. Averaging along radial direction to give intensity as a function of q. The intensity could be
the number of neutrons, a count rate per second depending on specific program.
5. Calibrating using the standard measured prior to the experiment to put the data on an
absolute scale.
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2.2.2 X-ray reflectivity
The X-ray reflectivity measurements of the films growth at the air/solution interface and the
surfactant monolayers at the air/water interface were performed on I07 beamline, [234] Diamond
Light Source, UK.
At beamline I07, a commercial double-crystal monochromator (DCM) is used to select X-rays
with energy of 12.5 keV. The energy resolution was measured to be ∆E/E = 2.47×10−4. A pair
of mirrors are placed after the monochromator to focus X-rays. X-ray reflectivity measurements
were measured with an incident angle (2θ) up to 60◦. A Pilatus 100K detector is used to collect
the X-ray reflectivity data.
During the measurements, the diffuse reflection is collected and substracted from the reflec-
tivity data. Total reflection was achieved by varying the incident angle. The obtained patterns
from different incident angles are stitched together using DAWN software. [235]
2.2.3 Grazing incidence small angle scattering
In situ grazing incidence small angle scattering experiments were also measured at the I07 beam-
line at Diamond Light Source, UK.
In these measurements, an incident X-ray beam (energy 12.5 keV) with a size of 300 µm
500 µm was applied at a very shallow incidence angle (close to the critical incident angle) with
respect to the air/solution interface. A vertical rod was used as a beam stop to block the direct
and reflected beams.
Herein, the detector we used was a position-sensitive, single module Pilatus 100K detec-
tor. [202,236,237] Data was collected over a q range of 0.01 Å−1 to 0.50 Å−1. This detector is a
two-dimensional single photon counting detector with a high dynamic range of 20 bits and an
active area of 83.8 × 33.5 mm2. The readout time around 1 s. The sample detector distance is
898 mm.
Troughs used in these experiments to hold the samples were 30 mL thin bottom Teflon troughs.
A trough filled with the solution for silica hybrid film growth was placed on a metal block for tem-
perature control using a circulating water bath. The incident angles for GISAXS measurements
were 0.44, 0.08, 0.09 and 0.11 ◦ which correspond to a qz value at 0.1, 0.018, 0.021 and 0.024 Å
−1
respectively. The raw data were reduced and converted from pixel to momentum transfer using
standard workflows in the DAWN software package, including diffraction calibration, Grazing
Incidence Scattering Remapping, threshold mask and image integration. [235]
The obtained scattering data can be used to determine the surface structure in mesoscale. In
this thesis, images with isotropic ring(s) are obtained. Single ring indicates a wormlike packing,
double rings indicate a 2D hexagonal packing.
2.2.4 Nitrogen sorption
Nitrogen adsorption/desorption measurements were carried out at liquid nitrogen temperature
(77 K) using a BELSORP instrument (BELSORP-mini Inc. Japan). The sample (ca. 0.25 grams)
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Figure 2.15 Schematic setup of the instrument. Adapted with permission from [238].
was degassed under vacuum at 523 K for 1000 min prior to measurement. The surface area was
calculated using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation.
2.2.5 Surface tension
The surface tension values were measured using a Du Noüy Ring (Attension Sigma 701 tensiome-
ter) or a pendant-drop method using a Kruss DSA100 to measure variation in surface tension
with concentration. During the measurements, enough time was allowed to ensure that the equi-
libration of the surfactants at the interface was achieved prior to measurement. For Du Noüy
Ring method, the force to pull the ring from the interface is measured directly for the calculation
of surface tension using Nima software package. As for the pendant drop method, the set-up
is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Firstly, a video camera equipped with a lens system is applied to
film the pendant drop produced by using a microsyringe. Then the video is analysed by a frame




Figure 2.16 Molecular structure of the materials used in silica film preparation.
2.2.6 Photocatalytic performance testing
0.015 g nPOM-TiO2 (n is the carbon number in the hydrocarbon tails of the POM amphiphile that
was used as the template) or sodium dodecyl sulfate templated TiO2 catalyst was added to a 40 ml
solution of rhodamine B (RhB) at 15 mg/L and H2O2 at 1.5 mmol/L. The mixture was exposed
to a simulated solar light (illumination of natural sunlight produced by a solar simulator) under
stirring for 80 min. 2 ml of solution was removed from the system every 20 min to be centrifuged.
UV/vis absorption measurements (using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 750S UV/vis spectrometer)
were made on the obtained clear solutions to identify the RhB concentrations according to the
major absorption intensities at 553 nm, for each degradation stage. The measured solutions
were then poured back to the system at every stage to maintain the total volume. A blank
experiment was carried out as follows: a 40 ml solution of RhB at 15 mg/L and H2O2 at 1.5
mmol/L was illuminated under a solar simulator without adding any photocatalyst. The change
of RhB concentration with illumination time was recorded using the same method as above.
2.3 Material preparation
2.3.1 Materials
Materials for film preparation
Branched poly (ethylenimine) (Mw = 750 000 (denoted as LPEI, 50 w/v% in H2O, analytical
grade), sodium silicate solution ((NaOH)x(Na2SiO3)yzH2O, 13.4 - 14.4 % NaOH, 12.0 - 13.0 %
Si), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, purity > 98 %) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, purity > 98.5 %)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) was purchased
from ACROS Organic. All the chemicals were used as purchased. Ultra-pure Milli-Q water
(18.2 MΩ·cm resistance) was used as the solvent. The molecular structure of some materials are
illustrated in Figure 2.16.
Materials for POM amphiphile synthesis and investigation
Na2WO42H2O (purity > 99 %), phosphoric acid (H3PO4, 85 wt. % in water solution), NH4Cl
(purity > 99.5 %), KCl (laboratory reagent grade), trichlorododecylsilane (C12H25SiCl3, purity
> 95 %), trichloroloctadecylsilane (C18H37SiCl3, purity > 90 %), KHCO3 (purity > 99.7 %),
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, purity > 99 %), hexaethylene glycol monododecyl ether (C12EO6,
purity > 98 %) and D2O (99.9 atom% D) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. N-tetradecyl
trichlorosilane (C14H29SiCl3, purity 98 %) and hexadecyltrichlorosilane (C16H33SiCl3, purity 98
%) were purchased from Fluorochem. Octaethylene glycol monododecyl ether (C12EO8) was
supplied by Nikko Chemical Company (Tokyo, Japan). All the chemicals are used without further
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Figure 2.17 Molecular structure of the materials used in POM amphiphile investigation.
purification. 70 mol% D2O in H2O was prepared using ultrapure water (18 MΩ·cm, from an
ELGA PURELAB flex water purification system). Tail-deuterated C12EO6 was provided by the
STFC Deuteration Facility at ISIS Neutron and Muon Facility at Didcot, and was abbreviated
to d-C12EO6. The molecular structure of the nonionic surfactants and the POM amphiphiles are
illustrated in Figure 2.17.
2.3.2 Film material preparation
For film material preparation, the film formation solutions (30 ml) were firstly prepared and
poured into 6 cm diameter petri dishes. Then the open petri dishes with the solutions were
placed on the bench at room temperature for 24 hours to allow for films to grow at the interface.
Silica/surfactant/LPEI films prepared from SDS/CTAB/LPEI surfactant-polyelectrolyte
mixtures
To prepare the film formation solution, the surfactant-polyelectrolyte mixture was first made by
blending CTAB solution, LPEI solution together, followed by the addition of SDS solution and
NaOH solution. The final concentrations of these ingredients were controlled at 0.037 M, 0.003
M, 24 g/L and 0.10 M respectively in a 30 mL solution. Then a specific amount of sodium silicate
solution, as the silica precursor, was added dropwise into the surfactant-polyelectrolyte mixture
with stirring. The clear solution was poured into a petrie dish over a piece of plastic mesh after
several minutes’ stirring at ambient temperature. Subsequently, the silica film was captured by
drawing the mesh out from the solution after 24 hours. The mesh was then hung on a hook to
dry the film at room temperature.
Silica/surfactant/LPEI films prepared from CTAB/PEI surfactant-polyelectrolyte
mixture
To prepare film using CTAB/PEI mixtures, CTAB solution, PEI solution and NaOH solution
were mixed without adding SDS. Mesoporous silica films were prepared using the same method
mentioned in the preparation of silica/surfactant/LPEI films through varying the concentrations
of sodium silicate, CTAB, LPEI and alkaline conditions (NaOH concentration). Each component
was controlled at different concentrations with other components kept at constant concentrations
to isolate their effect on the film structure. The sodium silicate content in the solution was
10.67, 43.00, 65.00, 86.33 and 173.00 mM at a constant concentration of 0.01 M for NaOH, 0.037
M for CTAB and 24 g/L for LPEI. CTAB concentration was varied from 0.0148 M to 0.037
M at constant concentrations of LPEI (24 g/L), sodium silicate (43 mM) and NaOH (0.1 M).
LPEI concentration was fixed at 12 g/L, 24 g/L, 36 g/L and 48 g/L separately with constant
concentrations of 0.01 M for NaOH, 0.037 M for CTAB and 65.00 mM for sodium silicate. And
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the concentration of NaOH ranged from 0.025M to 0.1M at constant concentrations of LPEI (24
g/L), sodium silicate (43 mM) and CTAB (0.037 M). A salt NaNO3, as a source of NO
−
3 , was
added to the synthesis system to obtain more thermally stable mesostructures. The concentration
of NO−3 was controlled between 0.012 M and 0.05 M in the final film formation solution.
Surfactant and polymer template removal
Ambient dried silica/surfactant/LPEI films were washed with ultrapure water to remove NaOH,
followed by drying at 45 ◦C for 6 hrs. Films were then pre-calcined at 100 ◦C for 12 hrs. Meso-
porous silica films without surfactant-polyelectrolyte template were obtained after calcination at
600 ◦C for 6 hrs.
2.3.3 POM surfactant preparation
K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O and K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O preparation
K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O was prepared as previously described by Droege. [239] The synthesis is
based on the chemical equation as follows:
18[WO4]
2− + 32H3PO4 → [P2W18O62]6− + 30[H2PO4]− + 18H2O
1. 50 grams of Na2WO4·2H2O was dissolved in 100 mL water, then 42 ml phosphoric acid (85
wt% in water) was added with continuous stirring. The solution was heated at reflux for 4
hours. After the reaction, the obtained solution was left to cool down before the next step.
The obtained product was Dawson structured phosphotungstate with Na+ as counterion.
2. 20 grams of NH4Cl was added into the solution from step 1 with stirring. The precipitate
was observed once the NH4Cl was added. With 10 minutes of continuous stirring, more
precipitation can be seen. The solid was filtered out from the mixture.
3. The solid obtained from step (2) was then redissolved in 120 mL water. 20 grams of NH4Cl
was added into the solution with stirring. The counterion of the product was exchanged
into NH+4 and was filtered out.
4. The obtained (NH4)6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O was dissolved in 50 mL water at 50 ◦C and was
then left to cool down to be added 8.6 grams of KCl. The precipitate was collected on a
filter. This step was repeated once to make sure the NH+4 counterions were fully exchanged
by K+.
5. Precipitates collected from step (4) was then dissolved in water and heat with reflux for
4 hours followed by the addition of 5 grams of KCl to obtain the final product, K6[α-
P2W18O62]·14H2O. The product was collected through filtration and air-dried.
K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O, vacant heteropolytungstate precursors, were synthesised accord-
ing to the method of Finke et al. [240] The reaction is based on the chemical formula below:
7[P2W18O62]
6− + 43HCO−3 → 7[P2W17O61]10− + [W7O24]6− + 34CO2 + 17H2O
K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O was dissolved in 200 mL water, and a solution of 20 grams of KHCO3
in 200 mL water was added while stirring. After 1 hour, the reaction was complete. The white
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precipitate was collected using a vacuum filter and was dried under suction. And then was re-
dissolved in 500 mL hot water (95 ◦C). The snow-like crystals appeared while the solution was
cooling down to room temperature, and was filtered out to be air-dried. The dried product was
then used to prepare POM amphiphiles.
POM amphiphile preparation
1.040 mmol K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O was dispersed in 180 mL dried MeCN for 4 hours, contin-
uously stirred under nitrogen flow (solution 1). 4.94 mmol of trichlorosilane (either C12H25SiCl3,
C14H29SiCl3, C16H33SiCl3 or C18H37SiCl3) was dissolved in 60 mL dried dichloromethane (so-
lution 2). Then solution 2 was added dropwise into solution 1 with nitrogen flow, and the
mixture was stirred with nitrogen flow for 12 hours. The obtained mixture was then filtered
to remove any insoluble by-products. The filtered clear solution was rotary evaporated to dry-
ness. Finally, the powder obtained was washed with 50 mL diethyl ether 4 times to remove
the excess of trichlorosilane, followed by a vacuum-drying step to obtain the final product. The
final product was characterised using FTIR, NMR and TGA techniques, which indicate a struc-
ture of K6[P2W17O61{SiO2(CnH2n+1)2}], denoted as POM-2Cn, with n = 12, 14, 16 or 18,
depending on which trichlorosilane was used in the synthesis. Note that the headgroup, POM, is
[P2W17O61]
10−.
2.3.4 POM-TiO2 material preparation
Synthesis of POM-TiO2 was performed by mixing 9 ml of an aqueous HCl solution of 9.17 mM
POM-2Cn (n=12, 16 or 18) at pH = 2 and 6 ml of aqueous HCl solution (pH = 2) of 0.672 M
TiOSO4 to give final concentrations of 5.5 mM and 0.269 M respectively. The concentration is
above the CMCs measured for all of these surfactants. The reaction was performed at 150 ◦C
in an autoclave, via a ramping rate at 5 ◦C/min. And then the reaction was kept at 150 ◦C
for 20 hours after the ramp. After the reaction, the obtained powder was then filtered out and
washed with water 3 times to remove the surfactant in excess before being freeze-dried. The
freeze-dried powder was calcined at 500 ◦C for 8 hours. The Dawson structured polyoxometalate
has been shown to be stable at this temperature. [241] The calcined product was labelled nPOM-
TiO2 catalyst with n=12, 16 or 18 depending on the carbon number of the tails of the POM-2Cn
used in the synthesis. For comparison, a sample of TiO2 templated using sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) as an anionic surfactant was synthesised according to the procedure already described in





In situ X-ray Reflectivity and GISAXS Study of Mesoporous
Silica Films Grown from Sodium Silicate Solution Precursors.
3.1 Introduction
Surfactants and their assembly have been widely used for the preparation of mesoporous ma-
terials. [35,243] The MCM (Mobil Composition of Matter) 41, mesoporous solid with a regularly
ordered pore arrangement and narrow pore-size distribution, was discovered in 1992. [35] After
that, the research interest has focused on the characterisation, the mechanism of the structural
formation and the exploration of new porous materials. The characterisation on these materials
was mainly conducted to understand the structural properties and provide supporting informa-
tion about the formation of the structure. [244–246] It has been suggested that the formation of
the inorganic-organic composite is driven by the electrostatic or counterion-mediated interaction
between the surfactant micelles and silicate species. [57] Moreover, the formation of the ordered
mesostructured materials is also discussed.
Mesostructured silica films have been under development since they were first reported in
1996. [56] Different synthesis methods based on the theory of evaporation induced assembly, [247]
such as dip coating, spin coating, layer by layer strategy and electrochemically assisted self-
assembly have been developed to prepare silica film with long-range ordered structure. These
methods all require substrates to support the prepared film materials. Spontaneous silica film
growth from the air-solution interface using surfactant-polymer complexes as a template has been
extensively investigated in our group. [34,57,59] The film formation process requires no substrate
and can be detected using various surface sensitive techniques, such as surface pressure, reflectiv-
ity and grazing incidence small angle scattering. The film formation process is suggested to be
driven by the solvent-evaporation and the detailed formation route of the film structure is still
under debate. Also, the developed CTAB-PEI templating approached is unique in allowing the
silica film to grow from alkaline solutions. The neutron reflectivity results have suggested that
the type of transformation depends on the type of polymer used for synthesis. [59] In these studies,
the silica precursor used is tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), which produces methanol that is toxic
and also disrupts the ordering of the micelles at higher concentrations.
Herein, a different silica source, sodium silicate, is used as the silica precursor instead of TMOS
to prepare free-standing silica films. As the hydrolysation of sodium silicate produces water, it
behaves as a potential candidate to improve the long-range ordering of the prepared mesoporous
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3. IN SITU X-RAY REFLECTIVITY AND GISAXS STUDY OF MESOPOROUS SILICA FILMS
GROWN FROM SODIUM SILICATE SOLUTION PRECURSORS.
silica materials. In this study, surface pressure has used to estimate the film formation time
when the concentration of sodium silicate in the film formation solution is different, therefore
to instruct the study on the interfacial structure using in situ techniques at Synchrotron. The
evolution of the interfacial structure was detected using in situ X-ray reflectivity and grazing
incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) which give the structural information along the
direction normal to the surface and the interfacial structure, respectively. The structures of the
dry film are charaterised using a lab-based SAXS instrument. These results have suggested a
possible formation process of the mesostructured silica film at the air-solution interface, which
differs from that previously observed in a system using TMOS as silica precursor.
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Abstract 
An environmentally friendly and inexpensive silica source, sodium silicate solution, is applied 
to synthesize a free-standing silica film at the air/liquid interface exploiting the co-assembly of 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and polyethylenimine. The effect of the composition of the 
film formation solution on the mesostructure of the as-synthesized silica films, characterized 
by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), was investigated. The film formation time was 
estimated by the variation of surface pressure with time. Additionally, a possible formation 
process of the mesostructured silica film was proposed through in situ grazing incidence small 
angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements. A film with a 
wormlike structure formed at the interface and gradually re-organized into a 2D hexagonal 
structure with the long axis of the cylinders parallel to the surface, in contrast to film formation 
from tetramethoxysilane precursors. The 2D hexagonal structure was retained after drying. 
The mesostructural order was retained to some extent during calcination when nitrate ions 
were present in the film formation solution. 
1. Introduction 
Ordered mesostructured silica materials templated by liquid crystal phase formed by organic 
structure-directing agents have been extensively studied due to their potential applications in 
separation,1, 2 and catalysis.3-5 The synthesis,6, 7 formation mechanism,8, 9 and 
characterization10 of ordered silica materials with various morphologies (powders, monoliths, 
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fibres etc.)11-13 have been well established. However, applications in chemical sensing and 
separation have stimulated the exploration of the synthesis of the ordered mesoporous silica 
materials in thin-film geometry.14-17 
Micellar solutions of surfactants are widely used for the preparation of mesoporous silica films 
since they combine large pore sizes and high surface areas in the resulting materials. Many 
approaches based on micellar solutions, such as evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA)18, 
19 and electrochemically assisted self-assembly (EASA),20, 21 have been extensively developed 
to synthesize mesoporous silica films on surfaces. The EASA methods normally require 
conducting supports to guarantee a cathodic potential.20 The EISA methods, such as spin 
coating and dip coating, also need substrates for coating and are highly humidity dependent.19, 
22, 23 The free-standing film formation method, a simple process, which exploits the liquid 
crystalline surfactant structure for the formation of thin films at the air/solution interface, 
enables the detection of the surface structure in situ through several techniques (surface 
pressure, grazing incidence small angle scattering, and X-ray/neutron reflectivity). These 
techniques give valuable insight into the formation process but are not applicable to bulk 
materials. Continuous free-standing mesostructured silica films grown at the air/solution 
interface were initially reported by Yang et al24 under acidic conditions and were proposed to 
form via the polymerization of silicates at the hydrophilic headgroup region of the surfactants 
in an initial surface layer, eventually forming a hexagonal mesophase.24, 25  
Polyethylenimine (PEI), a positively charged polymer, was reported to form free-standing films 
when mixed with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) in water.26 The aggregation of 
CTAB-PEI complexes are reported to be favoured by electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic 
interactions, and charge-dipole interactions.27-29 The formation of CTAB-PEI films was based 
on the aggregation of the surfactant-polymer complex at the air-solution interface driven by 
evaporation,30 and it has been applied to the successful synthesis of free-standing silica 
films.31 Previous studies have also investigated free-standing CTAB-SDS-PEI films and used 
them as template for mesoporous silica under alkaline conditions.32, 33 Upon completion of the 
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formation, the silica film templated by the CTAB-SDS-PEI complexes was pulled off from the 
interface onto an open mesh as a self-supporting film. These membranes are much less brittle 
than those containing only micelles and silica, allowing them to be more easily manipulated 
and calcined. Additionally, this method also allows the tunability of the as-synthesized silica 
films.32 Tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), used as the silica source in this earlier work, although 
convenient as a model system, is not suitable for scale-up due to its toxicity and expense.34 
Moreover, methanol generated during the hydrolysis process disrupts the micelle 
organization, affecting the control of the mesostructure, the thickness and the strength of the 
prepared films. Increase of the amount of TMOS used to provide further silica to strengthen 
the network could not solve this problem since the amount of methanol generated dissolved 
the micelles. Sodium silicate solution, which produces no organic species during 
polymerisation, is a potential candidate to be used to avoid these drawbacks. However, for 
acidic systems,35, 36 where sodium silicate solution precipitates, only alkoxysilane precursors 
could be used. This developed CTAB-SDS-PEI templating approach is unique in allowing the 
silica film to grow from alkaline solutions, permitting the use of sodium silicate solution. The 
use of the sodium silicate solution also has the potential to achieve better mesostructure 
control and stronger membranes. Therefore, we have investigated the synthesis of films using 
an aqueous sodium silicate solution as the silica source. In addition to the investigation of the 
effect of the composition of the film formation solution on the mesostructure of the silica films, 
we followed the film growth using in situ X-ray reflectivity and GISAXS to draw a possible 
mesostructure formation route. 
2. Experimental section 
2.1. Materials and Methods 
Branched polyethylenimine (Mw = 750 000, denoted as LPEI, 50 w/v% in H2O, analytical 
grade), sodium silicate solution ((NaOH)x(Na2SiO3)y·zH2O, 13.4-14.4 wt. % NaOH, 12.0-13.0 
wt. % Si, density = 1.39 g/mL at 25 ºC), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, purity > 98%) sodium nitrate 
(ACS reagent, purity > 99.0%), and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, purity > 98.5%) were 
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purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, purity > 99.0%) was 
purchased from ACROS Organic. All the chemicals were used as received without further 
purification. Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ·cm resistance, from an ELGA PURELAB flex water 
purification system) was used as the solvent. 
2.2. Synthesis 
The film synthesis procedure is a modified version of that reported earlier.31, 32 In a standard 
preparation , solutions of surfactants (a singular surfactant system CTAB or binary surfactant 
system CTAB-SDS), LPEI and NaOH were mixed well by using a magnetic stirrer to obtain a 
30 ml solution with final concentration of 0.037 M (or 0.037 M - 0.003 M for the binary 
surfactant system) , 24 g/L and 0.10 M, respectively. Subsequently, sodium silicate solution 
was added dropwise and was stirred until homogeneous.  The mixture was transferred into a 
petri dish with a piece of plastic mesh floating on the solution surface and was left to reach a 
quiescent state. The growth of the mesostructured silica film was typically allowed to proceed 
for 24 hours under static conditions at room temperature (ca. 21 ºC). The film was captured 
by drawing the mesh out from the interface after completion of film growth. The mesh with the 
prepared film was then hung on a hook to dry the film at room temperature. Small pieces of 
films were obtained after calcination at 600 °C for 6 hrs with and without a pretreatment 
strategy prior to the thermal annealing. The pretreatment involved the removal of NaOH and 
excess structure-directing agents through washing with ultrapure water and a pre-calcination 
step at 100 °C for 12 hrs after the films were dried at 45 °C for 6 hrs after washing. 
2.3. Characterization 
The mesostructure of the as-prepared and calcined silica films were characterized by small 
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), using an Anton Paar SAXSess instrument with a Panalytical 
PW3830 X-ray generator at 40 kV and 50 mM, which gives a Q range between 0.08 Å-1 and 
2.7 Å-1. Scattered X-rays (Cu Kα) were detected by a reusable Europium excitation based 
image plate (size: 66x200 mm) with a 42.3 μm2 pixel size. The image plate was subsequently 
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read by a Perkin Elmer cyclone reader using OptiQuant software. SAXS profiles were 
generated from the 2D image using the Antor Paar SAXSquant program.  
The changes of surface pressure with time were recorded by using a fibre (diameter: 0.777 
mm) hung on a hook connected to a Nima surface pressure sensor. Signals from the sensor 
were sent to the Nima software set up in a computer to display. The sensor was zeroed when 
the fibre was on the hook without touching the solution. The measurement started at the point 
when the film formation solution was poured into the trough with sufficient height to touch the 
fibre. 
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and grazing incident small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) 
measurements were made using the DCD system37 at the I07 beamline38 at the Diamond Light 
Source (Didcot, Oxfordshire, UK). The X-ray energy was 12.5 keV. Teflon troughs with film 
formation solutions were placed on a sample holder and sealed using a plastic box with a 
Kapton window to allow the beam to go through. Two tubes were attached at each side of the 
plastic box to allow airflow through the box.  The measurements were conducted at room 
temperature (ca. 21 ºC). Data were collected using a Pilatus 100 K detector using regions of 
interest for reflected intensity and background and reduced using the Dawn software 
package,39 including a geometric footprint correction for over-illumination. The data were 
displayed as scattering intensity against the momentum transfer, Q. The XRR measurements 
are sensitive to the differences in electron density normal to the surface of the growing film, 
while GISAXS provides structural information of the lateral surfaces.40 
Thermalgravimetric analysis (TGA) of the prepared silica film was performed on a SETSYS 
Evolution TGA 16/18 thermalgravimetric analyser (Setaram) from room temperature up to 650 
°C, at a heating rate of 1 °C/min with airflow. The TGA data were displayed as the loss of 
weight percentage against temperature in °C.  
Nitrogen sorption was measured at the liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) using a BELSORP 
instrument (BELSORP-mini Inc. Japan). The samples were degassed under vacuum at 523 K 
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for 1000 min prior to measurements. The surface areas of the materials were derived using 
the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method. 
Solutions of 0.034 M CTAB water solution in the presence of different NaNO3 concentrations 
were measured at room temperature using dynamic light scattering (DLS) in a Malvern 
Zetasizer Nano ZSP instrument (Malvern, UK). All samples were filtered through a 0.45 µm 
filter (Millex-HA) to remove any dust before the measurements. Samples were measured at a 
scattering angle of 173 º and a wavelength of 632.8 nm for 120 s, repeated 5 times. The size 
distribution, weighted in volume, was extracted using the CONTIN method. 
3. Results and Discussion 
The developed free-standing film synthesis method previously published,31, 32 had been 
revealed to form mesostructured silica films using either CTAB/SDS-PEI films or CTAB-PEI 
films as templates.  Film structure was dependent on the SDS-CTAB ratio, the molecular 
weight and concentration of the polyethylenimine used.31 Here, the synthesis of silica films 
was attempted using the CTAB-SDS-PEI template, reported in previous work,32 but with an 
alternative silica source (sodium silicate solution). Precipitation appeared with the addition of 
the sodium silicate solution into the CTAB-SDS-LPEI solution (pH = 10.7). Film grown at the 
interface was too delicate to be removed with most of the added silica precipitated at the 
bottom of the petri dish. Sodium hydroxide was added to the system, involving more silica in 
the templating interaction instead of precipitating and promoting the formation of well-ordered 
mesostructure,26 increasing the pH of the solution to around 12.8. The film formed, existing as 
small pieces at the interface, and was characterized by SAXS after drying. The broad wide 
peak in the SAXS pattern (SI Fig. 1) suggests the formation of a poorly ordered mesostructure 
which can be understood by the polymerization and condensation processes of the sodium 
silicate. Sodium silicate has been reported to polymerize into anionic oligomers under alkaline 
conditions,41, 42 which will be electrostatically repelled by the anionic SDS molecules in the 
binary SDS-CTAB system. Additionally, SDS molecules in the system also reduce the charge 
on the cationic micelles formed by CTAB, consequently weaken the dipole-cationic 
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interactions between LPEI and surfactants,31 and compete with the anionic silica species to 
interact directly with the nitrogen groups in the LPEI. Considering these fact, SDS was 
removed from the system, resulting in the formation of a free-standing CTAB-LPEI-Silica film 
at the interface which was successfully removed intact on an open mesh.  
 
Figure 1. (A) The changes in surface pressure with time. (B) Film formation time estimated from the 
surface pressure change. Sodium silicate concentration was varied with CTAB, NaOH and LPEI 
concentration kept constant at 0.037 M, 0.1 M and 24 g/L, respectively.  
In our visual observation, the film started to form at different stages when the sodium silicate 
concentration was changed. Film formation time can be quantified by the surface pressure 
changes at the air/liquid interfaces. Measurements started ca. 6 min after the solutions were 
mixed. The surface pressure change with time, as plotted in Figure 1A, was dependent on the 
sodium silicate concentration. The surface pressure was either measured to be constant or 
increase by a small amount at the beginning when using sodium silicate solution. This is very 
different from film growth observed using TMOS, where the surface pressure experiences a 
fall-off due to the lower surface tension of methanol which becomes enriched at the interface 
as the hydrolysis proceeds, and a decrease in height of the meniscus caused by the 
evaporation of the methanol from the solution.36 This also suggests the initial surface pressure 
change has a close relation to the polymerisation process of the silica precursor. 
For lower sodium silicate concentrations (21.67 and 32.33 mM), surface pressure went a little 
above 0 mN/m from the moment the measurement started, reached the maximum about 5 min 
later and stayed constant, followed by a decrease at about 29 min. Instead, with 
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concentrations lying between 43.00 and 86.33 mM, the surface pressure initially decreased 
and then stayed at about -0.5 mN/m for several minutes, then dropped abruptly till the end of 
the measurement. The point where the film solidified and attached to the glass fibre, causing 
a distinct decline in surface pressure due to its weight, was defined as completion of the film 
growth, namely film formation time (plotted in Figure 1B). Rapid film formation happened when 
the sodium silicate concentration was relatively low but film formation times continuously 
increased above a critical concentration, followed by a drop at elevated sodium silicate 
concentrations. 
The polymerization of the sodium silicate species in the alkaline solutions is the key factor of 
the film formation and therefore is considered to explain the surface pressure results. In mildly 
alkaline aqueous solutions, silica species appears predominantly as Si(OH)40 neutral 
species.41, 42 In our condition, where sodium silicate was added into highly alkaline solutions 
(pH > 10),42 the oligomerization of the monomers (Eq. 1) followed by deprotonation (Eq. 2) 
and polycondensation reactions governed the aqueous equilibria:41-45 
 𝑘𝑆𝑖(𝑂𝐻)() ⇌ 𝑆𝑖+𝑂, 𝑂𝐻 (+-., ) + 𝑙𝐻.𝑂, 2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 8 (1) 
where l denotes the number of the bridging oxygens (-Si-O-Si-). 
 𝑆𝑖+𝑂, 𝑂𝐻 (+-., ) + 𝑚𝑂𝐻- + 𝑚𝑁𝑎8
⇌ 𝑆𝑖9+𝑂9(,8:) 𝑂𝐻 (+-.,-:
:-
· 𝑚𝑁𝑎8 + 	𝑚𝐻.𝑂 
(2) 
where m is the number of singly-negatively charged oxygen anions. After that, the produced 
silica species (Eq. 2) polymerize with a repetition of n, which also bear negative charges, 
attracting sodium ions in the solution. With low sodium silicate concentrations, the silica 
species deprotonate and polymerize fast (Eq. 2) and are driven by electrostatic interactions to 
condense around the positively charged CTAB-LPEI templates to form silica films. When the 
sodium silicate content increases but with the same NaOH concentration in the solution, the 
completion of the deprotonation and polycondensation of silica species require a longer time. 
In addition, the increased amount of water produced during the processes (Eq.1 and 2) slows 
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down the condensation of silica species around the templates, since the condensation process 
needs to repel the water molecules around the micelles. A subsequent shortening of film 
growth time occurs after the film formation time reaches a peak. This may be due to the higher 
silica oligomer to surfactant template ratio, which allows closer contact between silica species 
and the template, and less electrostatic repulsion between more completely silica-coated 
cylindrical micelles to shield the charge on the micelles while packing.36, 46 This results in a 
reduction in the energy required for repelling water molecules from the micelle surfaces during 
the condensation process and the energy for the packing of the adjacent cylindrical micelles 
into a 2D hexagonal structure.47 These changes consequently, are reflected as a drop in the 
film formation time.  
 
Figure 2. SAXS patterns of as-prepared silica films synthesized from CTAB(0.037 M)/LPEI(24 
g/L)/NaOH(0.1 M) systems with varied sodium silicate concentration.  
As illustrated in Figure 2, SAXS patterns present four diffraction peaks for silica film prepared 
from 43.00, 65.00 and 86.33 mM sodium silicate solution. A sharp peak appears at around 
0.16 Å-1 along with a broad peak with low intensity at around 0.28 Å-1. These positions are in 
the ratio of 1.73, correlated to the (100) and (110) diffraction peaks of the 2D hexagonal 
structure.  The second and the fourth peaks from the left at around 0.24 and 0.48 Å-1 are 
indexed to the excess crystalline CTAB in the dry films.31 At the lowest sodium silicate 
concentration (10.67 mM), the (100) diffraction peak was very broad and the (110) peak was 
absent. The TGA analysis (SI Figure 2, page 78) suggests that the silica content in the film is 
around 16.4 wt% which is much lower than for the film prepared from 43.00 mM sodium silicate 
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(30.2 wt%). So we hypothesis that the low ordering may be due to the limited amount of silica 
source available to form the silica scaffold around the CTAB-LPEI template and therefore 
restrict the packing of the adjacent micelles into a well-ordered structure. The highest silica 
concentration also results in a less ordered film using this method possibly due to excess silica 
between the micelles hindering the ordering.  
The (100) peak positions are slightly different as the silica concentration changes. Recall the 
relationship between the position of the peak and the distance between adjacent rows of 
cylinders in the hexagonal structure, namely d spacing (d) is:48 
 𝑑 = 	
2𝜋
𝑞
 Equation 1 
where q is the position of the first peak. The calculated d spacings are listed in Table 1, ranging 
from 39.3 to 41.6 Å. The amount of sodium silicate is expected to affect the wall thickness of 
the silica films, resulting in different d spacings. However, sodium ions and hydroxide 
introduced along with the silica source also influence the formation of micelles and the 
interaction between templates and silica species. Therefore, the d spacing did not increase 
monotonically with the concentration of the silica silicate.  
Table 1. (100) peak position and corresponding d spacings of as-prepared silica films synthesized from 
CTAB(0.037 M)/LPEI(24 g/L)/NaOH(0.1 M) systems with different sodium silicate concentrations.  
Conc. of sodium silicate/mM (100) peak position /Å-1 d spacing/Å   
10.7 0.165 ± 0.050 38.0 ± 12.0   
43.0 0.155 ± 0.001 40.5 ± 0.3   
65.0 0.160 ± 0.001 39.3 ± 0.2   
86.3 0.162 ± 0.001 38.8 ± 0.2   
173.0 0.151± 0.001 41.6 ± 0.3   
 
In situ XRR was conducted to follow the evolution of the surface structure at different time 
intervals (times labelled in Figure 3). The intensity of the reflected X-ray beam is due to the 
large contrast of electron densities between the soft template and the silica matrix. XRR 
measurements detect the interfacial structure about 20 min after the beginning of the reaction. 
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At early stages, the XRR patterns were similar for solutions with different sodium silicate 
concentrations; a broad peak at around 0.125 Å-1 and two sharp peaks at 0.195 and 0.390 Å-
1, respectively. The two sharp peaks are assigned to an excess of surfactant forming crystals 
in a hydrated state due to the low Krafft point of CTAB in water (ca. 25 ºC).49, 50 Measurements 
were carried out at 25 ºC which allowed excess surfactant, not interacting with silica or LPEI 
to precipitate. The broad peak is related to a wormlike structure formed at the interface,51, 52 
which had already formed at an early stage of the reaction when no film was present at the 
interface.                          
	
	
Figure 3. In situ XRR curves while the films were forming at the surface with different sodium silicate 
concentrations. 
The XRR pattern did not vary significantly with time over the period measured. The peak 
appearing at 0.125 Å-1 in XRR pattern corresponds to the (100) diffraction peak at higher Q 
(0.16 Å-1) observed in the SAXS pattern of the dry film. This change in the (100) peak position 
is caused by the shrinkage of the structure that occurs due to the solvent evaporation and 
silica condensation upon drying. However, the (110) peak that appears in the SAXS patterns 
of the dry silica films is not found in the XRR patterns. We proposed that either the (110) Bragg 
peak supposed to occur at around 0.220 Å-1 (estimated using the ratio of 1.732 for the 2D 
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hexagonal phase) was covered by the sharp peak of the crystalline surfactant at 0.195 Å-1, or 
the 2D hexagonal structure of the dry film was transformed from wormlike structure in the wet 
silica films while drying. 
Combining the XRR data with the surface pressure change, there is no observed structure 
change at the interface according to the time-resolved XRR patterns at the time when the 
surface pressure data suggest the film has formed.  
The film growth and crystallization of surfactant were also observed using GISAXS 
measurements. The GISAXS pattern of the interfacial structure at 70 min after the reaction 
started, for a solution with a sodium silicate concentration at 65 mM, is displayed in Figure 4. 
It contains three diffraction features, with two broad but preferentially oriented peaks at around 
Qz = 0.18 and 0.36 Å-1 correlated to the reflection peaks at 0.195 and 0.390 Å-1 in the XRR 
data. The GISAXS data also contains an isotropic ring crossing Qxy and Qz at around 0.125 Å-
1, indicating the formation of wormlike mesostructures with no preferential orientation at the 
interface.53 The GISAXS patterns of films grown from solutions at other sodium silicate 
concentrations are shown in SI Figure 3 (page 79) where surfactant crystallisation and 
wormlike film structures were also observed. 
 
 
Figure 4. GISAXS pattern of the film formed at 70 min with a sodium silicate concentration at 65 mM, 
collected just after the first XRR pattern in Figure 3 with an incident angle of 0.1 º.  
The relevant experimental parameters, the concentrations of NaOH, CTAB and LPEI in the 
solution, were investigated. NaOH controls the pH of the solution, without which films are not 
able to form. The concentrations of NaOH investigated were 0.025, 0.05, 0.075 and 0.1 M, 
















giving pH which values ranged between 12.3 and 12.8. SAXS patterns of the prepared films 
(Figure 5A) possess three peaks which are assigned, as mentioned above, to the (100) and 
(110) diffraction peaks of the 2D hexagonal structure plus a sharper peak at 0.24 Å-1 due to 
crystalline surfactant. The positions of the primary peaks and corresponding d spacings are 
listed in SI Table 1(page 78) and are all around 40 Å. Neither the d spacings nor the intensity 
of the peak varies significantly with the NaOH concentration of the film formation solution. The 
third peak which can be indexed to the (110) Bragg peak is observed in these SAXS patterns, 
confirming the periodically ordered structure.53 To explain the small differences in the 
mesostructure of the prepared silica films obtained, the both LPEI and sodium silicate solution 
are alkaline and thus the variation of NaOH content only allows a narrow range of the pH to 
be explored (12.3 – 12.8). Therefore, through this method, the alkaline degree of the subphase 
can be modified only over a small range, resulting in an insignificant structural difference in 
the mesostructured silica materials produced.  
 
Figure 5. The SAXS patterns of as-prepared silica films synthesized from (A) sodium 
silicate(43mM)\CTAB(0.037M)\LPEI(24g\L) systems with different sodium hydroxide concentrations. 
(B) sodium silicate (43 mM)/LPEI(24 g\L) systems with different CTAB concentrations. (C) sodium 
silicate (43 mM)/CTAB (0.037 M) systems with different LPEI concentrations. 
The concentration of CTAB, as the main part of the soft template, was also varied from 0.0148 
M to 0.037 M. The intensity of the first peak becomes less distinct as the concentration of 
CTAB increases (refer to Figure 5B), which demonstrates a reduction of the ordering in the 
dry silica film. The d spacings of the prepared films are listed in SI Table 1 (page 78), but again 
little variation in peak position is observed. The adjustment of CTAB concentration would 
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change the template ratio between CTAB and LPEI, therefore, affects the structure of the 
resulting films. It turns out that a lower CTAB to LPEI ratio is conducive to the formation of 
well-ordered hybrid films. However, the disappearance of the peak from crystalline surfactant 
at the lowest CTAB concentration suggests that there may not be enough surfactant for 
templating since there is no sign of crystallisation from excess surfactant, this may disfavour 
the maintenance of the mesopores during calcination. Therefore, in the following study, we 
still use the highest CTAB concentration. 
The effect of LPEI concentration, as a co-templating component, was studied in a sodium 
silicate(43 mM)/CTAB(0.037 M) system. As the LPEI concentration increases, peaks in SAXS 
patterns have small differences in intensity while again the peak position roughly stays in the 
same position (Figure 5C).  
The silica films synthesised using the methods above show an ordered structure after dry at 
room temperature. However, they lose the ordering when during high-temperature calcination. 
This may occur due to the destruction of the silica mesostructure by the residual alkaline 
species in the structure during high-temperature annealing.  
To achieve a more stable structure, nitrate ion is added to the film formation solution. Adding 
nitrate ions was studied previously to induce the growth of the CTAB micelles in water and so 
improve their effect on the ordering of templated mesostructured inorganic materials.54-56  
Herein, NaNO3 was chosen as a source of nitrate ions, to study the effect of NO3- on the 
structure of the silica films formed at interfaces. More than the ionic strength change in the 
solution that is expected, NO3- is also known to associate with CTA+ micelles much more 
strongly than Br-. A fraction of the Br- ions are replaced by NO3- at the micelle solvent 
interfaces,55 while in general the addition of monovalent salts, also causes the solubility of 
ionic surfactants to decrease. The concentration of sodium nitrate was varied from 0.000M to 
0.074M at fixed CTAB (0.037 M), LPEI (24 g/L) and NaOH (0.1 M) concentrations. Comparing 
the SAXS patterns of the prepared films in Figure 6A, the (100) diffraction peaks have roughly 
the same intensity with concentrations of 0.000 M and 0.012 M, and then the primary peak 
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fades with increasing NaNO3 concentration and vanishes when the concentration reaches 
0.074M as the ionic screening effects outweigh any structural enhancement due to micelle 
elongation.   
 
Figure 6. (A) SAXS patterns of synthesized silica films prepared from sodium silicate(65 
mM)/NaOH(0.10M)/CTAB(0.037M)/LPEI(24g/L) systems, with changing NaNO3 concentration. (B) The 
volume-weighted size distribution of CTA+ micelles in the presence of different NaNO3 concentrations 
obtained via the CONTIN analysis method. 
The disappearance of the (100) diffraction peak at the highest NaNO3 concentration may be 
explained by the sequence of ion-exchange constants for the CTA+ micelles reported: OH- < 
Cl- < B4O72- < Br- < NO3-.57 The bidentate ligand B4O72-, which is reminiscent of oligomeric 
silicates,58 binds less strongly than NO3- or even Br- to CTA+ micelles. Since the nitrate ions 
could bind more strongly at cationic micelle surfaces than other species in our system,59-61 ion 
exchange of Br- by NO3- on CTA+ micelles occurs in the presence of NaNO3.62 The enhanced 
condensation of NO3- ions may decrease the equilibrium area per molecule (a0) of the CTA+ 
headgroup due to the tighter binding of NO3- to the micellar surface. This gives a larger packing 
parameter, g = v/a0lc63 (v is the surfactant tail volume, a0 is the equilibrium area per molecule 
and lc is the tail length), causing the elongation of the micelles and may further increase the 
viscosity of the solution if the degree of elongation is large enough.61, 62 At the highest NaNO3 
concentration, the concentration is sufficiently large (0.074 M, which is double the 
concentration of CTAB at 0.037 M) to replace most of the Br- ions in CTAB. The resulting 
solution is of high viscosity61 due to the elongation and the crosslinking of the micelles, which 
hinders the flow of the template micelles from the subphase to the interface to form films. 
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Therefore, the film harvested was poorly ordered. To corroborate this, 0.034 M CTAB solutions 
in the presence of different NaNO3 concentrations were studied using dynamic light scattering 
(DLS). Although DLS data analysis assumes spherical objects the trends in the data confirm 
micellar growth as nitrate ions are added. As plotted in Figure 6B, when the NaNO3 
concentration was low (at 0.012 and 0.025 M), DLS results gave slightly smaller averaged 
micellar sizes. A micellar growth was detected using DLS when the NaNO3 concentration 
continued to increase. Then a dramatic increase in size was observed at the highest 
concentration we studied. Unfortunately, the opaque solutions generated when sodium silicate 
solution was added to the CTAB/PEI/NaNO3 solutions prevented observation of the effect of 
silicate anion addition on micelle size. 
 
Figure 7. (A) SAXS patterns of synthesized films grown from the CTAB(0.037M)/LPEI(24g/L)/sodium 
silicate(65 mM)/NaOH(0.05M) systems at various NaNO3 concentrations. (B) TGA of the as-prepared 
silica film in the presence and absence of 0.05 M NaNO3. (C) Surface pressure change while the films 
are forming at the interface with and without 0.05 M NaNO3 in the film formation solution. 
The presence of NaOH is essential for the growth of the film but destroys the structure during 
post-synthesis calcination. Even though washing reduces the NaOH content, higher NaOH 
content requires long washing time, which also causes structural damage. Moreover, NaOH 
also increases the ionic strength of the solution to cause a high viscosity of the solution which 
is unfavourable to the film formation at the interfaces. Therefore, a lower NaOH concentration 
(0.05 M) was used in conjunction with the addition of nitrate to allow the formation of silica 
films and the maintenance of the mesostructural order during calcination.  
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When NaOH concentration was 0.10 M (see Figure 6A), the dry film synthesized from 0.074 
M NaNO3 lost the 2D hexagonal structure. Therefore, the studied NaNO3 concentrations were 
between 0.0025 M and 0.050 M for 0.05 M NaOH systems. At the same NaNO3 concentration 
of 0.050 M (Figure 7A), the (100) peak is observed in the SAXS pattern of the film prepared 
from 0.05 M NaOH, but not the one prepared from 0.10 M NaOH. From the observation of the 
prepared films (SI Figure 4, page 80), the presence of 0.05 M NaNO3 allowed a more even 
film to form with no crystalline surfactant observed. Additionally, the thickness of the film 
increased from 0.142 mm to 0.162 mm and no precipitation of silica was observed in the petri 
dish. The clear and robust film was easily harvested from the interface and was kept in one 
piece until drying. Cracks occurred after drying and the film became white rather than 
transparent. We hypothesized that the white appearance of the dry silica film was caused by 
the increased thickness of the silica film. TGA results (Figure 7B) however suggested a 
decrease in the amount of the silica incorporated in the film from 24.6 wt% to 17.6 wt% when 
0.05 M NaNO3 was present. Therefore, the addition of NaNO3 induced a thicker film with higher 
template content, but lower amounts of silica. 
 
Figure 8. In situ XRR curves of the subphase with NaNO3 concentration at (A) 0.012, (B) 0.025 and (C) 
0.050 M with fixed CTAB(0.037 M), LPEI(24 g/L) and NaOH(0.05 M) concentrations. 
In situ X-ray reflectivity was used to try to follow the film formation process (Figure 8). As 
observed, the (100) reflected peak stays at around 0.125 Å-1 suggests that the ions have little 
effect on the d spacing of micelle structure normal to the surface, and no reflected peaks of 
crystalline surfactant were observed. The absence of the crystalline structure indicates that 
more surfactant remained soluble and so has the chance to template the silica film in the 
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presence of NO3-, which explains the TGA results. A broad (110) reflected peak is also seen 
in the reflectivity patterns at the end of the measurements when the NaNO3 concentration is 
0.012 and 0.025 M, giving evidence of the formation of a 2D hexagonal structure along the 
perpendicular direction to the surface. However, the rise of the (110) peak was not seen at 
0.05 M NaNO3 which may be due to the relatively high viscosity of this solution. 
The variations of surface pressure with time while the films were forming were recorded with 
and without 0.05 M NaNO3 in the subphase (Figure 7C). The drop of surface pressure 
occurred at different time, estimated as a doubling of the film formation time (450 min versus 
220 min) when 0.05 M NaNO3 was present in the solution. This corresponds to the longer 
formation time required for CTAB-PEI free-standing film when salt is present, previously 
reported by Edler and co-workers,26 and may be also due to the higher solution viscosity 
hindering diffusion of species to the interface. 
We can also see the reduction of crystallised surfactant in GISAXS patterns (Figure 9). There 
are two isotropic rings in the GISAXS patterns of the film formation solution in the presence of 
0.12 M NaNO3 (Figure 9A), of which one crosses both the y and z axes at 0.125 Å-1 
corresponding to a characteristic period of 50.2 Å. There is also a relatively indistinct ring 
which is related to the crystalline surfactant structure comparable to the one in Figure 4, 
however, this was not observed in the corresponding X-ray reflectivity patterns (Figure 8A) 
which may be due to the low intensity. With elevated NaNO3 concentrations (0.25 and 0.5 M), 
the ring arising from the crystallised surfactants diminished still further, leaving a single ring in 
these GISAXS patterns (Figure 9B and C). Moreover, the centre of the broad ring moved 
progressively closer to the beam centre when more NaNO3 was present. This suggests that 
the d spacing of the mesophase became larger, which is consistent with a higher CTAB 
content in the films, which is not neutralised completely by the silica occupying space between 
the micelles. Repulsion between micelles therefore increases their spacing within the films. 
This effect is also seen for CTAB-SPEI (polyethylenimine, Mw ca. 2000 Da) films in the 
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absence of silica where added salt resulted in an increase in the d spacing within the films (SI 
Figure 5, page 80). 
 
Figure 9. GISAXS patterns of subphases at an incident angle of 0.1 º at the early stage of the film 
formation in the presence of (A) 0.012 M NaNO3 (B) 0.025 M NaNO3 (C) 0.05 M NaNO3. 
	
	
Figure 10. GISAXS patterns of subphases at an incident angle of 0.1 º at the end of the film formation 
in the presence of (A) 0.012 M NaNO3 (B) 0.025 M NaNO3 (C) 0.05 M NaNO3.	
The GISAXS patterns in Figure 10 suggest no (110) Bragg peaks can be seen at the end of 
the reaction. However, as discussed above, a broad (110) peak arises in the XRR data at the 
end of the measurement time (see Figure 8A). This possibly due to the difference between 
the two techniques, reflectivity provides depth-resolved information of the density profile 
normal to the surface, however, GISAXS measures the lateral surface structure of the 
interface, penetrating only ~100 Å into the film. The combination of XRR and GISAXS results 
lead to a possible structure profile, where the film at the interface displayed a wormlike 
structure even as a 2D hexagonal structure was gradually forming underneath in the direction 
normal to the surface of the subphase. The 2D hexagonal structure forms the bulk of the film 
and so is observed in the transmission SAXS patterns after the films are dried.  
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Figure 11. (A) SAXS patterns of films grown from CTAB(0.037 M)/LPEI(24 g/L)/NaOH(0.05 M)/sodium 
silicate(65.00 mM)/NaNO3(0.050 M) solution. (a) The as-prepared film. (b) The calcined film without 
pretreatment and (c) with full pretreatment. (B) Nitrogen sorption isotherm for sample c in Fig.11A. (C) 
The pore size distribution of sample c is obtained from BJH analysis.64 
The film grown from a subphase containing 0.5 M NaNO3 was dried and calcined without and 
with full pretreatment described in the experimental section. When the dried film was calcined 
directly at 600 ºC, the flat SAXS pattern (Figure 11A, curve b) suggests the mesostructure 
was destroyed, ascribed to the NaOH left in the film which became concentrated during 
calcination and destroyed the mesostructure set by the silica. With full pretreatment, a broad 
diffraction peak was retained (Figure 11A, curve c), but is quite wide with relatively high 
intensity, indicating a relatively poor long-range order. The nitrogen sorption isotherm (Figure 
11B) of sample c is a type IV isotherm with a type H4 hysteresis loop65, 66 and gives a surface 
area of 660.4 m2/g and a mean pore size diameter at 2.3 nm obtained using BET method. The 
pore size is distributed between 1 nm and 10 nm with most of the pores under 5 nm (Figure 
11C).   
4. Conclusion 
An environmentally friendly and cheap silica source, sodium silicate, was applied to synthesize 
mesoporous silica films at the air/solution interface. Using sodium silicate allows the formation 
of films containing a 2D hexagonal mesostructure, without producing any alcohol during 
condensation compared to TMOS. A free-standing silica film with 2D hexagonal structure can 
be prepared over a wide composition range using sodium silicates solution. The in situ 
GISAXS and X-ray reflectivity results show an intense reflection from excess crystallised 
surfactant at the interface which hindered the investigation of the film formation process. The 
addition of nitrate ions diminishes the crystallisation of surfactant species and also induces 
A C B 
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the formation of a thicker film but prolongs the film formation time. In situ GISAXS and X-ray 
reflectivity suggest the surface has a wormlike liquid crystalline structure in the lateral direction 
with a 2D hexagonal structure gradually formed along the perpendicular direction and the 2D 
hexagonal structure was kept when the films are dried. Water wash treatments before 
calcination protect the mesostructure from collapsing during calcination, however the calcined 
silica films have relatively poor long-range order compared to ambient dried silica films 
although, it still has a relatively high surface area of 660.4 m2/g. 
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SI Figure 1.  The SAXS pattern of a dried silica/CTAB/SDS/LPEI film synthesized from SDS (0.003 
M)/CTAB (0.037 M)/LPEI (24 g/L) system.  
 
 







SI Figure 2. TGA analysis of an as-prepared silica film made from solutions containing 10.7 mM and 
43.0 mM sodium silicate. 
 
 
SI Table 1. Summary of SAXS data of the CTAB-LPEI templated silica. 
Variations (100) peak position/Å-1 d-spacing/Å 
Concentration of CTAB (M)   
0.0148 0.152 ± 0.001 41.3 ± 0.2  
0.0222 0.158 ± 0.001 39.7 ± 0.2 
0.0296 0.157 ± 0.001 40.0 ± 0.2 
0.0370 0.156 ± 0.001 40.3 ± 0.2 
Concentration of PEI (g/L)   
12 0.153 ± 0.001 41.0 ± 0.2 
24 0.157 ± 0.001 40.0 ± 0.2 
36 0.159 ± 0.001 39.5 ± 0.2 
48 0.158 ± 0.001 39.7 ± 0.2 
Concentration of NaOH (M)   
0.025 0.158 ± 0.001 39.7 ± 0.2 
0.050 0.155 ± 0.001 41.6 ± 0.2 
0.075 0.152± 0.001 41.6 ± 0.2  










SI Figure 3. GISAXS patterns of interfacial structure on solutions with a sodium silicate concentration 
of (A) 43 mM (B) 54 mM and (C) 75.67 mM, collected just after the first XRR measurement in Fig. 3. 
 
 





















































SI Figure 4.As-prepared films synthesized from solutions containing 0.037 M CTAB, 24g/L LPEI, 0.05 
M NaOH and 65 mM sodium silicate. (Left) film A (thickness 0.142 mm) without NaNO3 and (Right) film 
B with 0.05 M NaNO3 (thickness 0.162 mm). 
 
 
SI Figure 5: XRR from films prepared at 60 g/L SPEI with 0.037M CTAB at various NaBr concentrations 
demonstrating that the film ordering decreases and moves to lower Q (larger d-spacing) as the salt 

































In this chapter, as the first part of this project, has used the surfactant-polymer complexes as
the template to synthesise free-standing silica films at the air-solution interface. This project
is a follow-up study of previous work in our group, synthesising free-standing silica film using
tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) as the silica precursor. TMOS hydrolyses in water and pro-
duces methanol which is poisonous and will disrupt the ordering of the micelles that used as
templates. Therefore, the aim of this study is to use an environmentally friendly silica source,
sodium silicate, as silica precursor to synthesise silica film. Sodium silicate produces water during
hydrolysation, therefore, it has the chance to template silica film with better mesostructure.
This chapter has found that the silica film prepared from sodium silicate solution has a similar
mesostructure with those prepared using TMOS as the precursor. The concentration of sodium
silicate in the film formation solution has been studied to investigate its effect on the film structure
and the film formation time. The silica film form very fast (ca. 30 min) when the concentration of
sodium silicate is relatively low (10.67 mM). And the film formation time prolongs with elevated
concentration of sodium silicate and then decreases. The highest (173.0 mM) and lowest concen-
tration (10.67 mM) of sodium silicate both disfavour the formation of a structure with long-range
ordering. The concentrations of CTAB and LPEI have been studied to have little influence on
the final structure of the dry silica film.
The thermal stability of mesostructure of the prepared silica film is quite low. Therefore,
nitrate ion was added to the film formation solution to obtain silica film with a higher thermal
stability. The effect of nitrate ion on the CTAB micelles has been studied using dynamic light
scattering, which indicates an elongation of micelles in the presence of nitrate ions. The prepared
silica film prepared when NaNO3 is present in the film formation solution could maintain its
mesostructure to some extent at high-temperature annealing if it is pretreated through washing
with water and pre-calcination. The improvements in the thermal stability of silica film maybe
attributed to the replacement of Br− by nitrate ion in the surfactant molecules, which increases
the Krafft temperature of the surfactants.
In addition to the study of the influences of experimental parameters on the structure of the
dry silica film. The evolution of the film structure at the air-solution interface is also studied us-
ing in situ GISAXS and XRR techniques. During the investigation of the film formation process
when nitrate ion is absent, sharp peaks from the crystallised surfactant obstruct a clear conclusion
on a detailed formation process. When nitrate is added into the system, the crystallisation of
surfactant is diminished and leads to a possible film formation process: wormlike structures are
formed both at the surface and along the direction normal to the surface at the beginning of the
reaction (ca. 100 min after the reaction starts), then a 2D hexagonal packing happens along the
vertical direction, the surface remains the wormlike packing till the end of the reaction.
This study even has not been able to prepare silica film with a better structure compared
to previous studies, a relatively thermal stable silica film has been prepared and a possible film
formation process has been concluded from the results of in situ techniques.
This chapter has focused on the templating method where surfactants are only used as the
template and then are calcined away completely to produce the porous structure. This shines
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lights on the preparation of surfactants which bear inorganic headgroup. These novel surfactants
can be used not only as pore-makers but also as sources of inorganic materials to functionalise
the inner pore wall of the prepared porous materials. Therefore the following chapter has focused
on the preparation of inorganic material-based surfactants and the studies of their self-assembly
behaviour in water using SANS and DLS techniques. As a proof of concept, the micelles they




Self-assembly of amphiphilic polyoxometalates for the preparation
of mesoporous polyoxometalate-titania catalysts.
4.1 Introduction
The 3rd chapter has studied surfactant templating using organic complexes (a mixture of sur-
factant and polymer) to template mesoporous silica film. The surfactant template is completely
burnt away to generate pores in the silica materials. In another way, surfactant templating
method is also a potential method to functionalize inorganic materials within the inner wall of
the generated pore in the prepared porous materials when an inorganic material is involved in
the templating systems.
Polyoxometalates (POMs) are a group of inorganic metal-oxygen cluster anions, which have
unique physical and chemical properties. [106,248] Polyoxometalate-based amphiphiles [110,130,139]
have been widely studied and are a group of novel amphiphiles that may be applicable to mate-
rial templating. This potential approach allows the decoration of POMs into the inner pore wall
of non-catalytic materials (such as silica) to immobilise POM within the materials to realise the
recyclability of the POM catalysts [101] and also allows the decoration of various catalysts (such
as TiO2, WO3 etc.) materials to achieve synergistic effects for catalytic applications.
[172]
Many studies have endeavoured to prepare amphiphiles that bear POMs as the hydrophilic
headgroup. These methods can be classified according to the bonding type between POMs and the
hydrophobic part into two types: through electrostatic interactions or chemical bonds. [110,139,249]
Compared to electrostatic interactions, chemical bonds provide higher structural stability and
solvent compatibility of the amphiphiles when used as soft templates.
In this chapter, double hydrocarbon chains are attached to a Dawson structured polyoxomet-
alate ([P2W17O61]
10−) to produce a final product K6[P2W17O61{OSi2(CnH2n+1)2}] (denoted as
POM-2Cn, n = 12, 14, 16 and 18) through covalent bond. The POM-2Cn materials are charac-
terised using UV-vis, TGA, 31P NMR and C-H correlated NMR etc. The self-assembly of the
POM-2Cn in water is studied using small angle neutron scattering. Dynamic light scattering
provides supporting information about the aggregation of the POM-2Cn in water. The surfac-
tant behaviour is found to be different from traditional surfactants, which normally form more
elongated micelles with increasing hydrophobic tail length. The information about the micellar
surface charge is also derived from SANS fitting using the rescaled Hayter-Penfold Mean Spherical
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Approximation and is also studied using zeta-potential.
The micelles formed by POM-2Cn in water are utilised as structure-directing agents in a
hydrothermal method for the preparation of porous POM-TiO2 hybrid materials. These hybrid
materials show enhanced degradation properties of rhodamine B compared to unfunctionalised
TiO2 material. The bandgap of the resulting hybrid material is measured to be very close to
that of TiO2. Therefore, the improvement of the property is proposed to be attributed to the
electron transfer from TiO2 to POM which prevent the recombination of photo-excited electrons
and holes and the electrostatic interactions between the positively-charged RhB molecules and
negatively-charged POMs.
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Self-assembly of amphiphilic polyoxometalates for the
preparation of mesoporous polyoxometalate-titania
catalysts†
Andi Di,a Julien Schmitt,a,b Marcelo Alves Da Silva,a Najet Mahmoudi,c R. John
Errington,d and Karen J Edler∗a
Amphiphilic polyoxometalate (POM) surfactants were prepared by covalently grafting double hy-
drophobic tails with chain lengths C12H25, C14H29, C16H33 or C18H37 onto the lacunary Wells-
Dawson {P2W17O61} headgroup. The critical micelle concentrations (CMCs) of these novel sur-
factants in aqueous solutions were determined by conductivity, and micelle formation was studied
by small angle neutron scattering (SANS). Surprisingly, the amphiphiles with longer hydrophobic
tails tend to form less elongated and more globular micelles in water. The self-assembled am-
phiphilic polyoxometalates were used as templates in the hydrothermal synthesis of mesoporous
TiO2 containing dispersed, immobilised {P2W17O61} units, which showed enhanced activity for
the photodegradation of rhodamine B (RhB). The catalyst was recycled eight times with no loss of
efficiency, demonstrating the stability of the hybrid structure. The amphiphilic polyoxometalates,
therefore have excellent potential for the synthesis of various types of catalytically active porous
materials.
Introduction
Polyoxometalates (POMs) are a class of unique nanoscale tran-
sition metal oxide clusters, formed by earth-abundant metals in
their highest oxidation states.1,2 Due to their remarkable redox
and photochemical properties, they are often used as inexpensive
photocatalysts for the green removal of organic pollutants or tran-
sition metals from water.3,4 Similar to the semiconductor pho-
tocatalysts, which experience electron transfer from the valence
band (VB) to the conduction band (CB) under ultraviolet irra-
diation, POMs undergo electron transfer from the oxygen-based
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) to the lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) on the addenda atoms under
UV irradiation,5 resulting in a colour change to blue. The charge-
transfer excited state POM (POM*) has a highly oxidizing power
that is strong enough to oxidise organic species or to generate
·OH radicals.6,7
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Amphiphilic surfactants are of great interest for their appli-
cations as templates in the formation of mesoporous materials,
which typically form from mixed aqueous solutions of surfactants
and inorganic precursors.8–10 Porosity is generated in the inor-
ganic materials after the removal of the organic components from
the surfactant template. These mesoporous materials, due to their
high specific surface areas and uniform mesopore size, are partic-
ularly interesting as supports for catalysts.11,12
The incorporation of POMs onto conventional supports, such
as SiO2,13,14 TiO2,15,16 Al2O3 13 or metal-organic frameworks,17
through direct dispersion has been investigated to increase the
application of POMs for catalysis. However, it has been reported
that POMs anchored onto the surface of such supports are not
stable since the POMs may be leached out by water or alcohol.18
Studies have therefore been undertaken to modify the inner walls
of the support materials to improve POM adhesion: e.g. by graft-
ing organic moieties such as aminosilane or imidazole, to pro-
vide strong anchoring of POMs and prevent POM leaching when
applied as a catalyst in polar solvent media.18–21 However, this
method limits the applications of these materials due to the low
thermal stability of the organic anchoring groups at high tempera-
tures.22 Alternatively, researchers have been exploring the encap-
sulation of POMs into aggregates formed by surfactants or poly-
mers,23–25 with the aim to fabricate polyoxometalate-decorated
mesoporous materials via a one-pot synthesis.
To incorporate POMs into the matrix of inorganic mesostruc-
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tured materials or synthesise porous hybrid materials where the
POMs are accessible, a POM-based amphiphile that can be used as
a templating agent is key. Self-assembly is an efficient method to
synthesise materials with high surface areas and open networks,
and hence the use of POM amphiphiles has the potential to or-
ganise accessible polyoxometalates directly and uniformly within
the supports. There have been previous reports on the synthesis
of surfactants with POMs as headgroups through covalent bond-
ing,26–30 to the best of our knowledge, there have been no de-
tailed studies of the application of POM-based amphiphiles to
template mesoporous POM-decorated inorganic materials.
Among various oxide semiconductor photocatalyst materials,
titania is recognised as the most suitable material for widespread
environmental applications due to its low cost, strong oxidiz-
ing ability and photostability.31,32 Its performance is often rein-
forced through the incorporation of electron-transporting materi-
als, such as graphene oxide33 or graphene,34 within the titania
matrix. Also, there have been attempts to load polyoxometalates
onto TiO2 through a layer by layer strategy, physically mixing or
electrostatic bonding.35–37 These studies have demonstrated the
synergistic effects between TiO2 and polyoxometalates.
In this paper, we report the characterisation of micellar struc-
tures formed by amphiphilic [P2W17O61{OSi2(CnH2n+1)2}]6−
(Wells-Dawson type POMs with double hydrocarbon tails
CnH2n+1, denote as POM-2Cn, with molecular structure illustrated
in Fig. 1), the influence of the tail length of the amphiphiles on
the micelle shape and counterion ionisation degree, using con-
ductivity, small angle neutron scattering (SANS), zeta-potential
and dynamic light scattering (DLS).
The Wells-Dawson anion [α-P2W18O62]6− can readily ac-
cept multiple electrons without any change in the cluster ge-
ometry, and both [α-P2W18O62]6− and its lacunary derivative
[P2W17O61]10− are often used as co-catalysts for catalytic oxida-
tion and photocatalytic reduction.38,39 The siloxane derivatives
[P2W17O61{OSi2(CnH2n+1)2}]6− are amphiphiles with redox-
active metal oxide headgroups and form micelles in water. There-
fore, these micelles were used directly as templating agents for
the hydrothermal synthesis of POM-TiO2 mesoporous materials,
without the addition of any other co-templating agents. The re-
sulting POM-TiO2 hybrid materials have relatively high surface
areas and better rhodamine B (RhB) photodegradation properties




Na2WO4·2H2O (purity > 99%), phosphoric acid (85 wt% in wa-
ter solution), NH4Cl (purity > 99.5 %), KCl (laboratory reagent
grade), dodecyltrichlorosilane (C12H25SiCl3, purity > 95%), oc-
tadecyltrichlorosilane (C18H37SiCl3, purity > 90%), KHCO3 (pu-
rity > 99.7%), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, purity > 99%)
and D2O (99.9 atom% D) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Tetradecyltrichlorosilane (C14H29SiCl3, purity 98%) and hex-
adecyltrichlorosilane (C16H33SiCl3, purity 98%) were purchased
from Fluorochem. All chemicals were used without further pu-
Fig. 1 Ball-and-stick and space-filling representations of the structure of
the [P2W17O61{OSi2(CnH2n+1)2}] anion (R = C12H25) POM-2C12. Colour
code: W (blue), P (purple), O (red), Si (yellow), C (black) and H (white).
rification. 70 mol% D2O in H2O was prepared using ultrapure
water (18 Ω·cm, from an ELGA PURELAB flex water purification
system).
Preparation of POM-2Cn
K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O was prepared as previously described
by Droege.40 Lacunary K10[α-P2W17O61]·19H2O was synthe-
sised according to the method of Finke et al.,41 and then
used to prepare POM-2Cn. A typical reaction is as follows:
K10[α-P2W17O61]·19H2O (1.040 mmol) was dispersed in anhy-
drous MeCN (180 ml) and stirred under nitrogen for 4 hours.
Trichlorosilane, RSiCl3 (R = C12H25, C14H29, C16H33 or C18H37,
4.94 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane (60
ml), then added dropwise to POM suspension with stirring. The
the obtained mixture is stirred for 12 hours to finish the reaction.
The mixture produced was filtered and the clear solution was
rotary-evaporated to dryness. The powder obtained was washed
four times with anhydrous diethyl ether (50 ml) to remove the
excess of trichlorosilane, and was vacuum-dried to give the final
product K6[P2W17O61{OSi2(CnH2n+1)2}], denoted as POM-2Cn,
with n=12, 14, 16 or 18.
Synthesis of POM-TiO2
The nPOM-TiO2 hybrid materials were prepared by mixing an
aqueous HCl solution (pH = 2) of POM-2Cn (9.17 mM, 9 ml)
and an aqueous HCl solution (pH = 2) of TiOSO4 (0.672 M, 6
ml) to give final POM-2Cn and TiOSO4 concentrations of 5.5 mM
and 0.269 M respectively. The reaction was performed at 150 °C
in an autoclave with a ramping rate of 5 °C/min, and then was
held at 150 °C for 20 hours. The obtained powder was filtered
and washed with water to remove any excess surfactant prior
to freeze-drying. The freeze-dried powder was calcined at 500
°C in air for 8 hours. The hydrocarbon tails were burnt away
to generate pores. And the Dawson structured polyoxometalate
has been shown to be stable at this temperature.42 The calcined
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products were porous TiO2 materials with functionalised POM
units, and were labelled nPOM-TiO2 catalyst with n= 12, 16
or 18 depending on the tail length of the POM-2Cn used in
the synthesis. For comparison, a sample of TiO2 templated by
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was synthesised according to the
procedure already described in the literature which used a much
higher surfactant concentration (0.26 M SDS) than that used
for POM-2Cn templating.43 A higher concentration of POM-2C16
(22.0 mM) was used to prepare POM-TiO2 hybrid materials
using the same method that was described above, the resulting
material is labelled as 16POM-TiO2-2.
The synthesised materials were characterised using transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM), nitrogen sorption, powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemental
mapping.
Photocatalytic activity test
0.015 g nPOM-TiO2 or SDS templated TiO2 catalyst was added
to 30 ml of an aqueous solution of RhB (15 mg/L) and H2O2
(1.5 mmol/L). The mixture was exposed to solar light (energy
equals one sun, generated by a solar simulator) under stirring for
80 min, during which time 2 ml aliquots of solution was removed
from the system every 20 min and centrifuged. UV/vis absorption
measurement was conducted on the clear solution obtained to
determine the concentration of rhodamine B (RhB) according to
the major absorption intensity at 553 nm, for each degradation
stage. The measured solution was added back to the system at
every stage to maintain the total volume. A blank experiment
was carried out as follows: a 30 ml solution of RhB (15 mg/L)
and H2O2 (1.5 mmol/L) was illuminated by solar light without
adding any photocatalyst. The change of RhB concentration with
illumination time was recorded using the same method as above.
Ag+ reduction
Polyoxometalates can be reduced by organic electron donors (e.g.,
alcohols) upon exposure to visible and ultraviolet light.44 0.02 g
The nPOM-TiO2 hybrid material (0.02 g) was dispersed in iso-
propanol with stirring and illuminated by solar light for about 20
min. The colour of the dispersion changed from white to blue. An
aqueous AgNO3 solution (0.05 M) was added dropwise into the
dispersion after removal from light, causing the blue-coloured dis-
persion to turn to brown abruptly. The brown powder was then
filtered, washed with water and air-dried for TEM and EDX ele-
mental mapping analysis.
Small angle neutron scattering
Data collection.
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) experiments were per-
formed on the LOQ SANS instrument45 at the ISIS Neutron and
Muon Spallation Source (Oxfordshire, UK) with a typical time-
averaged flux of 2×105 cm−2s−1. The data were collected using
a 3He-CF4 filled ORDELA "area" detector. The probed q range was
approximately from 0.007 to 0.20 Å−1, where q is the momentum
transfer. The samples were measured in UV-spectrophotometer
grade quartz cells with a path length of 1 mm at 25 °C.
The raw spectra were corrected for the background from the
solvent, sample cell and other sources using standard work-
flows in the Mantid software package.46 Scattering data were
normalised against the scattering from a partially-deuterated
polystyrene blend of known molecular weight to put the SANS
data on the absolute scale,47 so I(q) equals the differential scat-
tering cross section dΣ/dΩ(q). The output data was absolute scat-
tered intensity, I(q) in cm−1, versus the momentum transfer, q in
Å−1.
Data modelling.
The measured scattering intensity I(q) as a function of the mo-
mentum transfer q, for centrosymmetric particles, is given as:
I(q) = A(∆SLD)2 P(q)S(q,ϕ) (1)
where A is the scale factor. ϕ is the volume fraction of parti-
cles. ∆SLD corresponds to the scattering length density (SLD)
contrast between particles and solvent. P(q) is the form factor,
which corresponds to the orientationally averaged scattering pro-
file of a single particle and can be computed from a structural
model. S(q,ϕ) is the structure factor that accounts for the inter-
actions between the particles in the solution.
For a dilute suspension, the interactions between micelles,
S(q,ϕ), can be neglected. I(q) mainly depends on the shape and
size of the particles:
I(q) = A(∆SLD)2 P(q) (2)
due to the large SLD difference between the POM-2Cn headgroup
(4.42×10−6 Å−2) and tails (-0.38×10−6 Å−2), the SANS patterns
were fitted using core-shell models. For some of the scattering
data, the core-shell sphere model48 gave satisfactory fit results.
However, in some circumstances, it gave an unusually large ra-
dius, which was not in accordance with the tail length of a surfac-
tant monomer, so a core-shell ellipsoid model49,50 was favoured
and applied to get better fit results. In the modelling, the core of
the micelles was assumed to only contain the hydrocarbon tails,
while the shell was formed from the headgroups, a partial contri-
bution from the tails and water. Through fitting the form factor
P(q), a minimum radius of the core (Rmin), a shell thickness (t),
a core ellipticity (ε) and a shell neutron scattering length density
(SLD) were obtained.
In the semi-dilute regime, where micelles are interacting, the
structure factor also has to be taken into account. Since the POM-
2Cn micelles are charged due to the ionisable headgroups, they
experience a Coulomb repulsion modelled using the Hayter Pen-
fold Rescaled Mean Spherical Approximation (RMSA)51 which
gives the volume fraction of charged particles interacting (ϕ) and
the number of charges per micelle z (number of electrons). This
model depends on the Debye screening length of interactions.
This Debye length can be calculated knowing the temperature
(25 °C) and the relative permittivity of the medium (72.08 for
D2O, 72.2 for 70 mol% D2O).52
Scattering patterns from samples at the same concentration but
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in two different solvents (D2O and 70 mol% D2O) were fitted si-
multaneously using Sasview (version 4.2.1) in order to better con-
strain the fits using contrast variation. Calculated neutron SLDs
of the hydrocarbon tails, the POM headgroup and the solvents
used for fitting are listed in SI Table 1 (page 98).
Other Techniques
The electrical conductivities of the surfactant aqueous solutions
were measured using a METTLER TOLEDO conductivity meter.
NMR spectroscopic measurements were carried out using a 500
MHz Bruker Avance II+ spectrometer. Typical samples were made
of POM-2Cn surfactants dissolved in D2O. The 31P NMR was mea-
sured with a relaxation time of 20 seconds. IR spectra were
measured using a Bruker IR spectrometer at room temperature
in a dry box. TGA was applied to measure the change of sam-
ple weight as a function of temperature. An alumina crucible
with about 100 mg sample was put into a furnace, which was
heated up in air at a constant heating rate 1 °C/min, while a sen-
sitive balance was recording the loss of the sample weight. The
results are displayed as the loss of mass percentage against tem-
perature in °C. POM-2Cn aqueous solutions at 5.5 mM were mea-
sured at room temperature using dynamic light scattering (DLS)
in a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZSP (Malvern, UK). All samples were
filtered through a 0.45 µm filter (Millex-HA) to remove any dust
before the measurements. Samples were measured at a scattering
angle of 173 ◦ and a wavelength of 632.8 nm for 120 s, repeated
5 times. The size distribution, weighted in volume, was extracted
using the CONTIN method. The zeta-potential of the micelles
was also studied, at the same concentration, using the same in-
strument. Nitrogen sorption measurements were carried out at
liquid nitrogen temperature (77.36 K) using a BELSORP instru-
ment (BELSORP-mini Inc. Japan). The samples were degassed
under vacuum at 523 K for 1000 min prior to the measurements.
Surface areas were calculated using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) equation. PXRD measurements were performed on a Stoe
STADI P high-resolution system equipped with a DECTRIS Dou-
ble MYTHEN 1K strip detector, and employing Cu-Kα1 radiation
(λ = 1.54060×10−10 m). The samples were measured in the
range of 10 ◦ < 2θ < 70 ◦ at 2 ◦ per minute. The morphologies
of the obtained materials were observed by TEM using a JEOL
JEM-2100Plus instrument with an operating voltage at 200 kV
maximum. An Oxford Instruments large area EDX detector, as-
sociated with the TEM, and Aztec analysis software were used
for high-resolution elemental mapping analysis. Prepared POM-
loaded mesoporous TiO2 materials were characterised using an
Anton Paar SAXSess instrument with a Panalytical PW3830 X-
ray generator which gave a q range between 0.08 Å−1 and 2.7
Å−1. The line X-ray source used was a Cu Kα X-ray tube at 40 kV
and 50 mA. X-rays were detected by a reusable Europium exci-
tation based image plate (size: 66 × 200 mm) with a 42.3 µm2
pixel size. The image plate was subsequently read by a Perkin
Elmer cyclone reader using OptiQuant software. SAXS profiles
were generated by using the SAXSquant program.
Kinetics of photocatalytic degradation
UV-vis absorption was used to follow dye degradation performed
on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 750S UV/vis spectrometer. The rate of
photodegradation of rhodamine B (RhB) in the presence of pho-
tocatalysts can be calculated from a fit to the experimental data.
The Langmuir-Hinshelwood model can be used to describe the ki-
netic of the photodegradation, and the model is further simplified
if possible.53 Here, the degradation kinetics were approximated
as pseudo-first-order kinetics with respect to the concentration of
RhB (C):
−dC/dt = kobsC (3)
where kobs is the rate constant. Integration of the equation (with
Ct , C0 are the RhB concentrations at time t and 0 min respec-
tively) gives:
ln(Ct/C0) = −kobst (4)
where the values of kobs (unit: min−1) can be obtained directly
from the regression analysis of a linear plot of ln (Ct/C0) versus
time.
Results and discussion
Characterisation of K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O, K10[α2-
P2W17O61]·19H2O and POM-2Cn
The synthesis of POM-2Cn surfactants with structure illustrated
in Fig. 1 were prepared from K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O, via the
lacunary derivative K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O using established
methods.41
Starting materials and POM-2C12 were characterised by IR and
31P NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 2). In the 31P NMR spectra (Fig. 2A-
C), K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O showed the characteristic peak at -
13.03 ppm in addition to two small peaks at around -11.53 and
-12.31 ppm due to the K6[β -P2W18O62]·14H2O isomer, while
two 31P NMR peaks were observed due to the non-equivalent
phosphorus atoms in K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O (-7.24 and -14.38
ppm) and K6[P2W17O61{OSi2(CnH2n+1)2}]. C-H correlated NMR
further suggests the successful grafting of C12H25 hydrocarbon
tails as shown in Fig. 3. The peak labelled 2 is due to diethyl
ether impurities. Peaks labelled 1, 3 and 4 are correlated to the
double hydrocarbon tails as illustrated in detail in Fig. 3.
In the IR spectra (Fig. 2D), only one type of ν(P-O) was ob-
served at 1087 cm−1 for symmetric K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O.54,55
For K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O, the bands of ν(P-O) vibrations
were observed at 1013, 1046 and 1077 cm−1, similar to those
reported in literature.56 After the attachment of the hydrocarbon
tails to form the POM-2C12 surfactant, the three ν(P-O) vibra-
tion peaks were retained with the peak at 1046 cm−1 overlapping
with the peak at 1083 cm−1. Peaks at 2920 and 2850 cm−1 cor-
respond to the ν(C-H) vibration, indicating the presence of both
{P2W17O61} and hydrocarbon chains in the final product.
UV/vis absorbance spectra (SI Fig.1,page 98), showed a
bathochromic shift in the absorption edge upon attachment of
the two hydrocarbon chains, so that the POM-2C12 derivatives ab-
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Fig. 2 31P NMR spectra of (A) K6[α-P2W18O62]·14H2O (B) K10[α2-
P2W17O61]·19H2O and (c) POM-2C12. (D) IR spectra of (1) K6[α-
P2W18O62]·14H2O (2) K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O and (3) POM-2C12
(where the red circle indicates the existence of Dawson structured POM
after tail grafting).
sorb light over a wider wavelength range compared to the lacu-
nary K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O. TGA on the POM-2C12 material
(SI Fig.2, page 99), showed a mass loss of 6.7%, corresponding
to the tail weight percentage in POM-2C12 obtained (calculated
mass loss is 7%). These results confirm the successful synthesis
and structure of the POM-2C12.
Critical micelle concentrations
SI Fig.3A-D (page 99) show plots of the electrical conductiv-
ity vs the concentration of POM-2Cn in water, and CMC values
were determined by the intersections of the two straight lines.
The CMCs of the POM-2Cn surfactants versus hydrophobic chain
length are plotted in Fig. 4, giving a trend similar to that observed
for di-alkyl sulfosuccinate surfactants (CMCs given in SI Table 2
at page 99),57,58 alkyl trimethylammonium bromides (abbrevi-
ated as CnTAB, CMC values given in SI Table 3 at page 100)59,60
and sodium alkyl sulfates (CMC values in SI Table 4 at page
100),61–65 where a surfactant with longer hydrophobic tail/tails
has a lower CMC compared to the one with the same headgroup
but shorter hydrophobic part.
Degree of micelle ionisation and free energy of micellisation
The percentage of bound counterions in relation to the number
of surfactant ions in the micelles is the fraction of micellar charge
neutralized, β , defined as counterion binding. The degree of mi-
celle ionisation α equals 1 − β , and can be calculated from the
conductivity slope above the CMC (m1) divided by that of below
Fig. 3 C-H correlated NMR of POM-2C12 illustrated by the POM-2C12
molecular structure ({P2W17} represents {P2W17O61}), the square on the
left of the 2D NMR graph labelled 1 is related to the 10 methylene groups
labelled 1 in the POM-2C12 molecular structure. Blue signals represent
methyl groups and red for methylene groups.
Fig. 4 Plot of CMC and free energy of micellisation (∆ G◦mic) vs hydrocar-
bon chain length.
the CMC (m2): α = m1/m2.66 The calculated α values are listed
in Table 1. It can be seen that micelles formed by POM-2Cn with
longer tails have a lower counterion dissociation, therefore higher
screening by the counterion. The POM-2Cn surfactants show sim-
ilar changing trends in α as seen for traditional surfactants, such
as di-alkyl sulfosuccinates, CnTAB and sodium alkyl sulfates (SI
Table 1-3 at page 98, 99 and 100).57,59,60,63,64,67 The counterion
binding β and the CMC are related to the free energy of micelli-
sation via equation:
∆G◦mic = (1+β )RT ln(CMC) (5)
the calculated free energies of micellisation are listed in Table 1
and plotted in Fig. 4. The ∆ G◦mic was calculated to be between
-8.5 and -15.9 kJ·mol−1 at room temperature. The linear rela-
tionship in the variation of ∆ G◦mic with the tail length is consistent
with that observed for CnTAB surfactants.68 The value of the slope
obtained from the line in Fig. 4, -1.26 ± 0.05 kJ·mol−1, here rep-
resents the free energy increment for two CH2 groups (designated
as ∆ G◦t ). The ∆ G◦t of the POM-2Cn system is much lower than
that of CnTAB (-3.45 ± 0.2 kJ·mol−1) with a single hydrocarbon
tail.68
By comparing the ∆ G◦mic values of POM-2Cn with those of
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di-alkyl sulfosuccinate surfactants (SI Table 2 at page 99), it is
seen that the POM-2Cn surfactants can form micelles more eas-
ily in water because they have longer hydrophobic tails. They
also have relatively similar free energies of micellisation60 with
those of single-tailed CnTAB (n= 12, 14, 16) surfactants (SI Ta-
ble 3 at page 100). These results indicate that, despite the fact
that POM-2Cn are double-tailed surfactants, they form micelles
as easily as conventional single-tailed surfactants and aggregate
more efficiently compared to conventional anionic double-tailed
surfactants.
Table 1 The degree of micelle ionisation and free energy of micellisation
values of POM-2Cn in water, errors were calculated from those from the
determination of CMCs.
Material CMC (mM) α ∆ G◦mic (kJ·mol−1)
POM-2C12 4.78 ± 0.08 0.53 ± 0.04 -8.5 ± 0.2
POM-2C14 1.63 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.03 -10.8 ± 0.5
POM-2C16 0.80 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.03 -13.1 ± 0.9
POM-2C18 0.21 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.02 -15.9 ± 0.6
SANS study of POM-2Cn
Above CMCs, the POM-2Cn surfactants assemble in water. The
shape of these aggregates is expected to have important influ-
ences in the field of micellar catalysis,69 photochemistry70 and
materials templating,71 and is therefore interesting to investigate.
We used SANS to probe the micelles formed by these surfactants
in aqueous solutions.
Fig. 5 SANS patterns of (A) POM-2C12 and (B) POM-2C14 micelles in
D2O at different concentrations. The fits are given as black lines.
The best fit for the micelles formed by POM-2C12 in water was
obtained from a core-shell ellipsoidal model. The SANS patterns
and their corresponding fits are plotted in Fig. 5 for the D2O con-
trast, while the fitted parameters along with the definition of the
abbreviations are listed in Table 2. The elongation of the micelles
was found to be dependent on the concentration: the ellipticity, ε,
indicating the degree of elongation, varies from 4.0 ± 0.4 to 5.1
± 0.4. Similarly, Rmin ranges from 11 ± 1 Å to 15 ± 1 Å, slightly
below the length of fully extended C12H25 chains according to
the Tanford equation (16.7 Å).72 Measurements of solutions pre-
pared using 70 mo% D2O as solvent (a value that was calculated
to contrast match the POM-2Cn headgroup) were also made (SI
Fig.4A, page 100). Fitting the data at 70 mol% D2O still required
a shell in the model, but with a lower SLD than that calculated for
both dry POM and solvent (SI Table 5 at page 101), suggesting
that a portion of the hydrocarbon tail is present in the shell. The
shell thickness was found to decrease with increasing concentra-
tion (from 22 ± 1 Å at 16.6 mM to 15 ± 1 Å at 99.1 mM). Except
for the lowest concentration, these values (see Table 2) are in the
same range as the dry {P2W17O61} headgroup size (between 12
and 17 Å due to the ellipsoidal shape of the headgroup).73
With increasing concentration, a broad peak emerged at
around q = 0.06 Å−1. The peak indicates the intermicellar in-
teractions and was fitted using the RMSA model. The fits show a
moderate increase in the charge per micelle with increasing con-
centration. The value for the charge on the micelle (around 1 e)
is surprisingly low given the potential -6 charge available to the
headgroup, suggesting that although the conductivity results in-
dicate that counterion dissociation is relatively high at the CMC,
it becomes much lower above the CMC.
POM-2C14 also forms ellipsoidal micelles in water according to
the modelling of their SANS patterns given in Fig. 5B (D2O con-
trast) and SI Fig.4B (70 mol% D2O contrast given at page 100).
Fit parameters associated with the form factor of POM-2C14 mi-
celles were found to have little dependence on the surfactant con-
centration (see Table 2). These micelles were less elongated com-
pared to their POM-2C12 counterparts, with an ellipticity of ca.
2.0. Rmin was found around 17 - 18 Å, again slightly smaller than
the size of the fully extended C14H29 chain (19.2 Å) estimated
by the Tanford equation.72 The hydrated shell thicknesses were
found to be 15 ±1 Å at 5.5 mM and 18 ± 1 Å for higher concen-
trations, which lies in the size range (12 - 17 Å) of {P2W17O61}.73
The difference in shell thickness between 5.5 mM and the other
concentrations is probably due to the weak signal at this low con-
centration. Increasing concentration also results in electrostatic
repulsion arising between micelles, evidenced by a broad peak in
the SANS patterns, however, this time a higher micelle surface
charge was seen (3.6 - 4.4 e).
For both POM-2C16 and POM-2C18, the fitting of the SANS pat-
Table 2 Fitted core-shell ellipsoidal model parametersa for POM-2C12 and POM-2C14
micelles in D2O.
Conc. (mM) R (Å) ε t (Å) z (e) SLD (×10−6Å−2) ϕ
(±0.1) (±1) (±1) (±0.5) (±0.2) (±0.005)
POM-2C12
16.6 11 4.5 ± 0.3 22 1.0 5.3 0.096
49.7 12 4.6 ± 0.3 16 1.0 5.0 0.140
66.4 12 5.1 ± 0.4 15 1.3 4.6 0.153
99.1 15 4.0 ± 0.4 13 1.5 4.8 0.160
POM-2C14
5.5 17 1.9 ± 0.3 15 4.4 5.1 0.011
10.6 17 2.1 ± 0.3 18 3.7 5.3 0.034
33.0 18 2.0 ± 0.3 18 3.6 5.3 0.094
55.2 17 2.1 ± 0.2 18 4.3 5.0 0.137
a Rmin, the minimum radius of the core; Rmax, the maximum radius of the core; ε,
Rmax/Rmin (ellipticity); ϕ , volume fraction; SLD, neutron scattering length density; t,
shell thickness; z, micellar surface charge.
terns suggests the formation of spherical micelles in water, rather
than ellipsoidal micelles (see Fig. 6 and SI Fig.5 (page 101). The
radius of the spherical micelles (R) was found to be around 20
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and 22 Å respectively. Shell thickness was around 18 Å for POM-
2C16, and 16 Å for POM-2C18 (see Table 3). Similar to POM-2C14,
an increase in the concentration resulted in an increase in the in-
termicellar interactions, modelled by an increase in the volume
fraction ϕ . The surface charge was found around 4.2 e for POM-
2C16, and around 5.2 e for POM-2C18. Although in general, the fit
reproduced the data well, it was observed to fail to reproduce the
scattering at the lowest angles for the 70 mol% D2O solution at
high concentrations (see SI Fig.5 at page 101), probably caused
by a small amount of large aggregates observed in these samples.
Fig. 6 SANS patterns of (A) POM-2C16 and (B) POM-2C18 micelles in
D2O at different concentrations. The fits are given as black lines.
Table 3 Fitted core-shell model parametersb for POM-2C16 and POM-2C18
micelles in D2O.
Conc. (mM) R (Å) t (Å) z (e) SLD (× 10−6Å−2) ϕ
(±0.1) (±1) (±1) (±0.2) (±0.5) (±0.005)
POM-2C16
5.5 20 19 4.2 5.6 0.019
16.3 22 19 4.3 5.7 0.053
POM-2C18
5.8 22 17 4.9 5.6 0.015
17.2 22 17 5.5 5.5 0.049
29.1 22 17 5.2 5.3 0.077
b R, the radius of the core; ϕ , volume fraction; SLD, neutron scattering length
density; t, shell thickness; z, micellar surface charge.
From the SANS fitting, an increase in the radius of the micelles
(comparing Rmin for ellipsoids and R for spheres) was observed
with increase in the hydrophobicity of the surfactant, in agree-
ment with observations made for commercial CnTAB surfactants
and sodium alkyl sulfates.59,62 Moreover, the tail length strongly
influences the shape of the micelles, with an obvious change from
an ellipsoid to a sphere as the hydrocarbon tail length of the sur-
factants becomes longer. As illustrated in Fig. 7, POM-2C12 and
POM-2C14 both form ellipsoid micelles in aqueous solutions, how-
ever, the ellipticity of POM-2C14 (around 2) is less than half of
that of POM-2C12 (around 4.5), while both POM-2C16 and POM-
2C18 form spherical micelles. However, commercial single-tailed
surfactants, such as CnTAB and sodium alkyl sulfates, undergo
an increase of the micelle ellipticity with increased tail length
(see the calculated ellipticity listed in SI Table 3 (page 100) and
SI Table 4 (page 100) using the information provided by refer-
ences).59,62
For the POM-Cn surfactants, the theoretical packing parame-
ters, calculated for different tail lengths but assuming the same
equilibrium area per molecule (the cross-sectional area of the
headgroup estimated according to the size of the headgroup,73
124.3 Å2), lies close to the 1/3 limit between spherical and rod-
like micelles, without any clear trend explaining the experimental
data. This suggests that the equilibrium area per molecule may
be different between them due to the difference in the repulsion
between the surfactant headgroups. Considering the repulsive in-
teractions, as listed in Table 2 and Table 3, the surface charge
increases with the tail length which may induce a larger equilib-
rium area per molecule. Therefore the packing parameter (=v/al,
where, a is the equilibrium area per molecule, v is the hydropho-
bic tail volume and l is the hydrophobic tail length, the volume-
to-length ratio v/l of the tail is independent of the tail length for
common surfactants) decreases with increased tail length, giving
a value under 1/3, which predicts the formation of spherical mi-
celles.74 This is consistent with the SANS results where longer
tailed surfactants form more globular micelles.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to detect the hydrody-
namic radius distributions of the micelles, shown in Fig.8A. The
singular peak in the DLS volume-weighted size distribution re-
sults suggests that there is only one population of micelles in each
solution. An increase in size obtained from DLS is observed with
tail length, C14H29, C16H33 and C18H37 give a hydrodynamic ra-
dius of 31 ± 5, 41 ± 5, and 48 ± 5 Å respectively, in agreement
with the increase of micellar size observed from SANS fitting re-
sults. It is noted that the size of the POM-2C12 micelles (48 ± 5
Å) probed by DLS is relatively larger compared to those of POM-
2C14 and POM-2C16 micelles, likely due to their ellipsoidal shape,
which is not taken into account in DLS analysis. The POM-2Cn
micelles exhibit strongly negative surface charges as evidenced by
their zeta-potentials (see Fig.8B), giving similar results to the con-
ductivity measurements (longer-tailed surfactant forms micelles
with less charged surfaces), but opposite trend to the micelle
charge information obtained from SANS fitting. The reason for
the opposite trend between SANS results and zeta-potentials re-
mains unclear at this stage.
Fig. 7 The schematic representative of the POM-2Cn micelle shapes (A)
POM-2C12 (B) POM-2C14 (C) POM-2C16 and POM-2C18 where t is the
shell thickness, Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum of core
radius in an ellipsoidal micelle model, and R is the core radius of the
spherical micelle.
POM-TiO2 materials synthesised using POM-2Cn micelles as
templates
As a proof of concept, POM-2Cn micelles were utilised to tem-
plate TiO2 to prepare POM-TiO2 hybrid catalysts. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) image of the 12POM-TiO2 material
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Fig. 8 (A) Volume-weighted size distributions (obtained via the CONTIN
method) and (B) zeta-potentials of 5.45 mM POM-2Cn solutions (n= 12,
14, 16 and 18).
(Fig. 9A) shows aggregations of small spherical particles. A focus
on a selected area of the 12POM-TiO2 material, made via HRTEM
(Fig. 9B), clearly shows lattice fringes which indicate an ordered
crystalline structure of the TiO2. {P2W17O61} units are not clearly
seen which may be due to their small size and low content (Ta-
ble 4).
Fig. 9 (A) TEM and (B) HRTEM images taken from the part of the
12POM-TiO2 indicated with a circle in (A).
To evidence the presence of the {P2W17O61} units within the hy-
brid material, firstly, EDX elemental mapping analysis was ap-
plied. The element distributions of the 12POM-TiO2 associated
with the TEM image in Fig. 9A, are given in SI Fig.6 (page 102).
It was clear that both W and Ti elements are distributed within
the material, suggesting the existence of {P2W17O61} within the
hybrid material.
Reduced POMs are known to reduce metal ions in situ to metal
nanoparticles. Therefore, to corroborate the preservation of POM
units within the porous TiO2,75 the photocatalytic reduction of
Ag+ was carried out. Experimental details can be found in the ex-
perimental section. EDX elemental mapping analysis was applied
to the collected brown product, and the Ag element distribution
is shown in SI Fig.7B (page 102), suggesting that Ag nanoparti-
cles are present in the product. This indicates that POM units are
present and are chemically active.
The PXRD patterns of SDS templated TiO2, 12POM-TiO2,
16POM-TiO2 and 18POM-TiO2 materials (Fig. 10) demonstrate
the characteristic diffraction peaks of anatase TiO2 (space group:
I41/amd, JCPDS No. 21-1272). We found no diffraction evidence
for the POM phase, since the POM with in the TiO2 are dispersed
but not crystallised. Small angle X-ray scattering showed no
long-range ordering within the materials (see SI Fig. 8 at page
103).
All samples show a type IV nitrogen sorption isotherm (see SI
Fig. 10 PXRD patterns of nPOM-TiO2 materials (n = 12, 16 or 18)
Fig.9A at page 103). The resulting nPOM-TiO2 materials have
relatively high surface areas, listed in Table 4 along with their
mean pore diameters (pore size distributions are illustrated
in SI Fig.9B at page 103). nPOM-TiO2 materials have smaller
mean pore sizes compared to SDS templated TiO2 due to the
occupation of POMs within the pores. The mean pore diameter
of 12POM-TiO2 material lies between the minimum of the size
(2Rmin = 2.2 nm) and the maximum of the size (2Rmax = 9.9 nm)
of the POM-2C12 micelles. The 16POM-TiO2 and 18POM-TiO2
materials have slightly larger mean pore sizes compared to
their corresponding micellar diameter (4.0 and 4.4 nm). Larger
pores (around ca. 60 - 100 nm) were observed in 12POM-TiO2,
which contribute to the largest surface area among nPOM-TiO2
materials. The mean pore size of the 18POM-TiO2 material is
about 17.5% larger in comparison to 16POM-TiO2, proves the
tunability of the pore size through using larger spherical micelles
as soft templates.
Table 4 Ti: W atomic ratios obtained from EDX analysis, surface areas
obtained from BET annalysis and mean pore sizes.
Material Ti : W Surface area m2/g Mean pore size (nm)
12POM-TiO2 122:1 191 ± 8 6.4 ± 0.5
16POM-TiO2 154:1 165 ± 8 5.3 ± 0.6
18POM-TiO2 169:1 148 ± 5 6.2 ± 0.4
16POM-TiO2-2 5:1 179 ±5 5.8 ± 0.6
TiO2 – 99 ± 5 8.3 ± 0.4
Photocatalytic properties
Dawson structured {P2W17O61} was chosen for its photocatalytic
property. The photoabsorption of 12POM-TiO2 in the range of
250-800 nm shows an absorbance shoulder for wavelengths be-
tween c.a. 400 and 700 nm (SI Fig.10A at page 104). The
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12POM-TiO2 possesses a bandgap at around 3.3 eV obtained
by plotting (Ah)2 as a function of the energy similar to that of
TiO2(SI Fig.10B at page 104) .76 The band gap does not change
after the decoration of TiO2 with POMs, however, the resulting
material now shows absorbance in a wavelength range where
TiO2 normally would not absorb.77,78 The photocatalytic proper-
Fig. 11 (A) Plot of normalised degraded concentration of RhB, (1-Ct )/C0,
in the presence of different catalysts versus irradiation time. A blank
measurement was recorded for comparison. (B) Plot of ln (Ct /C0) against
irradiation time, Ct and C0 are the RhB concentrations at time t and 0 min
respectively.
ties of the nPOM-TiO2 materials were tested via the degradation
of RhB with the irradiation of solar light. Their photocatalytic
behaviours were compared to SDS templated TiO2 which has a
surface area of ca. 99 m2/g. The nPOM-TiO2 (n = 12, 16 and 18)
materials showed higher activities than that of the SDS templated
TiO2 (Fig. 11A). The 12POM-TiO2 exhibited the best degradation
performance, with almost 80% of the RhB degraded after 20 min.
16POM-TiO2 and 18POM-TiO2 were less effective in the first 20
min, decomposing ca. 65% and 45% of RhB respectively.
The degradation rates fit a first-order model well. The slope
of a linear plot of ln (Ct/C0) versus irradiation time gives the
apparent degradation rate constant (Fig. 11B). The obtained fit-
ting parameters related to the kinetics, apparent degradation rate
constant kobs and correlation coefficient r, are listed in Table 5.
There is an obvious rate enhancement of nPOM-TiO2 compared
to porous TiO2, increasing from 0.0096 to 0.0513 min−1. Corre-
lation coefficients, r, are found to be between 0.9683 and 0.9910,
indicating the excellent linear response in the studied range of
concentrations.
The Ti to W atomic ratio in each material obtained from EDX
elemental mapping analysis is listed in Table 4. The 12POM-TiO2
hybrid material has a relatively higher W content compared to
16POM-TiO2 and 18POM-TiO2, hence the highest POM content in
the material. And the value of kobs decreases when the less POM is
present in the nPOM-TiO2 materials. Therefore, besides the high
surface area induced by the surfactant templating, higher POM
content of the prepared 12POM-TiO2 also contributes to its out-
standing properties in RhB photodegradation compared to other
materials studied here.
Furthermore, the RhB photodegradation activity of 12POM-
TiO2 is still remarkably high after eight continuous photo-catalysis
cycles (see Fig. 12). The complete photodegradation of RhB is
still obtained after 80 min at the 8th cycle, while there is a slight
decrease of the amount of RhB degraded after 20 min (ca. 70%
versus 80% for the 1st cycle). The PXRD pattern of 12POM-TiO2
after 8 cycles indicates an anatase phase (SI Fig.11 at page 104),
showing the stability of the TiO2 structure.
Fig. 12 12POM-TiO2 recycling performance of RhB degradation.
The photocatalytic pathway can be summarised as fol-
lows:36,79 (1) the electrons are excited from the valence band
(VB) to the conduction band (CB) of TiO2 under UV irradiation.
(2) The electrons at the CB of TiO2 transfer to the POMs.
Furthermore, POMs are photo-excited simultaneously and the
electrons from both the CB of TiO2 and the photoexcitation of
POMs accumulate together on the POMs to form charge-transfer
excited POMs (designated as POMs*). (3) POMs* transfer
electrons to oxygen in the solution to form reactive oxygen
species, while photoexcited holes react with water to form ·OH
radicals, and (4) these radicals are involved in the process of
photodegradation. POMs have been proven to enhance the
photocatalytic properties in several studies,35,36 since they
efficiently reduce the recombination rate of photoexcited holes
and electrons in TiO2. Therefore, step (1) is enhanced. Step
(2) is accelerated due to the intimate contact between POMs
and TiO2 given by the synthesis method. Moreover, POMs not
only behave as charge separators in the hybrid materials but also
photocatalysts that contribute to the photodegradation. Further-
more, the electrostatic interaction between oppositely charged
POMs and RhB molecules also reinforces step (4). Overall, the
decorating POMs speed up the degradation efficiency due to
their fast transportation of electrons, their ability to decrease
the recombination rate of electron-hole pairs and their intrinsic
photocatalytic properties, rather than by narrowing the band
gap.
Chen, et al 36 have studied the photocatalytic degradation
Table 5 Kinetic parameters obtained from the fitting of the experimental
results in Fig. 11B.
Material kobs (min−1) r
12POM-TiO2 0.0513 ± 0.0016 0.9683
16POM-TiO2 0.0414 ± 0.0008 0.9799
18POM-TiO2 0.0367 ± 0.0003 0.9910
TiO2 0.0096 ± 0.0003 0.9708
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of 2,4-dichlorophenol by PW12O403−/TiO2 prepared by phys-
ically mixing, and the performance was improved by nearly
20% within the first 50 min when 0.8 mM PW12O403− was
present. This method, however, limits the recyclability of the
PW12O403− due to its solubility in water. Photodegradation of
1,2-dichlorobenzene using systems of TiO2 and polyoxometalates
(PW12O403−, SiW12O404− or W10O324−) were studied by Ozer
and co-workers.80 The addition of POM anions into the TiO2
suspension resulted in a significant rate enhancement, with
PW12O403− behaved most effectively. The rate constant reached
a limit of 0.03 min−1, 600% greater than pure TiO2 system,
when the the addition of PW12O403− was at ca. 0.15 mM.
In comparison to our work, the degradation rate constant of
12POM-TiO2 is 0.051 min−1, which is around 500% greater than
that of TiO2 materials (0.0096 min−1), importantly our materials
also provide recyclability. Pearson et al. conducted a series of
studies on materials obtained by loading H3P12W12O40 onto
TiO2 nanoparticles or TiO2 nanotubes as a co-catalyst.37,81,82
The degradation of Congo red dye was improved by around
14% compared to the original TiO2 within the first 30 min.37,82
However, the recyclability of the materials was not studied.
In conclusion, our system enables an improvement in pho-
todegradation properties as well as recycling properties with pho-
tocatalytic performance maintained for at least eight continuous
photo-catalysis cycles, compared to the addition of polyoxomet-
alates into a TiO2 suspension or the previous studies discussed
above. And the POM content in the POM-TiO2 materials can be
tuned through varying the concentration of POM amphiphiles.
This synthesis method provides a stronger anchoring of polyox-
ometalates within the hybrid material and intimate contact be-
tween the polyoxometalates and TiO2, ensuring the thermal sta-
bility, easy recovery and reuse of the materials.
Conclusion
Novel surfactants with inorganic {P2W17O61} POM as headgroups
and double-hydrocarbon chains (C12, C14, C16 or C18) were suc-
cessfully synthesised. The micelle morphologies were studied us-
ing SANS to reveal core-shell structures. The shape of the mi-
celles can be tuned by changing the length of the hydrophobic
tails, such that surfactants with longer hydrophobic tails tend to
form less elongated and more globular micelles. Moreover, SANS
evidenced strong interactions due to Coulomb repulsion between
negatively charged micelles. These data were supported by DLS
and zeta-potential measurements. The micelles were used to tem-
plate TiO2 through a hydrothermal method to form, after calcina-
tion, nPOM-TiO2 hybrid catalysts (n = 12, 16 or 18). Through
this method, the {P2W17O61} units, as an excellent electron ac-
ceptor, a electron transport material and a photocatalyst, were
incorporated into the porous titania materials. The photocat-
alytic properties of the nPOM-TiO2 hybrid materials were tested
by the photodegradation of aqueous RhB solution as a model re-
action. The results reveal that the nPOM-TiO2 photocatalysts pos-
sess enhanced photodegradation properties in comparison with
SDS templated TiO2, confirming their superior photocatalytic ac-
tivities. The rate constants of the photodegradation extracted
here were found to be almost 10 times higher for the 12POM-TiO2
materials compared to porous TiO2 templated by SDS. This study
demonstrates the highly promising use of POM-2Cn amphiphiles
as templating agents in the synthesis of porous POM-TiO2 hybrid
catalyst, having well-dispersed polyoxometalates within a porous
anatase TiO2 matrix. Using the same method, it is possible to
increase the polyoxometalates content in the material by using a
higher concentration of the initial surfactant solution. Further-
more, other metal oxide materials loaded with polyoxometalates
could be synthesised using similar methods, offering a flexible
and straightforward approach to harness the functionality of poly-
oxometalates in porous materials for catalysis.
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SI Fig. 1	UV–Vis absorbance spectra of K10[α2-P2W17O61]·19H2O and POM-2Cn surfactants (n = 12, 




SI Fig. 2 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of POM-2C12. 
	
	
SI Fig. 3 Electrical conductivity measurements with concentration of (A) POM-2C12, (B) POM-2C14, (C) 
POM-2C16 and (D) POM-2C18 in aqueous solution. 
 
SI Table 2. List of CMCs, degrees of micelle ionisation (α) and free energies of micellisation of 
traditional anionic surfactants.1 
di-n-alkyl sulfosuccinates CMC (mM) α ∆G#$%°  (kJ·mol
-1) 
di-C6H13 120.0 ± 2.4 0.59 ± 0.06 -3.2 








SI Table 3. List of CMCs, degrees of micelle ionisation and free energies of micellisation of CnTAB.2-4 
CnTAB CMC (mM) α ε ∆G#$%°  (kJ·mol
-1) 
12 15.7 ± 0.3 0.26 ± 0.01 1.7 ± 0.2 -7.8 
14 3.94 ± 0.08 0.21 ± 0.02 1.9 ± 0.1 -10.7 
16 0.92 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.02 2.5 ± 0.2 -14.0 
 
 
SI Table 4. List of CMCs and ellipticities of micelles at 40 °C, degrees of micelle ionisation at 25 °C of 
sodium alkyl sulfates. 
Chain length CMC (mM)5 α ε6 
10 33 ± 0.7 0.55 ± 0.017 1.07 ± 0.04 
12 8.4 ± 0.2 0.35 ± 0.018 1.53 ± 0.09 
14 2.2 ± 0.1 0.26 ± 0.019  1.61 ± 0.07 





SI Fig. 4  SANS patterns of (A) POM-2C12 and (B) POM-2C14 micelles in 70 mol% D2O at different 






SI Fig. 5 SANS patterns of (A) POM-2C16 and (B) POM-2C18 micelles in 70 mol% D2O at different 
concentrations. The fits are given as black lines. 
	
	














POM-2C12       
16.7 11 4.5 ± 0.3 22 1.0 3.8 0.096 
49.7 12 5.3 ± 0.3 16 1.0 3.6 0.140 
66.4 12 5.1 ± 0.4 15 1.3 3.4 0.153 
99.1 15 4.0 ± 0.4 13 1.5 3.7 0.160 
POM-2C14       
5.5 17 1.9 ± 0.3 15 5.4 3.9 0.011 
10.6 17 2.1 ± 0.3 18 3.7 4.1 0.034 
33.0 18 2.0 ± 0.3 18 3.6 4.2 0.094 
55.2 17 2.1 ± 0.2 18 4.7 4.0 0.137 
a Rmin,  the minimum radius of the core; Rmax, the maximum radius of the core; ɛ, Rmax/Rmin (ellipticity); φ, volume 
fraction; SLD, Neutron scattering length density; t, Shell thickness. 
	
	














POM-2C16      
5.5 20 19 6.2 3.9 0.019 
16.3 22 22 6.0 3.6 0.053 
POM-2C18      
5.9 23 17 4.9    3.5 0.015 
17.7 22 17 5.5 3.7 0.049 
28.8  22 17 5.1 3.7 0.077 






SI Fig. 6 EDX elemental mapping analysis of element distributions (A) oxygen (B) titanium (C) 
tungsten (D) phosphorous of the 12POM-TiO2 material. 
	
	



























SI Fig. 10 (A) Steady-state diffuse reflectance spectrum observed for 12POM-TiO2 material. (B) Plot 
of (Ahν)2 vs Energy. Bandgap Eg is obtained by the extrapolation to (Ahν)2 = 0 of the linear fit of the 





















This chapter focuses on the studies of surfactants with inorganic polyoxometalate (POM) as the
hydrophilic headgroup (POM-2Cn). Compared to the traditional organic surfactant, these sur-
factants not only behave as the pore maker in the synthesis process but also decorate their POM
headgroup in the resulting material when they are used as structure-directing agents.
In this chapter, POM amphiphiles with different hydrophobic tail lengths are prepared and
studied. The structure of the synthesised POM amphiphiles are confirmed using TGA and 31P
NMR and C-H correlated NMR techniques. The self-assembly behaviour of these surfactants in
water is studied using SANS technique. The obtained SANS patterns are modelled using either a
core-shell spherical model or a core-shell ellipsoidal model. The interactions between the micelles
are modelled using rescaled Hayer-penfold Mean Spherical Approximation. The shape-dependant
modelling suggests that the POM-2Cn with longer hydrophobic tails form more globular micelles
in water. The trend of micellar charge when the hydrophobic tail length in the molecule structure
becomes longer are studied. The results derived from the structure factor modelling of the SANS
patterns are opposite to those obtained from zeta-potential measurements. The contradiction
may be due to the fact that the micellar charge obtained from SANS fitting is a rescaled value
instead of the actual value.
As POM is a photocatalyst, the micelles formed by POM-2Cn in water are used to template
TiO2 through a hydrothermal method. The hydrocarbon tails are burnt away to generate pores,
the thermally stable POMs are then left over within the porous materials, the resulting material
is denoted as nPOM-TiO2 (n is the number of carbon in the hydrophobic tails of the surfactant
used for templating). The TiO2 in the hybrid materials has an anatase phase according to XRD
characterisation. BET analysis of nitrogen absorption and desorption gives a surface area at ca.
160 m2/g. Elemental scanning measurements suggest a well-distribution of P and W elements,
indicating the presence of POM units in the prepared materials. The photocatalytic property
of the nPOM-TiO2 materials are tested through Rhodamine B (RhB) photodegradation. Their
photocatalytic properties are improved compared to unfunctionalised porous TiO2 material. The
bandgap of the 12POM-TiO2 hybrid material is measured to be very close that of TiO2 material.
Therefore, the improvements of photocatalytic property are proposed to be: the redox property
of the POMs that prevent the recombination of photo-generated electrons and holes, the electro-
static interactions between the negatively-charged POMs and positively-charged RhB molecules.
Additionally, the photocatalytic properties of nPOM-TiO2 materials are different. The 12POM-
TiO2 behaves the best in RhB degradation. The elemental scanning and BET characterisation
suggest that 12POM-TiO2 has the highest POM content and highest surface area. The large
surface area has the contribution from large pores that may be attributed to the elongated POM-
2C12 micelles that used to template TiO2.
Based on the studies in this chapter, a follow-up study is proposed. Since the POM content has
been proven to affect the photocatalytic property of the prepared hybrid materials. A method can
be developed to tune the POM content in the resulting hybrid materials. So in the next chapter,
mixtures of POM-2Cn and hexaethylene glycol monododecyl ether (C12EO6) with three different
mixing ratios (1:3, 1:1 and 3:1) are studied. Critical micelle concentrations (CMCs) of these
studied mixtures in water are obtained through measuring either the conductivity or the surface
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tension. The interaction parameters are calculated using the CMCs of the mixtures and pure
surfactants. Additionally, the morphologies of the mixed micelles are studied using SANS. Due
to the non-ideal mixing of the two surfactants, the more fraction of each surfactant in the micelles
are estimated through a calculation using the obtained interaction parameters. The mole fraction
of surfactants in the micelles are also obtained by taking advantage of the deuterium-labelling




Mixed micelles of Amphiphilic Polyoxometalate and Hexaethylene
Glycol Monododecyl Ether.
5.1 Introduction
Mixed micelles are of great interest in terms of their non-ideal behaviour compared to singu-
lar surfactant systems. [250,251] The mixed surfactant systems are important for the enhancement
and the adjustment of the interactions between the silica precursor and the organic template, [59]
adjustment of the structure and the pore dimension of the prepared porous silica, [252] and the
use of cost-effective approaches by replacing the expensive or self-prepared surfactants by the
commercially available surfactants.
As discussed in Chapter 4, surfactants with POM as the hydrophilic headgroup are prepared.
POM-2Cn form micelles in water and their self-assembly behaviour in water are studied using
SANS technique. It has suggested that the surfactant with longer hydrophobic tails forms more
globular micelles. The morphology of the micelles can be explained by the micellar charge. The
micellar charges are also studied using zeta-potential, which gives an opposite trend to the those
obtained from SANS fitting. The micelles formed by POM-2Cn are used to template TiO2 mate-
rials to produce POM-TiO2 hybrid materials through a hydrothermal method. The POM-TiO2
hybrid materials show synergistic effects in photodegradation of RhB. The catalytic property
test has suggested that the POM content within the hybrid materials affects their photocatalytic
property. This study has proven that the introduction of POMs into the TiO2 systems could
improve its photocatalytic properties.
Moreover, as reported previously, [161] the efficiencies of the POM-TiO2 mixtures with increas-
ing POM percentage experience a drop after they reach the maxima. Therefore, it is interesting
to explore a method which could control the amount of POMs in the resulting materials. Mixed
micelles containing POM-2Cn is a potential method. The amount of POM units that are function-
alised within the porous materials can be controlled through using mixed micelles as templates.
With this aim, the POM-2Cn are mixed with other commercial surfactants to form mixed
micelles to be used as templates for the preparation of POM-functionalised materials. The POM
content in the templated hybrid materials can be tuned through using micelles with different
mole fractions of POM-2Cn surfactant. Additionally, the mixed micelles are also important to
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generate pores with higher volume in the templated materials compared to those produced by the
pure POM-2Cn system since the large POM headgroups are spaced out by the organic headgroup
of the commercial surfactant in the micelles.
For these reasons, the mixtures of POM-2Cn (n = 12, 14, 16 or 18) and hexaethylene glycol
monododecyl ether (C12EO6) are studied in this chapter. The critical micelle concentrations of
the mixtures are measured using conductivity or surface tension. The morphology and the surface
charge of the mixed micelles formed are studied through fitting the SANS patterns. The modelling
results indicate a formation of either core-shell spherical micelles or core-shell spherical/ellipsoidal
micelles. Additionally, an isotopic-labelling method was used to investigate the mole fraction of
the POM-2Cn component within the mixed micelles, from which the results are consistent with
those obtained from the CMC results.
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Abstract 
Polyoxometalates (POMs) are metal oxygen clusters with a range of interesting magnetic and 
catalytic properties. However, they are limited by processability and recoverability, factors 
which could be alleviated by supporting them on mesoporous hosts using micelle templating 
to create porosity. As a preliminary study, we have therefore investigated the self-assembly of 
POM-amphiphiles (P2W17-2Cn), obtained by grafting double hydrocarbon chains on to the 
[P2W17O61]10- (denoted as P2W17) “headgroup”, in mixed micelles with hexaethylene glycol 
monododecyl ether (C12EO6) relevant to the synthesis of POM-functionalised micelle-
templated porous materials. The mixing of these two surfactants is not ideal and unusually 
suggests unfavourable interactions between the two species, despite evidence of the mixed 
micellisation. The interaction parameters for P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 systems were calculated from 
experimental CMC values and applied to predict the micellar compositions. The tail length of 
P2W17-2Cn surfactants was varied (n= 12, 14, 16 and 18) to evaluate its effect on the mixed 




to study the micellisation of the mixed P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 systems in water, which suggests 
the inserted C12EO8 molecules induce an elongation of the mixed micelles. Micellar 
compositions obtained from SANS modelling were in good accordance with those predicted 
using averaged interaction parameters for P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 (n = 12 and 14).   
Introduction 
Polyoxometalates (POMs), inorganic metal-oxygen cluster anions, are fascinating 
nanomaterials due to their diverse magnetic,1 catalytic,2 chemical,3 and electronic4 properties. 
However, their applications are somewhat limited due to their poor processability, and so 
practical polyoxometalate-based devices are rare.5 The synergism between polyoxometalates 
and organic/inorganic matrix makes the resulting hybrid materials of great interest in the field 
of the fabrication of electronic devices and catalysis.6-8  
In our previous work, we investigated the use of P2W17-headed surfactants, produced by 
attaching double hydrocarbon chains onto a Dawson-type polyoxometalate, [P2W17O61]10- ions 
(P2W17), as templates for the preparation of P2W17 functionalised TiO2 (abbreviated as P2W17-
TiO2). The recyclable P2W17-TiO2 catalysts displayed outstanding performance for 
photodegrading rhodamine B compared to porous TiO2 templated by sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS).9 The incorporation of POMs into surfactant micelle templates directed POMs onto the 
pore surfaces and integrated their functionality into the templated materials, resulting in a 
significant improvement in performance. 
Binary surfactant mixtures are a natural extension of this work, as they allow the concentration 
of POM units in the microstructure to be tuned. This approach is also more cost-effective, 
since a lower concentration, higher cost P2W17-2Cn surfactant is required. This motivates our 
investigation of mixed systems of our P2W17-2Cn surfactants with commercial surfactants. The 
high negative charge of the P2W17-2Cn headgroups, are expected to cause large repulsive 
interactions or co-precipitation when these P2W17-2Cn surfactants are mixed with an anionic 




surfactants with a nonionic surfactant, C12EO6, as a co-template. Such mixtures may also 
enable the synthesis of functional hybrid materials with variable amounts of P2W17.  
In this paper, we present the measured critical micelle concentration (CMC) values of the 
mixed systems, alongside small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements on mixed 
micelles of P2W17-2Cn with C12EO6. For these experiments, the surfactant composition of the 
solutions were varied at a fixed overall surfactant concentration. By fitting the SANS data, we 
derived the geometries and the aggregation numbers (Nagg) of the mixed micelles. The mole 
fractions of C12EO6 in the micelles were determined by isotopic substitution and were found to 
be consistent with the micellar compositions predicted by the micellar interaction parameters 
derived from the experimental CMC values, based on the regular solution theory (RST).10 
Experimental Methods 
Materials. Fully hydrogenated hexaethylene glycol monododecyl ether (h-C12EO6, purity > 
98%) and D2O (99.9 atom% D) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were used as 
supplied. K6[P2W17O{Si2(CnH2n+1)2}] (P2W17-2Cn, n = 12, 14, 16 and 18) were synthesised 
according to a published protocol.9  All the P2W17-2Cn materials used in this paper were tail-
hydrogenated. Tail-deuterated C12EO6 (98 atom D%, abbreviated to d-C12EO6) was provided 
by the STFC Deuteration Facility at ISIS Neutron and Muon Facility at Didcot.  
P2W17-2Cn surfactants were used as synthesised without further purification for SANS 
measurements. All hydrogenated surfactant solutions were prepared in either D2O or 70 mol% 
D2O, prepared by diluting D2O was ultrapure water (18.2 MW×cm, from an ELGA PURELAB 
flex water purification system). P2W17-2Cn/d-C12EO6 mixtures were prepared in D2O. 
Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) measurement. We have previously reported the 
CMCs of the pure P2W17-2Cn surfactants (n = 12, 14, 16 and 18).9 The CMC of the C12EO6 in 
water was measured using a Du Noüy Ring (Attension Sigma 701 Tensiometer). The CMCs 
of the binary systems were measured by either conductivity using a METTLER TOLEDO 




Light Source. For P2W17-2Cn-rich mixtures, electrical conductivity measurements should give 
CMC values with more accuracy, whereas surface tension measurements provide more 
accurate results of C12EO6-rich mixtures. Enough time was allowed to ensure that the 
equilibrium at the interface was achieved prior to measurement. 
SANS Data collection. SANS experiments were performed on the LOQ11 and LARMOR12 
instruments on Target Station I and II, respectively at the ISIS Neutron and Muon Spallation 
Source, Oxfordshire, UK.  
The samples were measured in 1 mm path-length optical quartz cells at 25 °C, using a 
thermostat-controlled circulating bath. Samples were measured for 40 μA (D2O) and 80 μA 
(70 mol% D2O) on LOQ instrument. For experiments on LARMOR, mixtures containing P2W17-
2Cn with d-C12EO6 in D2O were measured for 20 μA. 
The raw data were corrected for sample transmission and backgrounds from the solvent, the 
sample cell and other instrumental background using standard workflows in the Mantid 
software package.13 Scattering data were normalised against the scattering from a partially-
deuterated polystyrene blend of known molecular weight converting it to the differential 
scattering cross section då/dW(q) (in absolute scale of cm-1).14 The output data are hence 
given in absolute scattered intensity, I(q) in cm-1, versus the momentum transfer, q in Å-1. 
Data from all samples measured were labelled with the molar ratio between the two 
surfactants X≡ [P2W17-2Cn]/ [C12EO6] = 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3, with the overall surfactant 
concentrations [P2W17-2Cn] + [C12EO6] of 8 and 16 mM in aqueous solutions. The 
corresponding mole fractions of P2W17-2Cn are 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25, corresponding to a molar 
ratio value at 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 respectively. For P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 (n = 12 and 14) systems, 
measurements were made with both surfactants fully hydrogenated and tail-deuterated 
C12EO6 mixed with hydrogenated P2W17-2Cn. 
SANS Data analysis. SANS scattering patterns were modelled by shape-dependent 




Sasview software (version 4.2.1).  Polydispersity was not accounted for since good fits were 
obtained for monodisperse models. Both models used here assume that the thickness of the 
shell is constant at all points around the sphere or the ellipsoid. A structure factor, the Hayter-
Penfold Rescaled Mean Spherical Approximation (RMSA),18 was used to account for the 
intermicellar interactions. RMSA is appropriate for dilute solutions of charged spherical and 
ellipsoidal micelles with a small aspect ratio19, 20 and gives a good fit to the data obtained. 
SANS fitting was carried out through a simultaneous approach at two different solvent 
contrasts, D2O and 70 mol% D2O. The molar composition of the solvent is known, and the 
solvent neutron scattering length densities (SLD) were calculated to be 6.35×10-6 Å-2 for D2O 
and 4.27×10-6 Å-2 for 70 mol% D2O accordingly. Hence the solvent SLDs were always fixed in 
the fitting process. Similarly, during the fitting of systems with hydrogenated surfactant 
mixtures, the core SLDs (refer to the values given in SI Table 1 at page 132), temperature 
(298 K) and dielectric constant of solvent (78 for D2O and 78.2 for 70 mol% D2O)21 were all 
held at the known values. The minimum radius of the core of the micelles (Rmin), the shell 
thickness (t), the micellar charge (Zm), the shell SLD, the ellipticity (e, for ellipsoids) and the 
volume fraction of micelles (j) were the fitting parameters.  
P2W17-Cn/d-C12EO6 systems were treated differently while fitting. The parameters which were 
known from the experimental details (SLD of solvent) and parameters (Rmin, e, t and j) 
obtained from the modelling results of the equivalent fully hydrogenated P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 
system were fixed. The core SLD values were extracted from the fitting.    
Experimental data were in good accordance with either the core-shell spherical model or core-
shell ellipsoidal model with a core composed of the hydrophobic tails of the surfactant and a 
shell due mostly to the hydrophilic headgroups. Rmin was always left free to vary during the 
fitting procedure while the core SLD was fixed to the value expected for saturated hydrocarbon 
chains for the fully hydrogenated binary surfactant systems during the data analysis process. 
Consequently, the shell can be formed only the solvated P2W17 headgroups but also any 




the roughness of the shell-core interface. Due to the complexity of potential components in 
the shells, we did not attempt to evaluate the hydration of the shell in the analysis.  
Results and Discussion 
CMC Determination. The CMCs of the P2W17-2Cn surfactants have been reported previously 
by our group and are presented in SI Table 2 (page 134).9 The CMC value of C12EO6 obtained 
from surface tension measurements (SI Figure 1, page 132) was found to be 0.085 ± 0.05 
mM, which is consistent with the value reported in the literature.22 The CMCs of the P2W17-
2Cn/C12EO6 systems with various compositions were measured and plotted in Figure 1. The 
surface tension and conductivity data used to determine these values can be found in the 
supplementary information (see SI Figures 2, 3 and 4 at page 133). CMCs of P2W17-
2C18/C12EO6 could not be accurately determined and are not reported since either the 
electrical conductivities of the surfactant solutions were too low or the surface tension values 
were very close to the water surface tension due to the low CMCs. The surface tension 
measurements suggest the presence of small amounts of impurities in these P2W17-2Cn 
surfactants, causing a slight dip below the average final surface tension at the point of the 
CMC (for example, P2W17-2C12/C12EO6 with X ≡ 1:1, see SI Figure 2b at page 133). The 
impurities may come from the excess of unreacted long-chain trichlorosilane molecules which 
were not completely washed out during the post-synthesis steps.  
Table 1. P2W17-2Cn dissociation degree in P2W17-2Cn:C12EO6 = 3:1 mixtures and pure P2W17-2Cn 
systems (n=12, 14 and 16) 
Dissociation degree 3:1 P2W17-2Cn:C12EO6 P2W17-2Cn9  
n=12 0.61 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.04 
n=14 0.45 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.03 
n=16 0.40 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.03 
 
The ionisation degree of the P2W17-2Cn molecules in the P2W17-2Cn-rich mixtures were 
calculated using conductivity data23 and are listed in Table 1. These are higher than those of 
pure P2W17-2Cn systems.9 We hypothesise that for the mixed systems, the insertion of 
nonionic surfactant molecules between the P2W17-2Cn molecules in the micelles increases the 




them. Consequently, more counterions are able to dissociate from the surfactant headgroups 
compared to the pure P2W17-2Cn systems. 
 
Figure 1. CMC values for mixtures (A) P2W17-2C12/C12EO6 (B) P2W17-2C14/C12EO6 (C) P2W17-
2C16/C12EO6 as a function of P2W17-2Cn mole fraction in the mixture. The dashed line is the calculated 
CMCs in the case of ideal mixing using equation (1). 
The experimental CMC values of the mixtures with three different compositions are 
summarised in SI Table 2 (page 134) and Figure 1. The CMC values decrease as the solution 
composition becomes increasingly nonionic-rich. This is consistent with trends seen in 
anionic-nonionic commercial surfactant mixtures that have been reported by others.24 Mixtures 
containing longer-chain P2W17-2Cn also have lower CMCs compared to their shorter-chains 
counterparts with the same mixing ratio.25  
The experimental CMCs of the mixtures, plotted as a function of P2W17-2Cn mole fraction in 
Figure 1, are compared to the dependence of the CMCs predicted for ideal mixing (dashed 
line). Comparison of the experimental results and the CMCs estimated if the two surfactants 
are demixing are displayed in SI Figure 5 (page 134). The experimental results follow neither 
the ideal mixing nor the demixing behaviour. The deviations from ideal mixing in mixed 
systems can be understood by using regular solution theory (RST),10, 26 expressed in terms of 
a single intermicellar interaction parameter β. The value of β is related to the CMC of a mixed 














where x1 is the mole fraction of surfactant 1, and CMC1 and CMC2 are the critical micelle 
concentrations of surfactant 1 and surfactant 2 separately. The activity coefficient f1 and f2 are 
expressed as a function of β, f1 = exp[β(1-x1)2] and f2 = exp[β(x1)2]. β was calculated from the 
CMCmix for each mixture using equation (1). The obtained β value for each given composition 
and the averaged value β  for each specified system are listed in Table 2. The positive β values 
imply an unfavourable interaction occurs while mixing. The calculated β values, considering 
the errors, are roughly constant over the range of compositions studied for each mixed system, 
which is consistent with the report on mixtures within the regular solution approximation.27 
Additionally, the mixed micelles were probed using SANS, combined with the isotopic 
substitution method to determine the micelle composition for comparison with that predicted 
from the mixing parameters. 
Table 2. The calculated interaction parameters β for the systems studied (uncertainties derived from 
the errors in the CMC values). 
P2W17-2Cn:C12EO6 β (n=12) 𝛽 (n=12) β (n=14) 𝛽 (n=14) β (n=16)  𝛽 (n=16)  
3:1 3.92 ± 0.9 
4.43 ± 0.8 
2.56 ± 1.0 
3.74 ± 0.8 
2.21 ± 0.6  
3.02 ± 0.6 
 
1:1 3.96 ± 0.8 4.36 ± 0.8 3.29 ± 0.5   
1:3 5.42 ± 0.6 4.30 ± 0.5 3.55 ± 0.6   
SANS structural characterisation. SANS data modelling gives information about the 
microstructure of these micellar systems. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the SANS data and their 
fits for the h-P2W17-2Cn/h-C12EO6 mixtures in D2O at a total surfactant concentration of 8 mM 
and 16 mM and with three mixing compositions. The same samples in 70 mol% D2O were also 
measured as another contrast to constrain the structure fitting. The SANS data and the 
corresponding fits for the h-P2W17-2Cn/d-C12EO6 mixtures are given in SI Figure 6 and 7 (page 





Figure 2. SANS data (I(q) versus q) and fits for h-P2W17-2Cn/h-C12EO6 with n= (A) 12 (B) 14 (C) 16 and 
(D) 18 at a total concentration of 8 mM in D2O, given on a log-log scale. The insets corresponds to the 
scattering data plotted in linear scale. 
These graphs show plots of SANS data on both a linear (inset) and log-log scale. The use of 
a linear scale on x-axis highlights the scattering caused by intermicellar interactions. After 
comparing the three patterns in each of the sub-graphs in Figure 2 (B) (C) (D) and Figure 3 
(A) (B) (C) (D), a peak arises in the linear scattering patterns at a position between q = 0.025 
and 0.35 Å-1, accounting for the interactions between micelles. This peak shifts to lower q 
values and becomes sharper for solutions progressively richer in the nonionic surfactant. This 
indicates a greater micellar repulsion is present in solutions with a higher C12EO6 composition. 
This is further demonstrated by the micellar surface charge parameter Zm extracted from data 
fitting listed in Table 3. This effect becomes more prominent as the hydrophobic tails of P2W17-
2Cn become longer. For P2W17-2C12/C12EO6 mixtures at 8 mM (Figure 2A), there is no 






is still observed from the values extracted from the fits). However, this becomes more 
pronounced for P2W17-2C18/C12EO6 mixtures (Figure 2D). 
 
Figure 3. SANS data (I(q) versus q) and fits for P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 with n= (A) 12 (B) 14 (C) 16 and (D) 
18 at a total concentration of 16 mM in D2O, given on a log-log scale. The insets corresponds scattering 
data plotted on linear scale. 
Fitted model parameters are given in Table 3. As seen from Table 3, the volume fraction, φ 
values obtained for the 1:3 solutions are lower than those found for the 3:1 solutions, but Nagg 
increases (except for the P2W17-2C14/C12EO6 mixtures which have a very small variation in 
Nagg among 3 ratios). The volume fraction differences are supported by the fact that the single-
tailed nonionic surfactant has a smaller molecular volume compared to P2W17-2Cn. It is also 
seen that the ellipticity (ɛ) of the micelles increases with the C12EO6 content in these mixtures 
at a given concentration. The fitted shell thickness (t) varies between 12 and 17 Å which are 







The aggregation numbers, Nagg, were calculated from the volume of the core divided by the 
corresponding tail volume per surfactant (Vtail). Vtail can be calculated using the equation:  
 Vtail = V2Cn  × [P2W17-2Cn]cor + VC12 × [C12EO6]cor (2) 
where [P2W17-2Cn]cor and [C12EO6]cor are corrected mole fractions of P2W17-2Cn and C12EO6 in 
the micelles respectively (calculated in the Micellar Composition section below), V2Cn and VC12 
are the estimated volume of each surfactant, therefore are the volume of the double-CnH2n+1 
tails and C12H25 tail estimated via Tanford equation.29 Consequently, the charge number of 
each P2W17-2Cn molecule, Zp, was calculated according to the obtained aggregation numbers 
and corrected P2W17-2Cn mole fractions. Values of Zp (refer to Table 3) increase with rising 
nonionic species present in the mixtures. 
The micellar surface charge (Zm) of our systems are found to be smaller than those found in 
SDS/C12EO6 systems (which range between 8 and 21e)30 even if the POM headgroups could 
be highly charged (monovalent versus hexavalent). The RMSA, structure factor used for fitting, 
utilises the pair potential between two spherical colloids within a linearization approximation 
taking the Debye–Hückel form. This method, however, becomes inadequate to describe highly 
charged objects for which the electrostatic energy of a micro-ion near the colloid surface 
largely exceeds kBT (thermal energy).31 The obtained “surface charge” Zm, in that case, is the 
charge at a surface far from the actual surface of the micelles, therefore the bare surface 
charge is replaced by an effective or re-normalised quantity.31 This explains the relatively low 
surface charge in our systems given by SANS modelling. 
However, the re-normalised charge obtained still can be compared for discussion. With a given 
mixture containing P2W17-2C12 or P2W17-2C14, the charge per P2W17-2Cn surfactant molecule 
(Zp) becomes larger when more C12EO6 molecules are present in the mixtures, suggesting the 
P2W17-2Cn molecules become more ionised as they are diluted by the C12EO6 molecules within 
the micelles. This is consistent with the discussion above on the ionisation degree values 
obtained from conductivity measurements. For longer-tailed counterpart, P2W17-C16, the trend 
is not as obvious. Comparing the absolute ionisation values among different P2W17-2Cn 




has been observed for the singular P2W17-2Cn surfactant systems, and also for single tail 
quaternary ammonium surfactants and sodium alkyl sulfates9, 32, 33 
When the total concentration of surfactant in solution was increased to 16 mM without 
changing the mole fractions, the micelles elongate slightly compared to those formed at 8 mM 
(see the micellar ellipticities listed in Table 3). 
Table 3. Fitted model parametersa for P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 mixed micelles at concentrations of 8 mM and 



















  8 mM P2W17-2C12/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 94 4 0.07 16 2.9 0.011 80 15 
1:1 125 6 0.23 15 3.6 0.007 64 13 
1:3 148 9 1.93 15 3.8 0.008 54 14 
  16 mM P2W17-2C12/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 88 4 0.13 16 3.0 0.035 86 16 
1:1 92 4 0.21 14 3.3 0.026 73 14 
1:3 139 9 1.09 17 4.5 0.020 59 15 
  8 mM P2W17-2C14/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 49 5 0.14 16 1.7 0.016 109 16 
1:1 74 9 0.23 18 1.9 0.010 84 13 
1:3 69 11 1.15 15 2.1 0.007 74 13 
  16 mM P2W17-2C14/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 28 8 0.40 14 2.1 0.021 128 12 
1:1 64 9 0.34 17 1.9 0.014 86 11 
1:3 61 11 2.02 14 2.9 0.012 77 13 
  8 mM P2W17-2C16/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 51 5 0.13 21 1 0.011 112 14 
1:1 51 6 0.26 17 1.7 0.008 101 13 
1:3 110 8 0.37 17 2.7 0.007 70 14 
  16 mM P2W17-2C16/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 61 5 0.14 21 1 0.035 113 17 
1:1 63 5 0.19 16 2.2 0.017 104 13 
1:3 108 4 0.11 16 3.4 0.022 69 16 
  8 mM P2W17-2C18/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 55 8 -- 21 1 0.011 -- 14 
1:1 72 9 -- 22 1 0.0096 -- 14 
1:3 129 12 -- 18 3.1 0.0074 -- 13 
  16 mM P2W17-2C18/C12EO6 mixtures 
3:1 72 8 -- 23 1 0.025 -- 13 
1:1 94 9 -- 24 1 0.017 -- 12 
1:3 132 11 -- 18 3.3 0.014 -- 12 
a Rmin,  the minimum radius of core; Rmax, the maximum radius of core; ɛ, Rmax/Rmin (ellipticity); φ, 
volume fraction; SLD, neutron scattering length density; t,	shell thickness; Nagg,	aggregation number; 
Zm, charge per micelle; Zp, charge per P2W17-2Cn molecule; A, averaged area per molecule. 
 
The averaged area per molecule (A) values are listed in Table 3, estimated using the surface 
area of the mixed micelle divided by its corresponding aggregation number. The dry P2W17 




for EO6 group (AEO6) lies in the range of 46 to 58 Å2.34 Estimated area per molecule values 
(Acor) are listed in SI Table 3 (page 135), calculated using the corrected mole fraction of each 
component: 
 Acor = AP2W17 × [P2W17-2Cn]cor + AEO6 × [C12EO6]cor (3) 
A and Acor give similar results if the uncertainties are included. It is also seen these values 
decrease with the C12EO6 component, giving larger packing parameters,35, 36 which contributes 
to the formation of more elongated micelles. This is also reflected by the increasing ellipticity 
values obtained from SANS fitting.  
Figure 4. Phase diagram of binary P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 mixtures at two dilute concentrations, n, the 
carbon atom number in the hydrophobic P2W17-2Cn tails is given on the y-axis and the x-axis 
corresponds to the P2W17-2Cn mole fraction.	
A phase diagram concerning the shapes of the micelles compared to their compositions was 
obtained from the SANS modelling results and is given in Figure 4. C12EO6 forms rod-like 
micelles in water, measured using three different techniques reported in the literature.37 Once 
mixed with P2W17-2Cn, the micelle shape depends on the mixing ratio and the hydrophobic tail 
length of P2W17-2Cn. For compositions rich in P2W17-2C18 or P2W17-2C16, more globular 
micelles were formed. For nonionic-surfactant rich compositions, more elongated ellipsoidal 
micelles were favoured.  
Micellar composition. The interaction parameters, β, calculated from the experimental 
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from the h-P2W17-2Cn/h-C12EO6 systems, the composition of the micelles cannot be calculated 
from the shell SLD obtained by the fitting of the SANS patterns, due to the complexity of shell 
composition discussed before.  
To evaluate the mixing mole fractions of the two surfactants in the micelles and the departures 
from ideal mixing, the fully hydrogenated C12EO6 was replaced by d-C12EO6 in the mixtures 
without changing the mole fractions or total surfactant molar concentrations. Through the fitted 
core SLD in the partially deuterated mixtures, the micellar compositions in these systems were 
calculated. The SANS data and their fits are given in SI Figure 8 and 9 (page 136). Results of 
the SANS-derived C12EO6 mole fractions in P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 (n = 12 and 14) systems 
obtained at both concentrations with three mixing ratios are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 
respectively (markers) and are compared to the theoretical curves for ideal (solid line) and 
non-ideal (dashed line) mixing. The micellar compositions at non-ideal mixing conditions were 
calculated using 𝛽 listed in Table 2 according to the pseudo-phase-separation model based 
on regular solution theory.27, 38 The relationship between the micellar composition and the total 
surfactant concentration was proposed by Clint38 and is given as:  
 
x1=




where 𝛥 = 	𝑓1𝐶𝑀𝐶1 − 𝑓,𝐶𝑀𝐶,  in the case of non-ideal mixing. x1 is the mole fraction of 
surfactant 1, f1 and f2 are activity coefficients which are expressed as discussed above. C is 
the overall concentration of the surfactants. 
As seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6, at these mixing ratios studied for the two systems, positive 
deviations from ideal mixing are observed in SANS fitted results (markers), as expected from 
the positive β values. They are much closer to agreement with the results obtained from the 
non-ideal mixing with the given interaction parameters. The nonionic-rich mixtures represent 
the smallest departure from the non-ideal mixing. When the two surfactants have equivalent 




ideal mixing conditions in both systems. The standard deviations of the micellar compositions 
are small but increase when the nonionic surfactant ratio increases.  
 
Figure 5. d-C12EO6 micellar mole fraction extracted from SANS fitting (markers), ideal mixing (solid 
line) and non-ideal mixing with β = 4.43 (dashed line) for the C12EO6/P2W17-2C12 system at a total 




Figure 6. d-C12EO6 micellar mole fraction extracted from SANS fitting (markers), ideal mixing (solid 
line) and non-ideal mixing with β = 3.74 (dashed line) for the C12EO6/ P2W17-2C14 system at a total 
surfactant molar concentration of (A) 8 mM and (B) 16 mM 
The differences that are found between the micellar compositions between SANS fitting and 
the ones calculated from the non-ideal mixing theory using the β values from the CMC data 
can be explained by taking into account of the errors in the SANS fitting on one side, and the 
uncertainties in the measurements of the CMC values used to extract 𝛽  on the other. 
Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the composition of the micelles is found to 




P2W17-2C16/d-C12EO6 and P2W17-2C18/d-C12EO6 systems were not measured using SANS. 
However, the results discussed above have shown that the interaction parameter can be used 
to predict the micellar composition. Therefore, the averaged interaction parameter (𝛽 = 3.02) 
for the P2W17-2C16/C12EO6 system was used to predict the micellar compositions for the P2W17-
2C16/C12EO6 mixtures (see Table 4). It could not be calculated for P2W17-2C18/C12EO6 systems 
using interaction parameters as the CMCs were not measured. The obtained mole fractions 
considering the unfavourable interactions are called corrected mole fractions in the following 
discussion and are labelled as [M]cor (M represents for P2W17-2Cn or C12EO6).  
Table 4. [C12EO6]cor of P2W17-2C16:C12EO6 mixtures at three molar ratios. 
P2W17-2C16:C12EO6 3:1 1:1 1:3 
8 mM 0.265 0.550 0.804 
16 mM 0.257 0.525 0.779 
General discussion 
The experimental CMC values of binary mixtures are found to be higher than those calculated 
for ideal mixing which implies that non-ideal mixing is present for these systems, and are found 
to decrease rapidly with an increase of the nonionic surfactant concentration in the mixture 
because the CMC of P2W17-2Cn component is much higher than that of the C12EO6.9, 22 Positive 
β values were obtained, indicating an unfavourable interaction between the two types of 
surfactant molecules. These interactions are different from those reported for other 
anionic/nonionic binary surfactant systems where normally attractive interactions between 
surfactants were found.24, 27, 39-42  
For anionic/nonionic binary surfactant systems, in general it has been suggested that the 
insertion of nonionic surfactant molecules between the ionic surfactant molecules reduces the 
electrostatic repulsion between the ionic headgroups allowing the formation of micelles at a 
lower concentration.42 Furthermore, for mixtures of an anionic surfactant with CmEOn nonionic 
surfactant (m: the number of methylene groups, n: the number of ethylene oxide groups), the 
negatively charged headgroups interact with the slightly positively charged ether oxygen 




micelle surface. For example, a synergistic effect between surfactant molecules have been 
reported for sodium bis(2-ethyl hexyl) sulfosuccinate/C12EO4 and SDS/C10EO5mixtures.24, 27 In 
both systems, the experimental CMC values are lower than those expected in the case of ideal 
mixing. NaDS/C12EO12 and Mg(DS)2/C12EO12 have also been reported to have attractive 
interaction between surfactant molecules.42 The Mg(DS)2 turned out to have weaker 
interactions with nonionic surfactants in comparison to NaDS due to strong condensation of 
the Mg2+ counterions onto the micelles.  
Reports of an unfavourable interaction between anionic surfactants and nonionic surfactants 
in mixtures are uncommon. Our mixed systems were found to exhibit antagonistic behaviour. 
The highest antagonistic interactions were obtained between P2W17-2C12 and C12EO6 
(averaged β value: 𝛽 = 4.43). The interaction becomes less prominent when the P2W17-2Cn 
component bears a longer hydrocarbon chain length. The smallest 𝛽 was found in P2W17-
2C16/C12EO6 mixtures to be 3.02, giving the smallest absolute deviations between the 
measured CMC values and those predicted for ideal mixing, compared to P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 
(n = 12 or 14) systems. A similar phenomenon of the effect of tail length on the interaction has 
also been reported for a mixture of C12EO23 and alkanediyl-α-ω-bis (alkyldimethyl ammonium) 
dibromide which also has double alkyl chains. The antagonistic interaction parameters of that 
system decreased from 3.584 to 0.087 when the number of carbons in the chain of the cationic 
surfactant increased from 12 to 16.43  
The principal interactions in the surfactant mixing are:44 (1) electrostatic interactions between 
headgroups, (2) ion-dipole attractions between ionic and nonionic headgroups, (3) steric 
interactions between bulky groups, (4) van der Waals interactions between hydrophobic 
groups, and (5) hydrogen bonding among constituent surfactant molecules.  
In an anionic-nonionic surfactant mixed system, the micelles are stabilized primarily through 
the contact of hydrocarbon chains of both surfactants, termed hydrophobic interactions. It is 
apparent that when our P2W17-2Cn is present with the nonionic surfactant, the unfavourable 
interactions between the two kinds of molecules are strong, despite the hydrophobic 




interactions: first and foremost, bare POMs are known to self-assemble in solutions driven by 
counterion-mediated electrostatic interaction.45, 46 The tendency of the P2W17 headgroups to 
assemble possibly hinders the aggregation of the two kinds of surfactant molecules to some 
extent. Secondly, K+ ions, are termed as “structure makers”, which means that water 
molecules surrounding them are more organised compared to pure water.47 The water 
molecules around the P2W17 headgroups are well-organised due to the existence of K+ 
counterions and are driven towards P2W17 headgroups due to the electrostatic interactions, 
and this could result in lower hydration of the EO6 group fitted between P2W17-2Cn molecules. 
The reduced hydration in EO6 group may contribute to the antagonistic mixing behaviour of 
the two components in the micelles. Moreover, unfavourable mixing behaviour is also 
considered from the aspect of the structures of the two hydrophilic headgroups. Ethylene oxide 
chains usually behave as a Gaussian coil34, 39, 48 and keep a characteristic size unperturbed in 
a saturated adsorption layer instead of forming extended chains in the solutions. The 
energetically favourable coil configuration is smaller (10.29 Å, calculated from the equation in 
reference34, 49) than the P2W17 headgroup (around 12-18 Å).28 In this case, the EO6 groups 
may be forced to take on a configuration away from their most energetically favourable 
conformation. The combination of these factors lead to the observed antagonistic effect.  
β value differs among systems containing P2W17-2Cn with different alkyl chain lengths. The 
variations can be attributed to the effects of alkyl chain symmetry and asymmetry, which has 
been studied for cationic and anionic surfactant mixed systems.50 In the case of a system with 
high alkyl chain symmetry (P2W17-2C12/C12EO6), packing of the surfactants tails is favoured 
and therefore, strong unfavourable interactions between headgroups prevails. For two 
surfactants with different alkyl tail lengths, a dense packing is sterically unfavourable. 
Therefore, β decreases with the difference between tail lengths. This is corroborated by the 
larger Acor values for P2W17-2C14/C12EO6 and P2W17-2C16/C12EO6 systems compared to those 
of the mixtures containing P2W17-2C12.  
The phase behaviour of the individual di-alkyl chain surfactants, P2W17-2Cn have been 




2Cn surfactants have a relatively large headgroup (12-18 Å in length with an area per molecule 
around 120 Å2),28 which favours the formation of spherical micelles. These surfactants have 
been shown to form globular or ellipsoidal micelles in water depending on the tail length. The 
addition of the nonionic surfactant C12EO6, which tends to form rod-like micelles in water, into 
the P2W17-2Cn system induces the elongation of the mixed micelles.  On addition of C12EO6 to 
the solution of P2W17-2C12, the nonionic surfactant molecules incorporate into the ionic 
surfactant micelles, leading to a modest increase of the elliptical ratio from 2.9 to 3.8.  However, 
the micelles also grow considerably in size, and aggregation number and the resulting 
increase in total micelle charge lead to an obvious peak shift in the scattering pattern as the 
nonionic content increases. 
The phase behaviour and the microstructure of ionic and nonionic molecules mixtures have 
been studied in the literature.24, 30 Most of them report on the growth of micelles upon addition 
of nonionic surfactant to charged surfactant molecules in solutions. The shift of the micelle 
interaction peak has also been reported for SDS/C12EO6 and SDS/ C12EO8 mixtures which 
have been studied by Penfold30 et al. For SDS/C12EO6 mixtures, the elliptical ratio increased 
from 1.3 to 2.4 when the C12EO6 mole percent increased from 20% to 90%. Sodium bis(2-
ethyl hexyl)sulfosuccinate (AOT), a anionic surfactant which is double-tailed that is similar to 
P2W17-2Cn surfactants, was also mixed with C12EO6 and shows favourable aggregation.24 
Similarly, more elongated micelles were formed in the nonionic rich mixtures. The differences 
in interaction type between the AOT/C12EO6 system and our systems cannot be explained in 
terms of molecular geometry since both of them are double-tailed (although the branched tails 
in AOT are much shorter than the linear chains in the P2W17-2Cn) as monomers. Consequently, 
the counterion-mediated electrostatic interactions and counterion condensation onto the 
micelles must play a crucial role in the aggregation of molecules at equilibrium in our systems.  
As reported in Table 3, there is an increase in the micellar surface charge with the increase of 
the nonionic surfactant mole fraction. This appears to occur because the P2W17-2Cn molecules 
ionise more when more nonionic surfactant molecules are inserted into the micelles. This is 




for our system is the opposite to the results that have been found in SDS/ C12EO8, SDS/ 
C12EO6  30 and sodium bis(2-ethyl hexyl) sulfosuccinate/C12EO4 mixtures,24 which give a 
decrease in surface charge with the increase of nonionic surfactant ratio. This may be due to 
the fact that the P2W17 headgroups bear more ionisable counterions when C12EO6 is mixed 
into the micelles, than SDS which has only one counterion per molecule. Additional 
interactions, counterion-mediated electrostatic interactions, which does not usually exist in 
other systems, may also affect the overall micellar charges.  
Conclusion 
The structures and CMC values for mixed surfactant systems consisting of P2W17-2Cn with 
different tail lengths and C12EO8 at three mixing ratios and two concentrations have been 
studied. Conductivity and surface tension measurements were applied to measure their 
CMCs. Based on the experimental CMCs, the interaction parameters for the different mixtures 
were calculated and found to be positive, which implies an antagonistic interaction between 
the two components in the mixtures, despite the formation of mixed micelles. Accordingly, the 
compositions of micelles for various mixtures are predicted using the averaged interaction 
parameters. The C12EO6 mole fractions in the mixed P2W17-2C12/C12EO6 and P2W17-
2C14/C12EO6 micelles were obtained by SANS modelling and compared with those values 
calculated using averaged interaction parameters. Small deviations were observed, showing 
that the interaction parameters predicted values for micellar composition are valid with only a 
small error. The C12EO6 ratios in P2W17-2C16/C12EO6 mixed micelles at three mixing ratios 
were calculated. The micellar morphology information obtained from SANS modelling allows 
a phase diagram at two dilute concentrations to be drawn.  
The study shows that the C12EO6 and P2W17-2Cn molecules successfully form mixed micelles.  
The morphology of these mixed micelles depends on the ratio between the two surfactants 
which shows the potential of these mixed surfactant solutions to control the polyoxometalate 
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SI Table 1. Neutron scattering length density (SLD) of the nonpolar parts of the surfactants. 
 C12D25 C14D29 C12H25 C14H29 C16H33 C18H37 




SI Figure 1. Surface tension (g) versus log (C) plot for pure C12EO6 surfactant at room temperature. 
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 SI Figure 2. (a) Conductivity measurements at molar ratio of P2W17-2C12: C12EO6 = 3:1; Surface tension 
measurements versus log (concentration) of aqueous solutions with a composition of (b) P2W17-2C12: 
C12EO6 = 1:1 and (c) P2W17-2C12: C12EO6 = 1:3. 
	
SI Figure 3. Conductivity measurements with concentration of aqueous solutions with a composition of 
(a) P2W17-2C14: C12EO6 = 3:1 and (b) P2W17-2C14: C12EO6 = 1:1; (c) Surface tension measurements 
versus log(concentration) of aqueous solutions with a composition of P2W17-2C14: C12EO6 = 1:3. 
 
SI Figure 4. (a) Conductivity measurements versus concentration of aqueous solutions with a 
composition of P2W17-2C16: C12EO6 = 3:1; Surface tension measurements versus log(concentration) of 
aqueous solutions with a composition of (b) P2W17-2C16: C12EO6 = 1:1 and (c) P2W17-2C16: C12EO6 = 
1:3. 
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SI Table 2. CMC values of the binary systems at three mixing ratios in water. 
P2W17-2Cn:C12EO6 1:0 3:1 1:1 1:3 
P2W17-2C12 (mM) 4.78 ± 0.08 2.24 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.03 
P2W17-2C14 (mM) 1.63 ± 0.05 1.02 ± 0.05 0.48 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.02 
P2W17-2C16 (mM) 0.80 ± 0.04 0.60 ± 0.06 0.35 ± 0.05 0.13 ± 0.02 
 
 
SI Figure 5. Estimated CMC when demixing. The dashed line is the CMC of P2W17-2Cn component and 
solid line is that of C12EO6. All these results were estimated under extreme conditions: the other 
component does not form micelles.  
	
  
 SI Figure 6. SANS data (I(q) versus q) and fits for P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 at 8 mM in 70 mol% D2O (A) 







SI Figure 7. SANS data (I(q) versus q) and fits for P2W17-2Cn/C12EO6 at 16 mM in 70 mol% D2O (A) 
P2W17-2C12/C12EO6 (B) P2W17-2C14/C12EO6 (C) P2W17-2C16/C12EO6 (D) P2W17-2C18/C12EO6 on a log-log 
scale.  
	
SI Table 3. The calculated area per molecule, Acor, using corrected surfactant mole fractions. 
P2W17-2Cn:C12EO6 Acor  (Å2) (n=12)  Acor (Å2) (n=14)  Acor (Å2) (n=16) 
8 mM      
3:1 95 ± 5  105 ± 5  106 ± 5 
1:1 68 ± 4  85 ± 4  85 ± 4 
1:3 56 ± 4  64 ± 4  67 ± 4 
16 mM      
3:1 102 ± 5  104 ± 5  106 ± 5 
1:1 76 ± 4  81 ± 4  87 ± 4 







SI Figure 8. SANS data (I(q) versus q) and fits for P2W17-2C12/d-C12EO6 at (A) 8 mM and (B) 16 mM on 




SI Figure 9. SANS data (I(q) versus q) and fits for P2W17-2C14/d-C12EO6 at (A) 8 mM and (B) 16 mM on 







The chapter studied the mixture of POM-2Cn and C12EO6 with three mixng ratios, C[POM-
2Cn]:C[C12EO6] = 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 at a total concentration of 8 and 16 mM. The mixing be-
haviour of the two molecules in water are unfavourable indicated by the measured CMCs of the
mixtures. The interaction parameters (β) between the two molecules are calculated using the
experimental CMC values of the mixtures, pure POM-2Cn and pure C12EO6 surfactants. The β
values calculated from mixtures with different mixing ratios are constant when considering the
errors. The unfavrourable interaction becomes lower when the tail length of POM-2Cn becomes
longer. The strong unfavourable interactions between POM-2C12 and C12EO6 compared to other
systems may be due to the close packing of the two surfactants since they have the same hy-
drophobic tail length. And the interaction becomes smaller when the difference of the tail length
between the two molecules becomes larger.
The mixed micelles formed in water are studied using SANS. The form factor used for fitting
the SANS patterns are core-shell spherical/ellipsoidal models. The comparison of the micelle
morphology derived from the shape-dependent fitting between different mixing ratios indicates
that the insertion of the C12EO6 molecules induces the elongation of the micelles. Interactions
between the micelles are modelled using a rescaled Hayter Penfold Mean Spherical Approxima-
tion structure factor, this gives the surface charge of the micelles. Therefore, the charge that
each POM-2Cn molecule in the micelles carries is calculated. As the ratio of the C12EO6 in
the solution increases the POM-2Cn molecules in the mixed micelles are able to dissociate more
counterions.
As it shows an unfavourable mixing, the mole fractions of the surfactant in the mixture is
different from those in the mix micelles. Therefore, the compositions of the mixed micelles of
POM-2C12/C12EO6 and POM-2C14/C12EO6 systems are calculated using the interaction param-
eters and are investigated through deuterium-labelling combined with SANS technique. Results
obtained from the two methods are much closer to agreement. The compositions of micelles in
POM-2C16/C12EO6 system are also estimated using interaction parameters.
The interactions between the two molecules are discussed to be a combination of different
forces and are related to the configuration of the headgroup of C12EO6. The unfavourable iter-
actions are concluded to have a close relation to the counterion-mediated interactions that occur
between the POM headgroups. This study has suggested the formation of micelles in water by
POM-2Cn and C12EO6 surfactant molecules. The mixing ratio of the mixed micelles can be
tuned and therefore can be used as templates to tun the POM content in the hybrid materials.
In the next chapter, a study of surfactant mixture of POM-2Cn and C12EO8 has been con-
ducted. The aim of this study is to compare with the POM-2Cn/C12EO6 mixtures. These two
surfactant are chosen is because they have the same hydrophobic tail length and the same type of
headgroup (polyethylene oxide) but different repetition of ethylene oxide group. These mixtures
are studied with two total surfactant concentrations (8 and 16 mM), same as concentrations stud-
ied in POM-2Cn/C12EO6 mixtures. The mixed micelles are also studied using SANS. Apart from
the study of the mixed systems, the effect of adding KCl on the change of micellar morphologies
are also studied. The salt effect on both the pure surfactant and mixed surfactant systems are
studied. Additionally, higher concentration (133 mM) is studied for these mixtures. The small
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5. MIXED MICELLES OF AMPHIPHILIC POLYOXOMETALATE AND HEXAETHYLENE
GLYCOL MONODODECYL ETHER.
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data suggest that liquid crytal phase may form at 133 mM in
water. The nonionic surfactant rich mixtures are used to template silica. The SAXS pattern of
the prepared silica materials has two broad peaks which may suggest a lamellar structure.
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Amphiphilic Polyoxometalate Mixtures with Octaethylene Glycol
Dodecyl Ether and Salt Effect on the Micellar Systems.
6.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 5, the mixing of POM-2Cn and C12EO6 in water is unfavourable. The in-
teractions of the mixed POM-2Cn/C12EO6 systems have a close relationship with the counterion
mediated interactions between the POM headgroups. The modelling of SANS data indicates that
the insertion of the C12EO6 molecules between the POM-2Cn molecules in the micelles elongate
the micelles along one axis of the micelles with the other axis restricted by the tail length of the
surfactant molecules. The introduction of the nonionic surfactant into the pure POM-2Cn sys-
tems are of vital importance in terms of cost-effective applications. For example, the tunability
of the POM amount in the POM-containing hybrid materials prepared using a mixed-surfactant
system as a template to achieve the best efficiency by using the least amount of POM-2Cn sur-
factants, which are relatively expensive and require a long process to synthesise.
To compare to the mixtures of POM-2Cn and C12EO6 studied in Chapter 4, this chapter stud-
ies the mixtures of POM-2Cn and C12EO8 surfactants. The C12EO8 molecule bears a larger and
more water-soluble hydrophilic headgroup but the same hydrophobic tail compared to C12EO6
molecule. The mixed micelles formed in the solution of mixed surfactants with a mole ratio at
3:1, 1:1 or 1:3 at a total concentration of 8 or 16 mM are studied using SANS. The best fits of
the SANS data suggest these mixtures form either spherical or ellipsoidal micelles composed of
POM-2Cn and C12EO8 molecules.
The comparison of the mixed micelles form in POM-2Cn/C12EO6 and POM-2Cn/C12EO8
systems shows that the polyethylene oxide surfactant (C12EOm) with a larger hydrophilic head-
group is less effective in inducing the elongation of the mixed micelles. The effect of adding KCl
on these mixed micelles is of interest because of the available high charge of the POM-2Cn (hex-
avalent) molecules. In this chapter, the effect of KCl on both the pure POM-2Cn micelles and
mixed POM-2Cn/C12EO8 micelles formed in their aqueous solutions are studied using SANS in
this chapter. The concentration of KCl is varied between 0.10 and 0.75 M.
Studies at the low concentrations (8 and 16 mM) have suggested the formation of micelles in
the mixed surfactant systems. Therefore, a total surfactant concentration of 133 mM is also stud-
ied for POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12, 14 and 16) mixtures to explore their potential to form liquid
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6. AMPHIPHILIC POLYOXOMETALATE MIXTURES WITH OCTAETHYLENE GLYCOL
DODECYL ETHER AND SALT EFFECT ON THE MICELLAR SYSTEMS.
crystal phases (LCPs) in water at high concentrations. The LCPs formed may find applications
in templating POM-functionalised materials with long-range ordering. The SAXS patterns of the
mixtures at the concentration of 133 mM suggest the formation of different types of LCPs when
the mixing ratio of the two surfactants is different. The lamellar phase formed in the 133 mM
POM-2Cn/C12EO8 mixture with 1:3 mole ratio was used to template porous silica with long-range
ordering. The prepared silica material was measured using SAXS to prove the concept of synthe-
sising POM-functionalised silica with long-range ordering using the mixed POM-2C12/C12EO8
systems.
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Abstract 
Micellar solutions of the mixture of K6[P2W17O61{OSi2(CnH2n+1)2}] (POM-2Cn, n = 12, 14 and 16) 
and octaethylene glycol dodecyl ether (C12EO8) surfactant with three compositions were 
studied using small angle neutron scattering (SANS). It was found that the morphology of the 
mixed micelles is mainly dominated by the ionic component. Measurements of pure POM-2Cn 
and mixed POM-2Cn/C12EO8 micelles in the presence of KCl for different equimolar surfactant 
to salt concentrations were also investigated. It was found that the addition of K+ ion induces 
micellar growth along one axis for the pure POM-2Cn systems, while the influence of KCl is 
relatively more pronounced in the POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12 or 14) mixtures. These mixed 
micelles are also potentially useful to template POM-encapsulated materials. 
1. Introduction 
The study of mixed surfactants systems is of great interest for both theoretical and practical 
reasons as they behave non-ideally when mixed and hence often provide changes in 
performance compared to single-surfactant systems.1-3 In mixed surfactant systems, the 
molecular structure of the surfactant (tails and headgroups),4, 5 the additives (such as salt)6 
and the experimental variables (concentration, pH and temperature)4, 7, 8 can be manipulated 
to change the intra and intermicellar forces and therefore change the micellar behaviour. 
Specifically, reduction of the electrostatic repulsion between the ionic surfactant headgroups, 
induced by the addition of inorganic salts, is a key factor that influences the morphology of 
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aggregates that contain ionic surfactants. For traditional single-chain ionic surfactants, such 
as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and alkyl trimethylammonium bromides (CnTAB) surfactants, 
adding salt causes a micellar shape transition from globular to rod-like or wormlike.9-12 There 
are at least two factors responsible for causing such a transition of micellar shape. One is the 
change in the electrostatic repulsion between ionic headgroups induced by the counterions 
added with the introduction of salt,10, 12, 13 and the other is the hydrophobic interaction between 
surfactant molecules or ions caused by the change in the hydrogen-bonded structure of 
water.14 
Previously, we have reported the synthesis of surfactants with phosphotungstate units as the 
headgroup - K6[P2W17Si2O61{O(CnH2n+1)2}], POM-2Cn, where n = 12, 14 and 16 - and their 
aggregation behaviour in water.15 These surfactants ionize in aqueous solution and form 
anionic micelles with K+ as counterions binding at the micellar surfaces. We have also studied 
their mixtures with hexaethylene glycol dodecyl ether (C12EO6) and found the insertion of the 
C12EO6 surfactant molecules in between the POM-2Cn molecules in the micelles induces 
elongation of the micelles.16 
Herein, we have used SANS to determine the structure of the micelles formed by mixed POM-
2Cn and C12EO8 surfactants to compare with the previously reported mixtures with C12EO6 that 
bears a smaller headgroup to probe the significance of headgroup interactions on the self-
assembly behaviour.15, 16 These systems were also studied in the presence of KCl to 
investigate its effect on the mixed micelles. The pure POM-2Cn surfactants in KCl aqueous 
solutions were studied at the same surfactant concentration for comparison. By comparing the 
sizes of the micelles from the SANS modelling results, we relate the aggregation behaviour to 
the surfactant mixing ratio and the addition of KCl and discuss the effects of nonionic 
surfactant headgroup size, by comparison with previously reported POM-2Cn/C12EO6 
mixtures. These mixed micelles are also useful to encapsulate the POM units and control the 
POM content in the as-prepared hybrid materials if used as templates for synthesising 
inorganic materials. Therefore, a high concentration (133 mM) was studied and was found to 
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form different liquid crystal phases when the mixing mole ratio is different, and the lamellar 
LCP phase formed by 1:3 POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixture was applied to functionalize silica. 
2. Experimental Section 
Materials. Octaethylene glycol dodecyl ether (C12EO8) was supplied by Nikko Chemical 
Company (Tokyo, Japan). Na2WO4∙2H2O (purity > 99%), phosphoric acid (85 wt. % in water 
solution), NH4Cl (purity > 99.5%), KCl (laboratory reagent grade), trichlorododecylsilane 
(C12H25SiCl3, purity > 95%), trichloroloctadecylsilane (C18H37SiCl3, purity > 90%), KHCO3 
(purity > 99.7%) and D2O (99.9 atom% D) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 
Tetradecyltrichlorosilane (C14H29SiCl3, purity 98%) and hexadecyltrichlorosilane (C16H33SiCl3, 
purity 98%) and were purchased from Fluorochem. All the chemicals were used as supplied. 
70 mol% D2O in H2O solution was prepared using Milli Q water (18.2 MW×cm) was obtained 
from an ELGA PURELAB flex water purification system. 
SANS/SAXS experiments. SANS measurements were performed on LARMOR 
diffractometer17 at the ISIS Spallation Neutron Source, Oxfordshire, UK. The samples for 
SANS experiments were prepared by dissolving surfactants in D2O or 70 mol% D2O. The use 
of D2O and 70 mol% D2O as solvents to substitute H2O allows better contrast in neutron 
scattering experiments. 
SANS measurements were carried out on micellar solutions of POM-2Cn in the presence of 
varying concentrations (0 - 0.75 M) of KCl and mixed POM-2Cn/C12EO8 micellar solutions at 
three mixing mole ratios (3:1, 1:1 and 1:3) in the presence and absence of 0.25 M KCl. 
Samples were held in quartz cells of 1 mm thickness. The temperature was kept constant at 
25 °C for all measurements.  
The raw data were corrected of the background from the solvent, sample cell and other 
sources using a standard workflow in the Mantid software package.18 Scattering data were 
normalised against the scattering from a partially-deuterated polystyrene blend of known 
molecular weight to put them on an absolute scale,19 so I(q) equals the differential scattering 
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cross-section då/dW (q). The output data was absolute scattered intensity, I(q) in cm-1, versus 
the momentum transfer, q in Å-1. 
SAXS measurements were conducted on a Nano-inXider SAXS/WAXS system from Xenocs. 
Samples were prepared by dissolving the surfactant powder in H2O. Surfactant solutions were 
sealed in glass capillaries that were then placed on the sample holder prior to the 
measurements. The background from the capillary and the solvent (H2O) was measured and 
was subtracted from the obtained SAXS patterns. 
Data from all samples measured were labelled using the molar ratio of the two surfactants X 
≡ [POM-2Cn]/[C12EO8] = 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 and the overall surfactant concentrations [SF] ≡ 
[POM-2Cn] + [C12EO6] set at 8 and 16 mM in aqueous solutions. The corresponding mole 
fractions of POM-2Cn are 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25.  
Silica preparation. The silica was prepared by adding 2 grams of tetramethoxysilicate into 
133 mM POM-2C12/C12EO8 solution in HCl (pH = 2). Methanol was removed by vacuum. The 
resulting solution was sealed and placed at room temperature until solidified.  The obtained 
solid was refluxed in ethanol for 4 hrs followed by calcination at 500 °C for 4 hrs. 
SANS/SAXS data analysis.  
Guinier analysis. The Guinier approximation was used to determine the radius of gyration 
(Rg) of micelles without taking the shape of the micelles into consideration. This method allows 
the estimation of the sizes of the aggregates by analysing the data within the intermediate q 
range. The data were plotted as In(I(q)) versus q2. The Rg values were obtained by fitting the 
low angle data to the form of the equation given below: 
 




where I(q) is the scattering intensity and q is the momentum transfer. 
Shape dependence analysis. To provide better information about the micellar structure, the 
SANS patterns were fitted to shape-dependent models. The SANS data for the same sample 
at two contrasts (D2O and 70 mol% D2O) were fitted simultaneously using Sasview (version 
4.2.1) in order to better constrain the fits using contrast variation. Data fitting was done using 
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;<= ,	with Iexp(qi) the intensity 
found experimentally at the q vector qi, Itheo(qi) the intensity from the fit and σi the uncertainty 
on Iexp(qi). 
For the systems that were studied in this work, either a core-shell sphere model20 or a core-
shell ellipsoid model21, 22 was applied in the modelling. The core-shell sphere model provides 
the form factor for a spherical particle of a radius (R) with a shell thickness (t).20  The core-
shell ellipsoid model describes an ellipsoidal particle with a minimum radius (Rmin) and a core 
ellipticity (ɛ , Rmax/Rmin the maximum radius of the core radius divided by the minimum radius 
of the core) and a shell thickness (t).23, 24 In both models, the core contains predominantly the 
hydrocarbon chains, and the shell is composed of the hydrophilic headgroups of the surfactant 
molecules with associated water molecules and counterions.  
The rescaled mean spherical approximation (RMSA)25 was used to parameterise the 
intermicellar interactions and was applied when an obvious interaction peak is seen in the 
SANS patterns. Data collected from systems in the presence of KCl did not require a structure 
factor due to charge screening of interactions between the micelles at this high salt 
concentration. The aggregation number was calculated by the relationship Nagg = 
4πRmaxRmin2/v, where v is the surfactant tail volume estimated using the Tanford equation.26 
The SAXS data in this work were also fitted using either the core-shell model or core-shell 
ellipsoidal model. A polydispersity in R and Rmin using a Schultz size distribution is included 
for core-shell sphere and ellipsoid model, respectively.  
3. Results and discussion 
POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12, 14 and 16) binary systems. C12EO8 forms spherical micelles with 
a 16 ± 1 Å core radius and a 17 ± 1 Å shell thickness in water at concentrations of 8 mM and 
16 mM, indicated by the fit of the SANS data (SI Figure 1, page 160),  which is consistent with 
the data from the literature.27 The aggregation behaviour of the pure POM-2Cn systems 
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studied previously suggested the formation of less elongated micelles with longer hydrocarbon 
chains.15 SANS data from POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12, 14 or 16) mixtures were fitted (see the 
SANS patterns and fits in Figure 1) and the related micellar parameters are listed in Table 1 
for n = 12 and 14, fitted using the core-shell ellipsoid model and Table 2 for n = 16 fitted using 
the core-shell sphere model. It is clearly observed that the fitted volume fraction decreases 
with increased C12EO8 mole fraction in a given system, indicating a higher volume fraction of 
micelles in the solution, which may be due to the smaller volume that C12EO8 molecules have 
compared to that of POM-2Cn molecules. Additionally, higher C12EO8 mole fraction induces 
the formation of larger aggregates, reflected as an increase in the aggregation number. These 
facts indicate that with increased nonionic surfactant mole fraction, less but more elongated 
micelles are formed. The similar phenomenon was also observed in the SDS/C12EO3 
systems28 and sodium dioxyethylene monododecyl sulfate/C12EO8 systems29 where the 
aggregation number of the mixed micelles increases upon addition of the nonionic component. 
In the POM-2C12/C12EO8 system where both components have the same hydrophobic tail 
length, SANS data analysis evidences that ellipsoidal micelles are formed in aqueous 
solutions for the three mixing ratios studied (Figure 1A, D for D2O contrast and SI Figure 2 
(page 160) for 70 mol% D2O contrast, fitted parameters are listed in Table 1). This indicates 
that the micellar geometry is dominated by the POM-2C12 surfactant which forms ellipsoidal 
micelles in water due to the lower micellar surface charge despite the large apparent 
headgroup size.15 The ellipticity value (ɛ) increases slightly with increasing total surfactant 
concentration and C12EO8 mole fraction. Higher concentration and the higher nonionic 
composition both lead to a closer pack (the equilibrium surface area, a0) which is another way 
increase the packing parameter (p = v/a0lc), consequently cause the formation of larger 
aggregates. 
According to the fits of the SANS data (Figure 1B, E for D2O contrast, SI Figure 3 for 70 mol% 
D2O contrast at page 161), POM-2C14/C12EO8 systems at 8 mM form spherical micelles when 
the mixture is ionic surfactant-rich, but form ellipsoidal micelles at the other two mixing ratios. 
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When the total surfactant concentration increases to 16 mM, a broad peak emerged at around 
q=0.045 Å-1, which suggests the appearance of micellar repulsion. The micelles formed are 
also ellipsoidal (parameters listed in Table 1). The POM-2C14 micelles in water are less 
elongated than the ones formed by POM-2C12 (see Table 3). Similarly, the ellipticity of the 
POM-2C14/C12EO8 micelles is less than half of the one for POM-2C12/C12EO8 solutions at 16 
mM and with the same mixing ratio and total surfactant concentration.  
Table 1. Fitted micellar parametersa from SANS analysis of POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (with n = 12 and 14) 
solutions with three mole ratios using the core-shell ellipsoid model.	
POM-2Cn/C12EO8 Rmin(Å) 
(± 1) 
ɛ (± 0.2) Shell-SLD (± 
0.2) 
(×10-6 Å-2) 
t	(Å)(± 1) Nagg 
(± 5) 
φ (± 0.002) 
 8 mM POM-2C12/C12EO8 
1:3 15 3.9 4.0 17 126 0.003 
1:1 16 3.4 4.8 15 111 0.007 
3:1 17 3.2 5.1 19 107 0.013 
 16 mM POM-2C12/C12EO8 
1:3 13 4.7 3.2 15 98 0.005 
1:1 13 4.4 5.0 19 77 0.024 
3:1 13 3.9 5.3 20 59 0.040 
 8 mM POM-2C14/C12EO8 
1:3 15 1.7 4.0 15 75 0.004 
1:1 15 1.3 4.3 15 46 0.008 
3:1 17 1.0 4.5 15 30 0.013 
 16 mM POM-2C14/C12EO8 
1:3 16 1.9 3.8 12 70 0.006 
1:1 16 1.7 4.9 15 53 0.018 
3:1 15 1.5 5.1 16 31 0.031 
a Rmin,  the minimum radius of the core; Rmax, the maximum radius of the core; ɛ, Rmax/Rmin (ellipticity); 
φ, volume fraction; SLD, neutron scattering length density; t,	shell thickness. 
 
However, the SANS data from POM-2C16/C12EO8 aqueous solutions were well described by 
the core-shell sphere model (Figure 1 C and F), with the fit parameters listed in Table 2. As 
previously reported, the POM-2C16 form spherical micelles in water due to the larger 
equilibrium surface area caused by the higher surface charge compared to those with shorter 
hydrocarbon chains.15 More counterions ionize from the POM-2C16 molecules in the mixed 
micelles when C12EO8 molecules are added. In a traditional system, the addition of nonionic 
molecules shields the repulsion between anionic POM-2C16 molecules and causes one 
dimensional growth of micelles,28, 30, 31 this effect is less effective due to its competition with 
the counterion-mediated attractive forces occurs between POM headgroups.32, 33 At different 
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concentrations, 8 mM and 16 mM, the morphology of the micelles remains constant while the 
volume fraction doubles. At a fixed total surfactant concentration, similar to the mixtures with 
POM-2C12 and POM-2C14, the fitted volume fraction becomes larger, while the SLD of the 
shell also increases, when the mixtures compose more POM-2C16 molecules compared to 
C12EO8. 
 
Figure 1. SANS patterns of (A)	8 mM	POM-2C12/C12EO8, (B) 8 mM	POM-2C14/C12EO8, (C) 8 mM	POM-
2C16/C12EO8, (D) 16 mM	POM-2C16/C12EO8, (E) 16 mM	POM-2C14/C12EO8 and (F) 16 mM	POM-
2C16/C12EO8 in D2O. Fits are given as black lines. 
POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12 and 14) systems form ellipsoidal aggregates in water, similarly to 
POM-2Cn systems (n= 12 and 14), with a less elongated behaviour with increasing value of n. 
Additionally, both POM-2C16/C12EO8 and POM-2C16 systems form spheres.15 Therefore, the 
morphologies of POM-2Cn/C12EO8 systems, as discussed above, are dominated by the ionic 
component.  
The POM-2C12/C12EO6 systems experience an increase in micellar ellipticity by 50% when the 
mole fraction of C12EO6 increased from 0.25 to 0.75,16 while that of the POM-2C12/C12EO8 






the extent of influencing the micellar size has been reported to drop with a large 
polyoxyethylene moiety.28 This may be explained in terms of the solubility of the nonionic part 
in the mixture. When C12EO6 molecules with a smaller and so less soluble headgroup tend to 
solubilize in the inner core region, then induce a micellar growth. Longer oxyethylene chains 
stabilize itself in the aqueous solution, i.e. in the micelle shells, rather than in the hydrophobic 
core.  
Table 2. Micellar parametersb from SANS analysis of POM-2C16/C12EO8 solutions with different mixing 
ratios using core-shell sphere model.	
POM-2C16/C12EO8 R 
(Å) (± 1) 
Shell-SLD (± 0.2) 
(×10-6 Å-2) 
t	(Å) (± 1) Nagg 
(± 5) 
φ (± 0.002) 
 16 mM POM-2C16/C12EO8 
1:3 18 4.3 16 50 0.010 
1:1 18 4.8 17 40 0.022 
3:1 17 4.9 17 27 0.038 
 8.0 mM POM-2C16/C12EO8 
1:3 19 4.5 17 58 0.005 
1:1 19 4.8 18 45 0.011 
3:1 18 5.2 20 32 0.022 
b R, the core radius of spherical micelles; φ, volume fraction; SLD, neutron scattering length density; 
t,	shell thickness. 
 
Salt effect on pure POM-2Cn system. 
Salt effect on both pure POM-2Cn and mixed POM-2Cn/C12EO8 micelles were investigated, 
using KCl. The POM-2Cn surfactants have K+ counterions, so the addition of KCl does not 
alter the nature of the counterions present, but only their total concentration. Figure 2 shows 
the SANS data from 16 mM POM-2Cn (n= 12, 14 and 16) D2O solutions in the presence of 
different concentrations of KCl. The corresponding SANS patterns obtained in 70 mol% D2O 
solutions are given in SI Figure 4 (page 161). The micellar parameters of these systems 
derived from the fitting are given in Table 3.  
The KCl concentration in 16 mM POM-2Cn systems was progressively increased from 0.00 M 
to 0.75 M. For n = 12, with increasing concentration of KCl up to 0.5 M, the micelles become 
more elongated, as reflected in the increase of the ellipticity listed in Table 3. Rmin is restricted 
by the hydrophobic tail length. This occurs to avoid any empty space or water penetration 
inside the hydrophobic core which is energetically unfavourable.34, 35 Similarly, the POM-2C14 
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and POM-2C16 micellar solution also experienced a growth in micellar size upon addition of 
KCl, with a change from spherical micelles to ellipsoidal micelles for the latter. The presence 
of 0.5 M KCl causes a micellar growth of POM-2C12 micelles by 25%, while those of POM-
2C14 and POM-2C16 are 16% and 50%, respectively. Salt also induced a small growth (ca. 
1.4%) of micelle when 0.1 M of KCl was present in 0.1 M cetyltrimethylammonium chloride 
surfactant (CTAC) solution.36 The presence of 0.1 M NaBr induced an increase of 15% in the 
ellipticity of the sodium dodecyl sulfate micelles in a 0.5 wt. % aqueous solution.37 A more 
pronounced salt effect was seen in the alkyltrimethylammounium bromide systems (CnTAB).38 
The growth of micellar ellipticity upon addition of 40 mM KBr was of 10%, 13% and 50% for 
C12TAB, C14TAB and C16TAB surfactant solution, respectively. This was explained by the 
lower sensitivity of the fractional charge on the CnTAB micelles that are formed by molecules 
with shorter hydrocarbon chains, supported by the SANS data.38 Additionally, the micellar 
aggregation number increases as more salt are present in the POM-2Cn solution, which is also 
seen in the CnTAB systems in the presence of KBr.38  
Table 3. Micellar parametersc from SANS analysis of 16 mM POM-2C12, POM-2C14 and POM-2C16 
solutions with different KCl concentrations.15	
KCl conc.  
(M) 






  POM-2C12     
0.00 10 4.1 19 5.4 25 0.069 
0.10 10 4.5 19 5.0 27 0.065 
0.25 10 4.9 18 4.8 29 0.060 
0.50 10 5.1 19 4.8 31 0.051 
0.75 10 2.7 16 4.8 16 0.017 
  POM-2C14     
0.00 15 1.8 18 5.2 33 0.050 
0.10 15 2.0 14 4.6 35 0.030 
0.25 15 2.0 14 4.8 35 0.028 
0.50 15 2.2 15 4.4 38 0.034 
   POM-2C16     
0.00 18 1.0 20 5.3 27 0.086 
0.10 18 1.0 19 5.2 27 0.059 
0.25 18 1.1 19 5.1 29 0.053 
0.50 18 1.5 19 4.8 40 0.046 
0.75 18 1.3 19 5.2 35 0.022 
c Rmin, the minimum radius of the core; Rmax, the maximum radius of the core; ɛ, Rmax/Rmin (ellipticity); 




The trend is not followed for the highest KCl concentration (0.75 M KCl). Indeed, the POM-
2C12 micelles see their electrostatic repulsion completely shielded by the amount of K+ ions 
added and experience salting-out effect suggested by the sudden drop in volume fraction (φ 
= 0.069 to 0.017 between 0.5 and 0.75 M KCl, see Table 3) and by macroscopically observable 
precipitates. In addition, the fitted ellipticity value drops to 2.7 and the estimated aggregation 
number (Nagg) is nearly half of those with lower KCl concentrations. Salting-out effect was also 
observed in the 16 mM POM-2C16 systems when the KCl concentration is 0.75 M, while it is 
not studied for the POM-2C14 sample. 
	
Figure 2. SANS data of 16 mM (A) POM-2C12, (B) POM-2C14 and (C) POM-2C16 micellar D2O solutions 
in the presence of different KCl concentrations. The fits are given as black lines. 
In these POM-2Cn systems, it can be seen that the aggregation number (Nagg) increases 
gradually with elevated salt concentration until salting-out phenomenon emerges. This is in 
good agreement with reports on CnTAB (n = 12, 14 and 16), CATC and SDS/C12EO4 
systems.28, 38, 39 This can be understood from the aspect of charge neutralisation at the shells 
that consequently reduced the electrostatic repulsion between headgroups, resulting in an 
increased number of aggregated surfactant molecules induced by the hydrophobic 
interactions.28 
 
Salt effect on POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12, 14 and 16) systems. 
Salt effect on the binary mixed systems was also studied. The total concentration for these 
mixtures was fixed at 16 mM, which is the same as the studied individual surfactant solutions. 
The studied KCl concentration was 0.25 M chosen as it is below the salting-out effect for each 
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surfactant. SANS data are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the fitted parameters are listed in 
Table 4 and Table 5. To the exception of the POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixture with a POM-2C12 mole 
fraction at 0.25, all samples evidence a distinction increase of Nagg upon addition of KCl. 
The POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixtures form ellipsoidal micelles at 16 mM in the presence and 
absence of 0.25 M KCl. Due to the limitation during SANS beamtime, the mixture with a mole 
fraction of POM-2C12 at 0.25 was measured using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), the fit 
of the SAXS data is given in Figure 3B. The volume fraction was not extracted for this mixture 
since its SAXS data is not given in absolute scale. 
In these investigated compositions for 16 mM POM-2C12/C12EO8 systems, the SANS data 
analysis results suggest that addition of salt results in a micelle size growth by ca. 2 %, 18 % 
and 31 % for mixtures containing 25 mol%, 50 mol% and 75 mol% POM-2C12, respectively. 
The elongation of the 3:1 POM-2C12/C12EO8 system experiences an even more distinct 
increase compared to the pure 16 mM POM-2C12 system (ca. 20%). 
 
Figure 3. (A) SANS of POM-2C12/C12EO8 system in D2O (mole ratio 1:1 and 3:1) and (B) SAXS 
pattern of 1:3 POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixture in H2O, in the presence of 0.25 M KCl. 
The addition of KCl salt induces the formation of slightly elongated micelles in POM-
2C14/C12EO8 mixture compared the equimolar counterpart without salt. The radii of gyration of 
these mixed POM-2C14/C12EO8 micelles were initially predicted through the Guinier analysis 
(shape-independent analysis)40 (see SI Figure 5 at page 161), suggesting the nonionic rich 
micelles have the largest size (the obtained Rg can be found in SI Figure 5 at page 161). The 
micelles become smaller as the composition of the mixture progressively moves to the ionic-
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rich component. Shape-dependent analyses of SANS (Figure 4A) and SAXS (Figure 4B) data 
agree with the Guinier analyses, ionic-rich mixed micelles have the largest ellipticity value (see 
Table 4), providing supportive structural evidence. The ellipticity rises by 11%, 12% and 13% 
for 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 POM-2C14 of POM-2C14, respectively, giving a similar result than the 
pure POM-2C14 system (ca. 11%) in the presence of 0.25 M KCl. 
Table 4. Micellar parameters from SANS/SAXS analysis of 16 mM POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12 and 14) 
mixtures at a constant KCl concentration (0.25 M). 









1:3 12 4.8 20 11.1* 79 -- 
1:1 12 5.8 18 4.6 80 0.025 
3:1 13 5.1 18 4.9 77 0.036 
POM-2C14/C12EO8 mixtures 
1:3 17 2.1 18 4.4 93 0.010 
1:1 16 1.9 15 4.5 56 0.017 
3:1 17 1.7 15 4.8 50 0.026 
POM-2C14/C12EO8 mixtures 
1:3 17 2.1 18 12.8* 93 -- 
1:1 17 1.9 15 13.5* 67 -- 
3:1 18 1.8 12 17.4* 70 -- 
Rmin, the minimum radius of the core; Rmax, the maximum radius of the core; ɛ, Rmax/Rmin (ellipticity); 
φ, volume fraction; SLD, Neutron/X-ray scattering length density; t, shell thickness, Nagg, aggregation 
number. 
* This represents the corresponding parameters were from the analysis of SAXS data and the SLD 
is an X-ray scattering length density value.  
 
The POM-2C16/C12EO8 systems form spherical micelles with and without 0.25 M KCl in the 
solutions. The SANS patterns are plotted in Figure 4C and the fit parameters are listed in 
Table 5. As illustrated, no obvious growth in micellar size was seen compared to that of the 
POM-2C16/C12EO8 system without KCl. This is very similar to the effect seen in the 16 mM 
POM-2C16 system, which experiences a very small growth (ca. 10%) in the micellar size and 
has larger micellar aggregation numbers after the addition of 0.25 M KCl. As previously 
reported, the fractional charge on the pure POM-2C16 micelles is quite low compared to the 
ones formed by surfactant with shorter chains,15 therefore, the counterion condensation is less 
sensitive to the addition of KCl, consequently experience smaller micellar growth.  
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Figure 4. (A) SANS and (B) SAXS patterns of POM-2C14/C12EO8 mixtures in D2O and H2O, respectively, in the 
presence of 0.25 M KCl. (C) SANS data on 16 mM POM-2C16/C12EO6 mixed micellar D2O solutions with the addition 
of 0.25 M KCl. The fits are given as black lines. 
Table 5. Micellar parametersd from SANS analyses of 16 mM POM-2C16/C12EO8 mixtures at a constant 
KCl concentration (0.25 M).  
POM-2C16/C12EO8 R 
(Å) (± 1) 
Shell-SLD (± 0.2) 
(×10-6 Å-2) 
t	(Å) (± 1) Nagg 
(± 5) 
φ (± 0.002) 
1:3 20 4.3 18 68 0.011 
1:1 19 4.8 19 45 0.027 
3:1 18 4.9 19 32 0.043 
d R, the core radius of spherical micelles; φ, volume fraction; SLD, neutron scattering length density; 
t,	shell thickness; Nagg, aggregation number. 
 
It is seen that the effect of the charge neutralisation by the addition of KCl is less pronounced 
on the POM-2C16/C12EO8 micelles when comparing with POM-2C12/C12EO8 and POM-
2C14/C12EO8 micelles. This agrees with what has been observed in the pure POM-2Cn 
systems. This may be due to the higher degree of ionisation of the POM-2C12 and POM-2C14 
in aqueous solutions compared to POM-2C16, therefore are more sensitive to the change of 
the ionic strength in the solutions.15 
POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12, 14 and 16) binary systems at a total concentration of 133 mM. 
As discussed, the mixed micelles were studied in the absence and presence of KCl. And these 
micelles are potentially useful to be used as structure-directing agents for the synthesis of 
inorganic materials with POM units decorated. Different mixing ratios are applicable to control 
the POM content in the resulting hybrid materials. In order to explore the possibility of 
exploiting these micelles to template long-range ordered materials, a higher concentration 
(133 mM) was studied. As illustrated in Figure 5, diffraction peaks are seen in the SAXS 
patterns. The positions of the diffraction peaks of the SAXS patterns from the 3:1 mixtures are 
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listed in Table 6. The liquid crystal phases (LCP) formed by the POM-2C12/C12EO8 and POM-
2C14/C12EO8 only display two peaks in the SAXS measurements, which can be predicted as a 
cubic phase with two possible space groups (Pm3n or Im3m space group). The one formed 
by POM-2C16/C12EO8 shows three diffraction peaks, which is indexed as a cubic phase with 
an Im3m space group. The increase in d spacing (=2π/q, q, the position of the main peak) of 
the resulting LCP occurs with increasing tail length of POM-2Cn. The SAXS pattern of POM-
2C12/C12EO8 mixtures with the mole ratio of 1:1 are contributed by the scattering from micelles 
as seen in Figure 5, and those of POM-2C14/C12EO8 and POM-2C16/C12EO8 mixtures have a 
small diffraction peak and are mostly contributed by the micelles. A lamellar phase is seen in 
the 1:3 POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixture, however, other mixtures with 1:3 mole ratio do not form 
long-range ordered micelles.  
Table 6. Diffraction peak position obtained from SAXS data of 133 mM POM-2Cn/C12EO8 mixtures at a 
mole ratio of 3:1. 
POM-2Cn/C12EO8 Main peak (Å-1)  
(± 0.002) 
Secondary peak (Å-1) 
(± 0.002) 
Third peak (Å-1)  
(± 0.002)  
n = 12 0.011 0.017 -- 
n = 14 0.016 0.022 -- 
n = 16 0.017 0.023 0.026 
 
 
Figure 5. SAXS patterns of (A) POM-2C12/C12EO8 (B) POM-2C14/C12EO8 (C) POM-2C16/C12EO8 
mixtures at concentration of 133 mM with three mixing mole ratios. 
The preparation of silica. 
As a proof of concept, the lamellar phase formed by 133 mM	1:3	POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixture 
was used to template silica. The SAXS pattern of the prepared silica has two broad peaks, 
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which may correspond to a lamellar phase. The two diffraction peaks were maintained after 
calcination as seen in Figure 6 (A). The calcined sample possesses a type IV isotherm with a 
type H4 hysteresis loop (see Figure 6B),41, 42 and a surface area of 313 m2/g. The inserted 
pore size distribution in Figure 6B suggests that the pore size in the calcined porous silica 
mostly distributes between 1 nm and 4 nm. 	
 
Figure 6. (A) SAXS patterns of the prepared silica and the calcined silica.  (B) Nitrogen adsorption-
desorption isotherm and pore size distribution of the calcined silica. 
Conclusion 
The aggregation behaviours of mixed anionic POM-2Cn and nonionic C12EO8 surfactants in 
water were studied by small angle neutron scattering. The SANS analysis results indicate that 
morphologies of the mixed micelles are dominated heavily by the ionic part even though in the 
case of the POM-2C16 the degree of counterion binding to the surface of the micelle is high, 
meaning this surfactant bears very little charge when it is in the micelles. We employed KCl, 
which contains the same counterion as the POM-2Cn headgroup, as a modulator of the ionic 
strength in the micellar solutions. Effects of KCl addition on both the pure POM-2Cn system 
and their binary mixture with C12EO8 were studied at a fixed surfactant molar concentration 
(16 mM) using SANS. The investigation of the salt effect on the pure POM-2Cn systems is 
carried out by continuously increasing the KCl concentration at a fixed surfactant total 
concentration from 0 M to 0.75 M where a salting-out effect is observed. For increasing ionic 
strength, growth in the micellar size is evidenced by the SANS analysis. The addition of KCl 
also induced an increase in the micellar size of the mixed POM-2Cn/C12EO8 micelles. The 
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elongation effect induced by salt addition is more effective when the ionic part in the mixture 
bears shorter hydrophobic chains, this is attributed to the higher ionisation degree of these 
surfactants. These mixtures form LCP at high concentration (133 mM), and the LCP structure 
can be transformed into silica materials through surfactant templating method. The results in 
this paper have studied the mixing of POM-2Cn and C12EO8, both at low concentration and 
high concentration. The feasibility of transforming the LCP structure formed by POM-
2Cn/C12EO8 mixture has also been proven. 
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SI Figure 1. SANS patterns and fits of C12EO8 aqueous solutions (A) 8 mM and (B) 16 mM. Fits are 
made using the core-shell sphere model and are given as black lines. 
 
 
SI Figure 2. SANS patterns and their corresponding fits of POM-2C12/C12EO8 systems with three mixing 
mole ratios at a total concentration of (A) 8 mM and (B) 16 mM in 70 mol% D2O. Fits are made using 





SI Figure 3. SANS patterns and their corresponding fits of POM-2C14/C12EO8 systems with three mixing 
mole ratios at a total concentration of (A) 8 mM and (B) 16 mM in 70 mol% D2O. Fits are made using 
the core-shell ellipsoid model and are given as black lines. 
. 
 
SI Figure 4. SAXS patterns and fits of (A) 16 mM POM-2C12 and (B) 16 mM POM-2C14 in 70 mol% D2O, 
in the presence of different KCl concentrations.  
 
 
SI Figure 5. The Guinier plot of In (I (q)) versus q2 for 16 mM POM-2C14/C12EO8 mixtures with the 





6. AMPHIPHILIC POLYOXOMETALATE MIXTURES WITH OCTAETHYLENE GLYCOL
DODECYL ETHER AND SALT EFFECT ON THE MICELLAR SYSTEMS.
6.2 Conclusion
In this chapter the mixture of POM-2Cn/C12EO8 at both low concentrations (8 and 16 mM)
and a high concentration (133 mM) are studied. The mixed systems POM-2Cn/C12EO6 and
POM-2Cn/C12EO8 are both studied using SANS technique for comparison to find out how the
headgroup of the nonionic surfactant in the mixed systems affects the shape of the mixed mi-
celles. The fitting of the obtained SANS data suggest that when the nonionic surfactant has a
less soluble headgroup, it induces a more obvious elongation along one direction of the micelles
if involved in the POM-2Cn systems.
Additionally, when KCl salt is added into the pure POM-2Cn systems, the surfactant molecules
form more elongated micelles in water due to the shield of repulsive interactions between the POM
headgroups caused by the appearance of the K+ ions. The salt effect is more obvious when the
POM-2Cn in the mixtures has shorter tail lengths (n = 12 and 14). And the mixed micelles in
16 mM mixed surfactant solutions are studied in the presence of 0.25 M KCl. The elongation of
the 3:1 POM-2C12/C12EO8 system experiences an even more distinct increase compared to the
pure 16 mM POM-2C12 system (ca. 20%). This is explained from the aspect of fractal charge
that POM-2C12 molecules bear in the micelles: in the mixed micelles, the POM-2C12 molecules
are able to dissociate more counterions due to the insertion of C12EO8 molecules, therefore, is
more sensitive to the change of the ionic strength in the solutions.
The micellar structures of the mixed surfactant systems at a high concentration (total sur-
factant concentration 133 mM) with the three same mixing ratios are also studied. The SAXS
patterns of the 3:1 POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12, 14 and 16) mixtures have very obvious noise
which maybe caused by the large aggregates formed at this high concentration. The SAXS pat-
terns of 1:1 POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 14 and 16) mixtures have a small peak which are difficult
to define their orderings. The 1:3 POM-2Cn/C12EO8 (n = 12) mixtures clearly show two peaks
which maybe related to a lamellar liquid crystal phase. The 133 mM POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixture
with the mole ratio at 1:3 is then used to template silica materials. The resulting silica material
gives two broad peaks that could indicate a lamellar structure. And BET analysis of the nitrogen
absorption line indicates a surface area of ca. 313 m2/g. And the BJH analysis suggests the pore
size in the structure lies in the range of 1 nm and 4 nm. The small pore size may be due to
the contraction of the pore structure during high-temperature annealing. Since the peaks in the
SAXS patterns from the silica material before and after calcination are very broad, it is difficult
to compare the change in d-spacing caused by high-temperature annealing.
This study has proven the concept of using the mixed surfactant systems, which contain the
novel POM-2Cn surfactants, to template POM-functionalised materials. The resulting materials
also have a porous structure in a mesoscale which increases the active surface area that is avail-
able to catalytic reactions. This study inspires future studies on loading the POM units on to
long-range ordered porous catalysts to achieve a structure with POM units well-aligned in the
inner pore wall. This structure not only increases the active surface area but also may grant a
synergistic effect in catalytic properties between POM and the templated materials.
Additionally, the well-mixing of POM-2Cn and C12EOm also suggest the compatibility of
POM-2Cn with commercial surfactants. This could extend the application of POM-2Cn surfac-
tants into other areas. For example, to crosslink with other polymers to produce gels. The pre-
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pared gels are proposed to have well-dispersed POM units in their structures, therefore they can
be used as superabsorbents or to be three-dimensionally printed into devices with well-dispersed
POM units.
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Conclusion and Future work
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis has focused on the preparation of porous inorganic materials through a surfactant
templating method. The templating systems used in Chapter 3 were formed by a traditional sur-
factant (hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, CTAB). In order to functionalize the prepared
inorganic materials, novel surfactants that possess Dawson structured polyoxometalate as the
hydrophilic headgroup (POM-2Cn, n = 12, 14, 16 and 18) were designed and prepared. Chap-
ters 4, 5 and 6 focused on the aggregation behaviour of the pure POM-2Cn as well as mixed
POM-2Cn/C12EOm (m = 6 and 8) systems, and their applications in functionalising TiO2 and
SiO2.
7.1.1 Preparation of silica films using traditional CTAB surfactant in
the presence of LPEI and NaOH.
The preparation of silica using organic materials has been well established, including the synthesis
methods, the formation mechanisms and applications. Silica materials of a film geometry are
of importance in the field of catalysis and separations. The surfactant-polymer mixtures have
allowed the preparation of robust and free-standing silica films, and were widely studied by
our group. Here, with the aim to better control the pore size of the prepared silica films with
controllable mesostructures, an alternative silica precursor, sodium silicate solution, was used
in the preparation. The variations in the composition of the film growth solutions, such as the
concentrations of sodium silicate, CTAB, LPEI and NaOH, were studied and were found to have
little effect on the type of the mesostructure of the as-synthesised silica films. The growth of the
silica films was followed by using in situ X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and grazing incidence small
angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS). The results have shown that the wormlike mesophase is already
formed at the surface at the early stage of the film growth process. However, the diffraction peaks
from the crystallised surfactants may hinder the possibility to discern the secondary peak that is
important to determine the detailed evolution of the interfacial structure. The addition of NaNO3
salt, as a source of NO−3 , allowed the diminishment of the crystallisation of the surfactants in the
system, and hence allowed the detection of the secondary peak. In situ XRR and GISAXS results
indicated the formation of 2D hexagonal structure normal to the surface and the lateral interface
retained the wormlike structure during the film growth process. However overall the ordering in
the sodium silicate derived films was poor compared to that achieved with tetramethoxysilane
precursors.
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7.1.2 The micellar phase of pure POM-2Cn surfactants and their ap-
plication in material templating.
POM-headed surfactants were designed to functionalize materials through the surfactant tem-
plating method. These surfactants were prepared by grafting double hydrocarbon chains to a
Dawson structured polyoxometalate ([P2W17O61]
10−), abbreviated as POM-2Cn. The lengths
of the hydrophobic chains were 12, 14, 16 and 18. These POM-2Cn surfactants are soluble in
water and their CMCs in water have been determined using conductivity measurements. Their
surfactant behaviours were studied using SANS and were seen to be different compared to the
traditional surfactants (CnTAB), which form more globular micelles with increasing hydrophobic
tail length. Based on the previously reported synergism between POM and TiO2, these micelles
were used to template TiO2. The resulted hybrid POM-TiO2 materials have different pore-size
distributions and values of surface area, which may be due to the different morphologies of the
POM-2Cn micelles used for templating. The hybrid materials possess enhanced degradation prop-
erties for rhodamine B compared to unfunctionalised TiO2 material. This chapter has proven
the feasibility of the application of POM-2Cn surfactants as templates for supporting POM onto
templated materials.
7.1.3 The micellar phase of POM-2Cn/C12EO6 mixtures.
The mixtures of POM-2Cn with C12EO6 with three different mixing ratios were studied to in-
vestigate their use in tuning the POM content in the resulting hybrid template materials. As
seen for other anionic surfactants (for instance sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS), the insertion of
C12EO6 molecules induces elongation of the micelles. The mole fractions of the POM-2Cn in the
mixed micelles were determined through analysing the SANS data. Similar results were found
using the CMCs of the mixed systems. demonstrating antagonistic non-ideal mixing. Despite
this unfavourable interaction between the nonionic and POM-surfactants formation of mixed mi-
celles does still occur and could assist in control of micelle properties. These results are useful
to estimate the POM content in the resulting hybrid materials which could be synthesised using
these mixtures.
7.1.4 The micellar phase of POM-2Cn/C12EO8 mixtures and applica-
tions.
The mixtures of POM-2Cn with C12EO8 with three mixing ratios were studied. The C12EO8
surfactant was chosen since it has the same tail geometry and the same type of hydrophilic
headgroup (polyethylene oxide) as C12EO6, but has a larger headgroup (eight repeated ethylene
oxide units versus six in C12EO6). The comparison between the micellar phases formed by
POM-2Cn/C12EO6 and POM-2Cn/C12EO8 suggested that the larger headgroup in the nonionic
surfactant structure reduces their abilities to elongate the mixed micelles when mixed with POM-
2Cn surfactants due to the reduced packing parameter arising from larger average headgroup size.
The effect of salt addition on the micellar phase structures is of interest given the fact that POM-
2Cn are hexavalent surfactants, therefore this was studied and was found to induce the growth of
the micelles along one direction of the micelles with the other two axes remaining nearly constant.
These micelles are potentially useful to template porous materials with spherical pore walls, in
a cubic or 3D hexagonal close packed geometry, similar to those seen in surfactant templated
silicas, but including POM units functionalised within the inner pores. Different liquid crystal
phases were formed when the total surfactant concentration was increased to 133 mM at different
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mixing mole ratios. The lamellar phase formed by 1: 3 POM-2C12/C12EO8 mixture was applied
to synthesise silica. The resulting silica material may show two diffraction peaks that could
indicate a lamellar structure. The surface area however is relatively small (ca. 313 m2/g) with
most pores lying in the size range between 1 nm and 4 nm.
7.2 Future work.
The outlook for the future work can be separated into two parts, which are proposed from the
aspect of functionalised inorganic materials and gel systems.
7.2.1 Functionalised inorganic materials.
As listed above, the pure POM-2Cn systems have been used to template POM-functionalised
TiO2 (Chapter 4). This has proven the feasibility of utilisation of the micelles for material prepa-
ration although further work would be needed to find conditions under which materials with a
high degree of long-range ordering could be prepared, if such ordering is required. Most ap-
plications simply require high surface area and accessible porosity so in this sense control over
POM loading and pore connectivity are more important goals. Since the SANS studies of the
mixtures (in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6) demonstrate that the POM-2Cn surfactants mix well with
the polyethylene oxide surfactants, these mixed micelles have potential advantages in tuning the
amount of POM on the micelle surface. Such mixtures can also allow the formation of pores with
larger volume in the resulting materials after the nonionic component is calcined away. There-
fore, it is worth studying in more detail the properties of hybrid materials prepared by templating
using the mixed micelles to study the change in amount of POM loaded into the materials and
the effect this has on their photocatalytic efficiency. In addition, liquid crystal phases formed by
the POM-2Cn/C12EO8 mixtures at high concentrations can be exploited to synthesise long-range
ordered materials with POM units well aligned in the inner pores.
This method is applicable to functionalised materials varying from non-catalytic materials to
various catalysts. For non-catalytic materials, such as silica, the prepared POM-functionalised
materials are potentially useful as super absorbents [253] due to the high charge of the POMs, and
are also useful in redox and photodegradation reactions due to the catalytic properties of the
POMs. For catalytic materials, in addition to the TiO2 materials studied in Chapter 4, other
photocatalysts (WO3 etc.)
[175] and electrocatalysts (NiO, Co3O4 etc.)
[254,255] can also be func-
tionalised with POMs to achieve synergistic effects using this method.
The ideas proposed above are based on the preparation of POM-functionalised materials in
the form of powders. The study of silica film preparation in Chapter 3 has investigated a feasible
method to prepare spontaneous free-standing films. This work could also be extended by mixing
the POM-2Cn surfactant into the templating systems to prepare the POM-functionalised silica
films or other metal oxide materials in a film geometry for membrane catalysis.
Future studies would contribute to the effective design of POM-functionalised materials in
the form of both powders and films, and to the cost-effective design and economic application for
industrial use.
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7.2.2 Functionalised gels.
POM-2Cn molecules contain simple alkyl chains which have a tendency to gel with various or-
ganic solvents through van der Waals interactions. [256] Moreover, the high charge possessed by
the headgroup of POM-2Cn surfactants also allows them to crosslink in the presence of other
polymers through electrostatic interactions, thus to form gels. Therefore, the hydrocarbon chain
modified POMs are potential candidates for the preparation of POM-functionalised gel systems,
which unmodified POMs do not favour due to the non-directional electrostatic interactions they
possess. The negatively charged POMs offer the potential application as superabsorbent materials
for removal and separation of ionic dyes. [253] Additionally, soft systems containing well-dispersed
POM are also a potential candidate for designing new organic soft materials.
To conclude but not finalise, the applications of the POM-based amphiphiles are not limited to
the design of inorganic materials and organic networks (gels). There are many more possibilities
to be explored. Moreover, the synthesis method of the POM amphiphiles used in this thesis
may also apply to other types of POM, which may contribute to even broader outlook in the
fundamental studies and applications of these novel materials.
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